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Summary
With the development of technology and upgrading of services, there is a growing demand for indoor location-based service (LBS). The indoor positioning
plays a key role in LBS. Traditional RF-based indoor positioning technologies
have several problems, such as low accuracy, insuﬃcient range, and high cost,
etc. Therefore, alternative technologies are being considered. As the modulation frequency of white LEDs can reach several MHz, white LEDs can be used
for wireless communication and positioning. And with high-eﬃciency and longlasting white LEDs gradually becoming the main source of lighting, it makes
the low cost, low power consumption, and long lifetime communication and
positioning possible. Visible light communication (VLC)-based positioning or
visible light positioning (VLP) reuses readily available lighting infrastructure
and has the advantages of high accuracy, low cost, and high indoor ubiquity,
making it one of the most promising solutions for indoor positioning.
VLP has been considered in many works. As, compared to an image sensor (such as CCD cameras), photodiodes (PD)s consume less energy and can
detect signals that are modulated at higher frequencies, the receiver consisting
of a single PD or a PD array is gaining interest. Especially the PD array, consisting of multiple PDs, has the ability to increase the reliability, resulting in
an improvement of the performance. Currently, there are two types of multiple
PDs structure for the receiver, i.e., the PD array with diﬀerent PD tilt angles
– angular diversity receiver – and the PD array combined with apertures –
aperture-combined receiver.
Since the visible light channel is largely sensitive to both the distance and
angle with respect to the transmitter, a high-precision position estimate can
only be achieved if the receiver’s orientation is provided. If the orientation is
not known, this should be taken into account when designing the estimation
algorithm. However, research on the orientation of the receiver is limited. Many
works assume the orientation is perfectly known in advance, i.e., an external
device is used to determine the orientation of the receiver, which, however,
is a strong assumption in reality. On the one hand, the external orientation
estimation device is not always available for the receiver. For such a case, the
estimator has to simultaneously estimate the position and orientation (PO)
from the observed light signal only. On the other hand, even though the receiver
is equipped with an external orientation estimation device, the drawback of
using these devices is their low accuracy, i.e. they suﬀer from severe biases
and drift problems, especially when the receiver, which is carried by a user or
attached to a carrier, experiences some random movement. Consequently, even
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if the receiver determines its orientation with an external orientation estimation
device, the estimated orientation is subject to noise and orientation errors,
meaning the instantaneous orientation is not perfectly known [3,4]. Hence, the
external device can only provide a probability distribution of the orientation to
the position estimator, which can be used as prior information for the position
estimation.
This thesis focuses on the simultaneous position and orientation estimation
(SPO) estimation for visible light systems, particularly those with multiple
LEDs and multiple PDs (MLMP). We focus on three speciﬁc topics: simultaneous position and orientation estimation for the angular diversity receiver (in
the absence of prior information on orientation), hybrid position and orientation
estimation for the angular diversity receiver in the presence of prior information on the orientation, and simultaneous position and orientation estimation
for the aperture-combined quadrant photodiode (AQPD) (in the absence of
prior information on orientation).
In the ﬁrst topic, we investigate the SPO problem using received signal
strength (RSS), for angular diversity receivers without an external orientation estimation device. We design two SPO algorithms using the principle of
optimization on manifolds, which alleviates the constraints from the rotation
matrix. In addition, we propose an initialization algorithm, based on the direct
linear transformation (DLT) principle, to obtain an initial estimate in closedform for the iterative algorithms. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
RSS-based SPO algorithms, we derive the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). In particular, the CRB on the orientation error corresponds to the intrinsic CRB
or the CRB on manifolds, which measures the error in the estimated rotation matrix in a physically meaningful way. Computer simulations show an
asymptotic tightness between the performance of the proposed algorithms and
the theoretical lower bound, demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
solutions.
In the second topic, we design an RSS-based hybrid position and orientation
estimation algorithm using the hybrid maximum likelihood (ML)/maximum
a posteriori (MAP) (HMM) principle for angular diversity receivers with an
available external orientation estimation device, to take into account the presence of prior information on the orientation. The proposed HMM estimator
is compared with the three estimators, i.e., the designed SPO estimator, the
existing misspeciﬁed maximum likelihood (MML) estimator and the ﬁrst-orderapproximation-based positioning algorithm, subject to the orientation uncertainty. Further, in order to analytically assess the performance of the proposed
estimator, the hybrid Cramér-Rao bound (HCRB) for HMM is derived. Computer simulations show an asymptotic tightness between the performance of
the estimator and its associated theoretical lower bound.
In the last topic, we propose a calibration and a SPO estimation algorithm
for the AQPD (without an external orientation estimation device). To this
end, we ﬁrst model the RSS of the AQPD as a function of the receiver’s PO
and misalignment using the prospective projection model. Then, we show that

the commonly applied strategy of diﬀerencing and normalization to the RSS,
claimed by most works to be able to improve the robustness against RSS variation, results in a complex probability density function (PDF), which makes
an eﬀective and eﬃcient estimation hard to achieve. Therefore, an approximated PDF in a simple closed-from is derived, based on which the calibration
and the SPO estimation algorithms using the least squares (LS) estimation are
proposed. The proposed calibration does not require any information about
the PO of the receiver and is robust to the received power variation, which
is, therefore, easy to employ and is able to relax the calibration setup. The
corresponding CRB on the estimated misalignment is also derived, which can
be used as an indicator to show how large the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or
the number of LEDs should be for a desired accuracy. Both the Monte Carlo
simulation and the real experiment conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
calibration and the SPO estimation algorithms.
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Samenvatting
Door de evolutie van de beschikbare technologie is er een sterke groei van
indoor locatiegebaseerde diensten (LBS). De mogelijkheid tot positiebepaling voor binnenhuis is belangrijk voor de ontwikkeling van LBS. Traditionele
RF-gebaseerde indoor positioneringstechnologieën ondervinden allerlei soorten
problemen, zoals lage nauwkeurigheid, onvoldoende bereik en hoge kosten.
Daarom wordt er gekeken naar alternatieve technologieën. Aangezien witte
LED’s kunnen gemoduleerd worden tot verschillende MHz, kunnen witte LED’s
worden gebruikt voor draadloze communicatie en plaatsbepaling. Aangezien
witte LED’s met hun hoge eﬃciëntie en lange levensduur geleidelijk de belangrijkste verlichtingsbron worden, is het mogelijk om communicatie en plaatsbepaling aan te bieden met lage kosten, laag stroomverbruik en lange levensduur. Plaatsbepaling op basis van zichtbaar-licht-communicatie (VLC) of
zichtbaar-licht-positionering (VLP) maakt gebruik van de beschikbare verlichtingsinfrastructuur en heeft als voordelen zijn van hoge nauwkeurigheid, de lage
kostprijs en de hoge alomtegenwoordigheid binnenshuis, waardoor het één van
de meestbelovende oplossingen voor binnenplaatsbepaling is.
VLP werd reeds onderzocht in verschillende werken. Aangezien fotodiodes
(PD) minder energie verbruiken dan beeldsensoren (zoals CCD cameras) en
signalen kunnen detecteren die met hogere frequenties gemoduleerd zijn, wint
de ontvanger bestaande uit een enkele PD of een PD-array aan belangstelling.
Vooral de PD-array, bestaande uit meerdere PD’s, heeft de mogelijkheid om
de betrouwbaarheid te verhogen, wat resulteert in een verbetering van de
prestaties. Momenteel zijn er twee soorten ontvangerstructuren met meerdere
PDs, namelijk een PD-array met verschillende PD-kantelhoeken (angular diversity receiver) en een PD-array gecombineerd met aperturen (aperture-combined
receiver).
Aangezien het kanaal voor zichtbaar licht in hoge mate gevoelig is voor zowel
de afstand als de hoek ten opzichte van de zender, kan een zeer nauwkeurige
positiebepaling alleen worden verkregen als de oriëntatie van de ontvanger bekend is. Indien de oriëntatie niet bekend is, moet hiermee rekening worden
gehouden bij het ontwerp van het schattingsalgoritme. Het onderzoek naar
de oriëntatie van de ontvanger is echter beperkt. In veel werken wordt ervan
uitgegaan dat de oriëntatie van tevoren perfect gekend is, d.w.z. dat een extern apparaat wordt gebruikt om de oriëntatie van de ontvanger te bepalen,
wat in werkelijkheid echter een onrealistische veronderstelling is. Enerzijds is
een externe oriënteringsschatter niet altijd beschikbaar in de ontvanger. In
een dergelijk geval moet de schatter gelijktijdig de positie en de oriëntatie
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(PO) schatten op basis van het waargenomen lichtsignaal alleen. Anderzijds,
ook al is de ontvanger uitgerust met een externe oriëntatieschatter, is er het
probleem van de geringe nauwkeurigheid van deze toestellen. De externe oriënteringsschatters hebben te kampen met ernstige afwijkingen en driftproblemen,
vooral wanneer de ontvanger, die door een gebruiker wordt gedragen of op een
drager is bevestigd, een willekeurige beweging ondergaat. Bijgevolg is, zelfs
wanneer de ontvanger zijn oriëntatie bepaalt met een extern toestel voor oriëntatieschatting, de geschatte oriëntatie onderhevig aan ruis en oriëntatiefouten,
wat betekent dat de ogenblikkelijke oriëntatie niet perfect gekend is [3, 4]. Het
externe toestel kan dus alleen een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling van de oriëntatie aan de positieschatter verstrekken, wat dan als priori informatie voor de
positieschatting kan worden gebruikt.
Deze dissertatie richt zich op de PO-schatting voor systemen met zichtbaar
licht, in het bijzonder systemen met meerdere LEDs en meerdere fotodiodes
(PDs) (MLMP). Wij concentreren ons op drie speciﬁeke onderwerpen: gelijktijdige positie- en oriëntatieschatting voor de angulaire diversiteitsontvanger (in
afwezigheid van voorafgaande informatie over de oriëntatie), hybride positie- en
oriëntatieschatting voor de angulaire diversiteitsontvanger in aanwezigheid van
voorafgaande informatie over de oriëntatie, en gelijktijdige positie- en oriëntatieschatting voor de apertuur-gecombineerde kwadrant-fotodiode (AQPD) (in
afwezigheid van voorafgaande informatie over de oriëntatie).
In het eerste onderwerp onderzoeken we het probleem van de gelijktijdige
positie- en oriëntatieschatting (SPO) met behulp van de ontvangen signaalsterkte (RSS), voor ontvangers met hoekdiversiteit maar zonder een externe
oriëntatie schatter. We ontwerpen twee SPO algoritmes die gebruik maken
van het principe van optimalisatie op variëteiten, wat de restricties vereenvoudigt die opgelegd zijn door de rotatiematrix. Bovendien stellen we een
initialisatiealgoritme voor, gebaseerd op het principe van directe lineaire transformatie (DLT), om een initiële schatting in gesloten vorm te verkrijgen voor
de iteratieve algoritmes. Om de prestaties van de voorgestelde RSS-gebaseerde
SPO algoritmes te evalueren, leiden we de Cramér-Rao limiet (CRB) af. Meer
speciﬁek, de benodigde CRB op de oriëntatiefout is de intrinsieke CRB, m.a.w.
de CRB voor variëteiten, waarbij de fout in de geschatte rotatiematrix op
een fysisch betekenisvolle manier gemeten wordt. Computersimulaties tonen
aan dat de performantie van de voorgestelde algoritmen de theoretische ondergrens asymptotisch dicht benadert, wat de doeltreﬀendheid van de voorgestelde
oplossingen aantoont.
In het tweede onderwerp ontwerpen we een op RSS gebaseerd hybride algoritme voor positie- en oriëntatiebepaling. Dit algoritme maakt gebruik van
het hybride maximum likelihood (ML)/maximum a posteriori (MAP) (HMM)
principe voor ontvangers met hoekdiversiteit en een beschikbaar extern oriëntatieraamapparaat, en houdt rekening met de aanwezigheid van voorafgaande
informatie over de oriëntatie. De voorgestelde HMM-schatter wordt vergeleken
met drie schatters, namelijk de door ons voorgestelde SPO-schatter uit het
eerste onderzoeksonderwerp, de bestaande foutgespeciﬁeerde maximum likeli-

hood (MML)-schatter en het positioneringsalgoritme gebaseerd op de eerste
orde benadering, onderhevig aan de oriëntatie-onzekerheid. Verder wordt, om
de prestaties van de voorgestelde schatter analytisch te beoordelen, de hybride
Cramér-Rao bound (HCRB) voor HMM afgeleid. Computersimulaties tonen
aan dat de performantie van de voorgestelde schatter de bijbehorende theoretische ondergrens asymptotisch benadert.
In het laatste onderwerp stellen wij een kalibratie- en een SPOschattingsalgoritme voor de AQPD voor (zonder een extern oriëntatieinstrument). Daartoe modelleren wij eerst de RSS van de AQPD als een
functie van de PO en de uitlijningsfout van de ontvanger met behulp van
het prospectieve projectiemodel. Vervolgens tonen we aan dat de algemeen
toegepaste strategie van diﬀerentiëren en normaliseren op de RSS, waarvan in
de meeste werken wordt beweerd dat het de robuustheid tegen RSS variaties
verbetert, resulteert in een complexe kansdichtheidsfunctie (PDF), waardoor
een eﬀectieve en eﬃciënte schatting moeilijk te bekomen is. Daarom wordt
een benaderde gesloten-vorm kansfunctie voorgesteld, op basis waarvan de
kalibratie- en de SPO-schattingsalgoritmen met least squares (LS)-schatting
worden afgeleid. De voorgestelde kalibratie vereist geen informatie over de
PO van de ontvanger, wat de kalibratieprocedure vereenvoudigt, en is robuust voor variaties in het ontvangen vermogen. De overeenkomstige CRB op
de geschatte uitlijningsfouten wordt ook afgeleid, om te worden gebruikt als
indicator voor de benodigde signaal-ruisverhouding (SNR) of aantal LED’s om
een gewenste nauwkeurigheid te bekomen. Zowel de Monte Carlo simulatie als
experimenten bevestigen de doeltreﬀendheid van de voorgestelde kalibratie- en
SPO-schattingsalgoritmes.
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Introduction
1.1

State-of-the-Art

With the development of technology and the upgrading of services, people’s
demand for location-based services (LBS) is increasing. In addition, modern
humans spend 80% ∼ 90% of their time in indoor environments [5], therefore,
indoor LBS has a direct impact on people’s work and life. In recent years,
indoor LBS concepts have proliferated, and applications such as routing in
large buildings, warehouse logistics management, assistive healthcare systems,
location-based mobile advertising, and real-time Q&A revolving, etc, have been
proposed. In order to realize these applications, the positioning technology is
the key to support LBS.
The rapid development of wireless communication technology has provided
a variety of solutions for positioning. Nowadays, the satellite positioning system represented by Global Positioning System (GPS) has become a mature
and widely used outdoor positioning system with its advantages of wide coverage and high positioning accuracy. However, in indoor environments, the
electromagnetic signals transmitted by satellites are obscured by building walls
and ﬂoors, which makes GPS perform poorly in indoor and underground environments. In addition, the user requirements of diﬀerent indoor positioning
systems are diverse. Speciﬁc requirement parameters, such as accuracy, robustness, cost, coverage, latency, etc, depend on application scenarios [6]. Further, some LBS provides people with value-added services based on location
information by combining wireless communication technology and positioning
technology, so the deployed system is expected to combine communication and
positioning. These challenges have prompted academia and industry to explore
indoor positioning technologies that meet these requirements. The current
mainstream indoor wireless positioning technologies include: WiFi [7], Bluetooth [8], radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) [9], ultrawide band (UWB) [10],
and so on. A comparison of these technologies is provided in Tab. 1.1. Since
the need for low positioning costs and ubiquitous indoor positioning technologies is gaining importance, the current and future trend is to utilize existing
infrastructure as much as possible to avoid the high time and labor costs of
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dedicated hardware deployment. Visible light communication (VLC)-based positioning or visible light positioning (VLP) is an emerging and highly promising
technology that has the potential to meet the requirements of high accuracy,
high ubiquity, and low positioning cost at the same time.
Visible light systems, have seen a rapid growth in recent years, behind which
are two main driving factors, namely unregulated spectrum and ubiquitous indoor access. On the one hand, the demand for wireless transmission capacity,
and thus the demand for spectrum, are continuously increasing, as result of the
rapid popularization of high throughput applications (such as, augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR), high-solution video, cloud computing, and cloud
storage) and the explosive growth of wireless connected devices (such as, highperformance mobile devices, smart home devices, and wearable devices). The
visible light spectrum provides an alternative unregulated spectrum to the already crowded radio frequency (RF) spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1.1. On the
other hand, highly eﬃcient and long-lasting white LEDs, which are gradually
becoming the main source of light for illumination, can be modulated at frequencies up to several MHz. This is not possible with the conventional light
devices such as ﬂuorescent and incandescent lamps. Consequently, white LEDs
can be used for wireless communication and positioning, making it possible
to achieve high rate communication and positioning with low cost, low power
consumption, and long lifetime [1]. As lighting infrastructure is required for
human activities inherently, visible light systems are able to provide ubiquitous
indoor access by reusing existing lighting infrastructures.
Besides, additional advantages of visible light systems are: 1) Visible light
is environmentally friendly compared to RF solutions, which makes it feasible
for electromagnetically sensitive environments; 2) Since visible light cannot
penetrate opaque objects and walls, not only does this alleviate the inter-cell
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interference and increase the capacity, but also it provides an inherent wireless
communication security; 3) Since the visible light channel is largely sensitive to
the distance and angle with respect to the transmitter, the visible light system
is expected to estimate the receiver’s position and/or orientation accurately.
Potential applications/services, including but not limited to, are
• IoT applications: With the help of visible light systems, electronics used
in indoor environments can be interconnected to realize IoT applications,
such as smart homes, smart oﬃces, and smart industry.
• Defense and security: Because visible light cannot be detected on the
other side of a wall, visible light systems prevent eavesdropping through
walls, which is particularly useful in the ﬁeld of defense and security
applications.
• Intelligent transport: Utilizing LEDs of vehicles and traﬃc infrastructures, visible light systems can be used for intelligent transport applications, such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I) communication, and LBS.
• Sensitive environment: Visible light systems provide an electromagnetic
interference-free solution to communication and positioning, which can
be used in many electromagnetically sensitive environments, such as hospitals, mines, petrochemical plants, and oil platforms, to achieve asset
tracking, personnel tracking and data monitoring.
Depending on the type of sensor used at the receiver, indoor visible light
positioning systems can be divided into photodiode (PD)-based and imagesensor-based systems, with their positioning algorithms designed on diﬀerent
signal features for each type of indoor visible light positioning system. On the
one hand, the output of the image sensor is an image. This type of receiver ﬁrst
identiﬁes (in combination with a proper multiplexing protocol) and determines
the coordinates of multiple LEDs in an image. Once the coordinates of these
LEDs in the image are obtained, the image transformation relating the positions of LEDs and their images is used to ﬁnd the orientation and position of
the receiver. For now, there are already some demonstrations of image-sensorbased systems. For example, Philips’ image-sensor-based solution aimed at improving the shopping experience has been demonstrated in supermarkets such
as Carrefour in Lille, France, EDEKA Parchman in Germany and Aswaaq in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. On the other hand, a PD is a solid-state device
that senses incident light and converts it into an electric current. The current
generated by the PD is proportional to the power of the incident light. As
the light emitted from the LED propagates through the optical wireless channel, its intensity undergoes changes before reaching the PD, and this change
is determined by the channel characteristics. The PD receiver processes the
received signal (in combination with a proper multiplexing protocol) to obtain
information about the characteristic of the received light signal from multiple
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LEDs, for example, received signal strength (RSS), time diﬀerence of arrival
(TDOA) or angle-of-arrival (AOA) information. Based on this characteristic
information and its relation to the channel, algorithms can be designed to estimate the position (and orientation) of the receiver. Experimental results of
works on PD-based systems showed that such systems can achieve centimeterlevel 3D positioning accuracy [11, 12]. By comparison, camera-based receivers
are able to provide accurate AOA information and beneﬁts users with a simpler receiver structure, however, due to the frame rate limitation of cameras,
the camera-based receiver might not provide a suﬃcient data rate for positioning which limits its applications, especially when the camera moves fast. This
drawback becomes more apparent when we take into account communication,
where LEDs are modulated at high frequencies to avoid ﬂicker perceived by
the human eye. In contrast, PD-based receivers consume less energy and can
detect signals that are modulated at higher frequencies.

1.2

Problem Statement

As, compared to an image sensor, PDs consume less energy and can detect
signals that are modulated at higher frequencies, most recent works focus on
receivers consisting of one or more PDs. Compared to the single PD, the PD
array, consisting of multiple PDs, has the ability to increase the receiver’s ﬁeld
of view (FOV) and angular diversity by tilting the PDs in the array or using
apertures [13, 14, 15]. As a result, receivers with multiple PDs have more reliable presence of line-of-sight paths and obtains more information, resulting
in improved performance and reliability. Therefore, the PD array is gaining
interest. Besides, since the visible light channel is largely sensitive to both the
distance and angle with respect to the transmitter, a high-precision position
estimate can only be achieved if the receiver’s orientation is provided. However,
if the orientation is not known, this should be taken into account when designing the estimation algorithm. This thesis studies the position and orientation
estimation problem for the above mentioned structures with multiple PDs, i.e.,
the PD array with diﬀerent PD tilt angles – angular diversity receiver – and
the PD array combined with apertures – aperture-combined receiver.
Positioning using visible light is considered in many works [16]. However,
research on the orientation of the receiver is limited. The eﬀects of unknown
orientation were investigated in some papers. In [17], a study of an unknown
tilt orientation of the receiver shows that, if not properly dealt with, tilting has
an impact of signiﬁcant degradation on the performance. The eﬀect of unknown
transmitter and receiver orientations on the channel gain is investigated in [18].
The results show that the eﬀect of an unknown orientation increases with the
distance between transmitter and receiver. Most works on VLP restrict their
attention to the special case where the orientation of the receiver is parallel to
the transmitter or the ceiling, and some works [19, 20, 21, 22, 17, 18] consider
the performance of the VLP system when the receiver is tilted. In [19], a
method to compensate for the RSS changes caused by the tilted orientation
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is proposed, and the conclusion is that if the compensation is applied, the
tilting only results in a slight degradation of the performance, while [21] takes
advantage of angular diversity provided by the tilted orientation of the receiver
to improve the performance. In [22], the authors analyze the VLP performance
for a tilted receiver. These papers assume the orientation is perfectly known
in advance, i.e., an external device is used to determine the orientation of the
receiver, which, however, is a strong assumption in reality.
On the one hand, an external orientation estimation device is not always
available for the receiver. For such a case, the estimator has to simultaneously estimate the position and orientation from the observed light signal only.
Recently, several simultaneous position and orientation estimation (SPO) algorithms for VLC with a single PD using RSS have been proposed in [23, 24]. In
these papers, a receiver consisting of a single PD is considered, and the orientation of the PD is represented by its normal vector. Although this representation
is simple, it has several limitations. Firstly, the normal vector representation
is blind to the change in yaw angle, i.e. the representation can not reﬂect the
heading direction. Although this ﬂaw has little impact on the receiver with a
single PD in terms of channel gain, the representation fails whenever the heading estimation is required. Secondly, for receivers equipped with multiple PDs
or a PD array, the receiver moves and rotates in a rigid manner, and changes
in yaw angle of the receiver will aﬀect all PDs that are not at the rotation
center. Therefore, a more general representation of the orientation is required,
allowing to describe the orientation with three degrees of freedom, e.g. by using
the rotation matrix description.
On the other hand, even if the receiver is equipped with an external orientation estimation device, in most cases, the external orientation estimation
device is a Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS)-based inertial measurement unit (IMU), as the cost and power consumption of such devices is low.
The drawback of using these devices is their low accuracy, i.e. they suﬀer from
severe biases and drift problems, especially when the receiver, which is carried by a user or attached to a carrier, experiences some random movement.
Consequently, even if the receiver determines its orientation with an external orientation estimation device, the estimated orientation is subject to noise
and orientation errors, meaning the instantaneous orientation is not perfectly
known [3, 4]. Most positioning algorithms extracting the orientation information from an external device often neglect the uncertainty generated by the
external device and assume the orientation is perfectly estimated. As this
orientation uncertainty largely aﬀects the positioning performance of state-ofthe-art algorithms, it should be taken into account in the design of a positioning
algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few works [25, 26] on
estimators taking into account the presence of prior information on the orientation. In [25], the authors derive a theoretical bound to analyze the performance
of a receiver with a single PD. Because, in this paper, the orientation of the
PD is also represented by its normal vector, it has the same drawback of the
lacking of degrees of freedom. The work [26] analyzed the characteristics of
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the received signal strength subject to the orientation uncertainty, using the
rotation matrix description, for a receiver consisting of a single PD. Based on
a ﬁrst-order approximated likelihood function, it designed an RSS-based position estimator using the maximum likelihood principle. However, this approach
cannot be extended directly to the receiver consisting of a PD array, as not only
the approach used in [26] is a positioning only algorithm, i.e, it treats the orientation as a nuisance parameter, but also applying this approach to a PD array
system would result in biased estimates due to the approach’s inconsistency.
This thesis focuses on the position and orientation estimation for visible
light systems, particularly those with multiple LEDs and multiple PDs. We
will design estimators in the presence and absence of prior information on the
orientation, respectively, and will also study the corresponding theoretical lower
bounds. The research will carefully consider both the receivers of angular diversity structure and aperture-combined structure. We will conduct simulations
and experiments to evaluate performances of proposed algorithms.

1.3

Contributions and Publications

In this thesis, three topics of position and orientation estimation for visible light
systems involving multiple LEDs and multiple PDs are investigated for the previously given problems. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst topic – simultaneous position and
orientation estimation (SPO) for angular diversity receivers – investigates the
SPO problem for angular diversity receivers without an external orientation
estimation device. The second topic – hybrid position and orientation estimation for angular diversity receiver in the presence of prior orientation information – investigates the SPO problem for angular diversity receivers with an
available external orientation estimation device. The last topic – simultaneous
position and orientation estimation for aperture-combined quadrant photodiode (AQPD) receiver – investigates the SPO problem for the AQPD receiver
(a special type of aperture-combined receivers) under the assumption that no
external orientation estimation device is available.
During the course of the work, the following papers were written:
1. Journal Publications
• Shengqiang Shen, Shiyin Li, and Heidi Steendam. "Simultaneous Position and Orientation Estimation for Visible Light Systems With Multiple
LEDs and Multiple PDs." IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications 38, no. 8 (2020): 1866-1879.
• Shiyin Li, Shengqiang Shen, and Heidi Steendam. "A Positioning Algorithm for VLP in the Presence of Orientation Uncertainty." Signal Processing 160 (2019): 13-20.
2. Abstracts
• Shengqiang Shen, and Heidi Steendam. "An RSS Approximation for
Visible Light Positioning in the Presence of Orientation Uncertainty."
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26th Symposium on Communications and Vehicular Technology in the
Benelux (SCVT 2019).
3. Other Articles
• Shengqiang Shen, Shiyin Li, and Heidi Steendam. "Hybrid Position
and Orientation Estimation for Visible Light Systems in the Presence of
Prior Information on the Orientation." submitted to IEEE Transaction
on Wireless Communications.
• Shengqiang Shen, Jose Miguel Menéndez Sánchez, Shiyin Li, and Heidi
Steendam. "Simultaneous Position and Orientation Estimation for Visible Light Systems using Aperture-combined Quadrant Photodiode." in
preparation.

1.4

Outline

Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts that are used throughout the rest of
the work. We overview fundamental parts of the visible light system under
consideration. Particularly, the physical characteristics of LEDs and PDs are
introduced, and the line-of-sight (LOS) and the noise in the visible light system
are modeled and analyzed. The modulation scheme is introduced and the
system architecture is outlined. Finally, two types of receiver structures are
highlighted.
Chapter 3 provides some basic principles from the estimation theory and
optimization on SO(3)/SE(3) that are useful for designing estimators. They
form the basis for the derivation of algorithms to perform the estimation of the
receiver’s position and orientation.
Chapter 4 investigates the simultaneous position and orientation estimation
for angular diversity receiver. Two RSS-based SPO algorithms using the optimization on manifolds principle are ﬁrst derived, together with the expression
of the theoretical bound. Subsequently, the closed-form solution for coarse estimation using the DLT is discussed. The numerical results and comparison
of the proposed methods with the theoretical bound are given for evaluation.
The optimal design of the PD receiver diversity is investigated in this chapter
as well.
Chapter 5 deals with the hybrid position and orientation estimation for angular diversity receiver in the presence of prior information on the orientation.
We ﬁrst introduce the model of orientation uncertainty from an external orientation estimation device. The RSS-based hybrid position and orientation estimation algorithm using the HMM principle is then designed. Subsequently, the
expression for the theoretical bound is derived. Numerical results comparing
the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art algorithms, and the comparison
with the theoretical lower bound, are given and discussed.
Chapter 6 focuses on the simultaneous position and orientation estimation
for aperture-combined quadrant photodiode. The strategy of diﬀerencing and
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normalization is analyzed with its PDF. An approximated PDF is derived, and
a calibration system model is designed. The calibration along with the SPO
estimation algorithms using the least squares principle are proposed. Subsequently, the theoretical bound is derived. The Monte Carlo numerical comparison as well as the real experimental evaluation are given.
Chapter 7 presents the general conclusions of this thesis and discusses possible directions for future work.
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2
Fundamentals of Visible
Light System
This chapter ﬁrst details the physical properties of LEDs and PDs and analyzes
in detail the characteristics of visible light LOS channels and noise. Then the
most commonly used modulation scheme for visible light systems is introduced
and the system architecture is outlined. Finally, the structures of two types
of receivers with multiple PDs are highlighted. By providing the models used
throughout the thesis, this chapter serves as the basis for subsequent chapters.

2.1
2.1.1

Physical Aspects
Properties of LEDs

Let us consider the conversion of a voltage signal to an optical signal by a LED.
As a special type of diode, the LED has the property of the unidirectional
conduction, i.e, a LED conducts current only when the forward voltage across
the LED exceeds its threshold value VT . In addition, the conducted current
varies nonlinearly with the input voltage. As illustrated by the red curve in Fig.
2.1, only a limited range of the voltage-current characteristic curve of LEDs
can be regarded as linear. Further, the conducted current leads the LED to
illuminate, and usually, the optical power of a LED can be regarded as linearly
proportional to the current, as illustrated by the green curve in Fig. 2.1. Hence,
when the input voltage signal exceeds this linear range, the output optical
signal will suﬀer from nonlinear distortion, which causes unwanted eﬀects on
the signals.
A driven LED radiates light according to the radiation pattern scaled by
the optical power. Since the radiation pattern and the optical power are the
main factors determining the RSS value, we will brieﬂy introduce the LED’s
radiation pattern and the optical power. The radiation pattern of a LED
speciﬁes the radiance in a particular direction. This pattern is determined by
the LED packaging, which usually includes a LED die, a lens, a reﬂector cup,
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and a substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The radiation pattern is the net
result of the shape of the reﬂector cup, the size and design criteria of the LED
die, and the geometry and the material of the lens [27]. Most oﬀ-the-shelf LEDs
radiate light according to a generalized Lambertian pattern [28]. This implies
the radiation pattern can be modeled as


φ
(γ + 1)
cosγ (φ) Π
,
Ro (φ) =
2π
φF OV
where the Lambertian order γ = − ln 2/ ln(cos Φ 12 ), Φ 21 denotes the half-power
angle and depends on the LED packaging, φ is the radiation angle at the LED
and Π (·) is a rectangular window indicating that light is emitted only at angles
smaller than the LED’s ﬁeld of view φF OV . Fig. 2.3 shows the radiation pattern
π
}, along with the pattern of the LUXEON Rebel ES LED
for Φ 21 = { π3 , π9 , 18
(LXML-PWC2). It can be seen that a small Φ 12 leads to a large Lambertian
order and to a narrow and concentrated radiation pattern, and that the LXMLPWC2 complies with the ﬁrst-order Lambertian pattern.
As optical devices designed for illumination, commercial white LEDs are optimized for the human eye and are usually characterized by photometric quantities instead of radiometric quantities. The photometric quantity describes the
perceived brightness to the human eye, while the radiometric quantity, such as
the optical power Pt , measures the radiant energy in terms of absolute power.
Since the human eye and the PD have diﬀerent responses to diﬀerent wavelengths, it is important to derive Pt from an appropriate photometric quantity.
The optical transmit power Pt can be obtained by integration of the radiation
spectrum, as
Z λmax
Pt = Pp
pλ (λ) dλ,
(2.1)
λmin

where pλ (λ), as a function of wavelength λ, is the normalized radiation spectrum with a peak value of 1, and Pp is the peak value of the (non-normalized) ra-
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diation spectrum. Most manufacturers provide the normalized radiation spectrum (or equivalently the normalized color spectrum) as shown in Fig. 2.4
but not Pp . Instead, they provide the luminous ﬂux Φv , i.e., the photometric
quantity measuring the perceived power of light, which is linked to Pp by
Φ v = Pp V p

Z

λmax

pλ (λ) vλ (λ) dλ,

(2.2)

λmin

where vλ (λ), as a standardized function of wavelength λ, is the normalized
luminous eﬃcacy with a peak value of 1. The luminous eﬃcacy measures the
human eye’s sensitivity to light spectrum, and it has a peak value of Vp =
683 lm/W at 555 nm, where the eye is most sensitive. Taking both (2.1) and
(2.2) into account, we obtain
R λmax
Φv λmin
pλ (λ) dλ
.
Pt =
R λmax
Vp λmin pλ (λ) vλ (λ) dλ

(2.3)

As an example, the white LED of LXML-PWC2 has a luminous ﬂux Φv =
320 lm for an input electrical power of Pe = 3.1 W (corresponding to a forward
current of 1000 mA and a forward voltage of 3.1 V). Using (2.3), we obtain the
optical power Pt = 0.99 W, which results in a power factor ηP = Pt /Pe = 0.32.
This calculated power factor agrees with the discussion in [29].

2.1.2

Properties of PDs

The PD is a solid-state device that senses incident light and converts it into
an electric current. The current generated by the PD is proportional to the
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power of the incident light. In order to improve the quality of the received
signal, an optical ﬁlter and/or a concentrator can be installed in front of the
PD, where the ﬁlter attenuates the out-of-band radiation (such as the infrared
radiation), and the concentrator increases the eﬀective area of the bare PD.
Then the output of the PD is ampliﬁed by a transimpedance ampliﬁer (TIA)
before being further processed. The TIA is preferably used for sensors whose
current response is more linear than the voltage response, as is the case with
PDs.
Together with a ﬁlter and a concentrator, a PD achieves an eﬀective collection area Ae (θ), which depends on the incident angle and is given by


θ
,
Ae (θ) = AR TF (θ) GC (θ) cos (θ) Π
θF OV
where AR is the active area of the bare PD, θ is the incidence angle at the
PD, TF (θ) is the ﬁlter gain, GC (θ) is the concentrator gain, and Π (θ/θF OV )
indicates that no light will be detected by the PD if the incident angle is larger
than the ﬁeld-of-view angle θF OV . After the light travels over a distance v
from a LED, the irradiance attenuates with a factor v 2 , i.e., light intensity at
distance v and radiation angle φ equals
Is (v, φ) = Pt Ro (φ) /v 2 ,

(2.4)

where Pt denotes the LED’s optical power. Then the received optical power,
given by
P = Is (v, φ) Ae (θ) ,
(2.5)
is converted into an electrical signal by the PD. The rate at which the PD
converts the received optical power into an electrical signal is decided by the
PD’s material and is modeled by the responsivity Rp (λ) of the PD. Fig. 2.5
illustrates the Rp (λ) of the PD FDS010 as a function of wavelength. Assuming
that the incident light undergoes the same attenuation for all wavelengths, we
can calculate the average responsivity as
R λmax
Rp (λ)pλ (λ)dλ
(2.6)
R̄p = λmin
R λmax
p (λ)dλ
λmin λ

As an example, with a PD of FDS010 and a LED of LXML-PWC2, the average
responsivity is R̄p = 0.27 A/W.

2.1.3

Channel Model

Usually, light can reach the active area of a PD via a direct path – LOS channel
– or after being reﬂected at least once – NLOS channel –, as shown in Fig. 2.6.
In this thesis, we assume that the inﬂuence of the NLOS channel is negligible
and that the LOS channel dominates1 .
1 The impact of the NLOS channel is evaluated in Appendix A. It can be seen that when
the reflectivity of the environment is low and the receiver moves within an area with a certain
distance from the wall, the assumption is valid.
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Taking both (2.4) and (2.5) into account, we obtain the LOS channel gain
model for a LED-PD pair [28, eq. (10)]:

 

θ
(γ + 1) AR
φ
γ
h=
cos (φ) TF (θ) GC (θ) cos (θ) Π
Π
, (2.7)
2πv 2
θF OV
φF OV
where h is deﬁned as the ratio between the PD’s incident optical power and
LED’s output optical power, factor Π (θ/θF OV ) · Π (φ/φF OV ) in (2.7) implies
that a PD can detect the light only when the LED is within its FOV, and
the PD itself is within the FOV of the LED, i.e. when 0 ≤ θ ≤ θF OV and
0 ≤ φ ≤ φF OV . Further, we assume that the receiver is made of bare PDs with
ideal bandpass optical ﬁlters of visible light and that no concentrator is used,
then (2.7) can be simpliﬁed as

 

φ
θ
(γ + 1) AR
γ
cos
(φ)
cos
(θ)
Π
Π
,
(2.8)
h=
2πv 2
θF OV
φF OV
which is also valid for the receiver with omnidirectional optical ﬁlter and omnidirectional concentrator up to a constant factor. Eqn. (2.8) is the general
formula for the LOS channel gain made from a combination of a LED and
a PD. However, since special structures are assumed for the receiver, we will
reformulate the LOS channel gain after taking into account the structure later.

2.1.4

Noise Analysis

There are several noise sources in a visible light system, e.g., shot noises induced
by the desired signal and the ambient light, dark current produced by the
PD, and the thermal and shot noise from the preampliﬁer. Since the shot
noise of ambient light and the thermal noise from the preampliﬁer dominate
these noise sources [28], we will neglect other noise sources. Thermal noise is
normally modeled with a Gaussian distribution, while shot noise is normally
Poisson distributed due to the discrete nature of the photons incident on the
PD. However, the intense ambient light striking the detector leads to a steady
high-intensity shot noise [28, 30], and when the intensity of shot noise is high,
the statistics become that of a Gaussian random process [31]. Therefore, we
can model the noise in a visible light system as a Gaussian process, which is
assumed by most works on VLC and VLP, e.g. [24, 22, 16, 32].
The one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of the photocurrent induced
by the ambient light is given by [28, eq. (15)]
N0 = 2q R̄p Pn ,

(2.9)

where q is the electronic charge, the received ambient optical power Pn is
Pn = pn ∆λn T0 AR n2 ,
2

(2.10)

and pn with an unit of W/(cm nm) is the average spectral irradiance over the
bandwidth ∆λn of the optical ﬁlter, T0 is the peak transmission of the optical
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ﬁlter, and n is the refractive index of the concentrator. For a given ampliﬁer
2
noise density Ia and a electrical bandwidth B, the noise variance σw
can be
calculated as [33, eq. (6)]
2
σw
= (N0 + Ia2 )B
(2.11)
For a transmitted power Pt , the received SNR is deﬁned as
SNRR ,



Rp Pt h
σw

2

.

(2.12)

However, since the received SNR depends on the receiver’s position and orientation (PO), ﬁxing the received SNR in the simulation will set a conﬁnement
on the parameter space of receiver’s PO. To solve this complication, we instead
use the SNR deﬁned as

2
(γ+1)AR Pt Rp
SNR ,
(2.13)
2πσw

which discards the position- and orientation-related dependency in the received
power. Taking into account the deﬁnition of the channel gain h (2.8), it follows
that the received SNR is proportional to the above deﬁned SNR by a factor
2

2πh
. In other words, the used SNR is equal to the received SNR for
(γ+1)AR
a PD, right below a LED and pointing to that LED, i.e. θ = φ = 0 rad, at a
distance of v = 1 m.
As an example, assuming a background spectral irradiance pn = 5.8 ×
10−6 W/(cm2 · nm) with an ideal optical ﬁlter of visible light bandwidth
∆λ = 360 nm [14] and without concentrator, the shot noise to a circular PD
with radius of 1 mm has power spectral density N0 = 5.25√
× 10−23 A2 /Hz. Fur−12
ther assuming an ampliﬁer noise density Ia = 5×10
A/ Hz [33] and an elec2
trical bandwidth B = 1 MHz [34], the noise variance is σw
= 2.13 × 10−17 A2 .
Considering an optical transmit power Pt = 1 W, an average responsivity
Rp = 0.3 A/W, an area AR = πrP2 with radius rP = 1 × 10−3 m, an optical
transmit power Pt = 1 W, and a Lambertian order γ = 1, this results in an
SNR = 34.6 dB.

2.2

(De)Modulation Scheme

For optical wireless systems, the scheme of intensity modulation - direct detection (IM/DD) is preferred to the coherent scheme because of its low cost
and simplicity. As opposed to the coherent scheme that modulates both the
amplitude and phase of the light at the transmitter and uses heterodyne or
homodyne detection at the receiver, the IM/DD scheme only modulates the
intensity of the light at the transmitter and directly detects the intensity of the
light at the receiver; no frequency conversion is involved. Since the IM/DD is
already the de facto method of implementing optical wireless systems, in this
thesis, we will only consider the IM/DD scheme.

2.3 System Overview
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The IM/DD scheme requires the modulation signal to be real-valued and
positive due to the unidirectional conduction of the LED, otherwise the portion
of the signal below the threshold will be clipped. As an example, for a pure
sinusoidal wave taking on both negative or positive values, a DC bias must
be added to it so that the amplitude of this composite signal must always be
greater than the threshold voltage to avoid clipping.

2.3

System Overview

In this thesis, we consider a system containing NL LEDs and a receiver containing NP PDs with neither optical ﬁlters nor concentrators, i.e., bare PDs,
as shown in Fig. 2.7. More speciﬁcally, we assume that the system adopts a
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) protocol (each LED is modulated by a
DC-biased sinusoidal wave with a distinctive frequency) and that all devices
are properly tuned to operate in the linear region, so that each PD is able to
separate the signals from the diﬀerent LEDs2 . Then each combination of a
LED and a PD forms a single link, and the total observation consists of the
RSS values from every link. For each link, the block diagram is shown in Fig.
2 Since the DC bias terms at the receiver is usually difficult to separate for different LEDs
and that the ambient light induces a DC noise component, the system is assumed to utilize
only the AC part of the transmitted optical power. Therefore, in the following, when we
talk about the transmitted optical power, we refer to the AC part of the transmitted optical
power.
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2.8, where three key components, i.e., transmitter, receiver and channel, are
highlighted in dashed boxes. Note that the LED is physically installed at the
transmitter, but it is usually included as a part of the channel model, so are
the PD, the ﬁlter and/or the concentrator at the receiver. In the following, we
will describe the transmitter and receiver in sequence.

2.3.1

Transmitter

At the transmitter end, the generated signal is ﬁrst converted into a corresponding analog signal by a digital-to-analog converter and then ampliﬁed, as
shown in the transmitter-sub-box in Fig. 2.8. The Bias-T circuit is used to
bias the mean of the generated signal to the center of the linear range of the
LED, and the modulation index is adjusted to keep the biased signal within
the linear range.

2.3.2

Receiver

At the receiver end, the output of the PD is ampliﬁed by a TIA and then
fed to an analog-to-digital converter to extract RSS information. Since each
LED is modulated by a DC-biased sinusoidal wave with a distinctive frequency,
the RSS information can be extracted using power spectrum analysis. We
assume that all LEDs’ coordinates, normals, and properties (such as brightness,
radiation pattern and modulation settings) are known by the receiver.

2.3.3

Coordinate Systems

Since all PDs are placed rigidly on the receiver, i.e., all PDs translate and
rotate along with the receiver but preserve their relative distances and relative
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orientations, it is easier to deﬁne the structure (including the coordinates and
orientations of each PD) in a frame that is ﬁxed to the receiver, i.e., the receiver
frame. In addition, the presentation of the PO of the receiver in a frame ﬁxed to
the environment, i.e., the system frame, is more useful for LBS. Therefore, we
will consider two coordinate systems, namely, the receiver and system frames,
and the receiver’s PO presentation in the system frame can be used to transform
coordinates between these two systems. We will use an extra subscript r to
indicate coordinates represented in the receiver frame, i.e. the coordinates xr
in the receiver frame corresponds its counterpart x in the system frame. And
these coordinates are linked by a transformation function xr = f (x).
Let us now deﬁne some generic notations that will be used throughout the
work. For the transmitter part, it is assumed that the ith LED of the system
has coordinates rL,i ∈ R3×1 and normal nL,i ∈ R3×1 , i.e. the direction in which
the LED is radiating. The position and the orientation of the receiver in the
system frame are denoted by r ∈ R3×1 and R ∈ SO(3)3 , respectively, where
the receiver’s normal n, i.e. the normal of the receiver plane, is expressed by
T
n = Rn0 with the reference normal n0 = [0 0 1] , as shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.4

Receiver Structures with Multiple PDs

For a receiver with multiple PDs, special care is needed when designing the
structure of the receiver in order to avoid the channel matrix is ill-conditioned.
In general, the distance between the PDs of a receiver is very small compared
with the LED-PD distance, the channel gains between a LED and PDs with
identical normal are highly correlated, resulting in ill-conditioning. One common approach to solve this problem is to provide the receiver with angular
diversity. This idea leads to two diﬀerent designs, i.e., the angular diversity
receiver and the aperture-combined receiver. In an angular diversity receiver,
PDs are oriented at diﬀerent directions to achieve the angular diversity, while
the aperture-combined receiver uses an additional aperture structure to obtain
angular diversity. In the rest part of this section, these two receiver structures
will be discussed and modeled in detail.

2.4.1

Angular Diversity Receiver

The angular diversity receiver, which is considered in several works [35, 36,
37, 38], consists of multiple PDs oriented symmetrically at diﬀerent directions
to achieve a better angular diversity. More speciﬁcally, NP,s PDs are placed
symmetrically around the center of the receiver, and are tilted away from the
center of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Recall that the subscript r corresponds to coordinates in the receiver frame.
The frame of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 2.10, is deﬁned by setting the origin
Or to the centroid of the receiver. The coordinates of the j th PD are speciﬁed by
3 SO(3) is the special orthogonal group, i.e., the set of all rotation matrices. More details
on SO(3) is given in Section 3.2.
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Figure 2.9: Angular diversity receiver with NP,s = 6
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Figure 2.10: Coordinates and orientations of PDs in the receiver frame.

a relative distance vector dj,r ∈ R3×1 to the origin, while the normal of the j th
PD is speciﬁed by a rotation matrix RP,j ∈ SO(3) with respect to a reference
orientation n0,r , i.e. nP,j,r = RP,j n0,r , where RP,j is assumed to be known and
ﬁxed. As the reference orientation, we select the normal of the receiver plane,
T
i.e. n0,r = [0 0 1] , as shown in Fig. 2.10. Further, let the angle between the
normal of the receiver and the normal of a PD be θP . Using the axis-angle rep∧
resentation, the normal of the j th PD is speciﬁed by nP,j,r = exp((θP zP,j ) )n0 ,
where the operator ·∧ converts a vector into a skew-symmetric matrix, the matrix exponential function exp (·) converts the skew-symmetric matrix into a
T
rotation matrix4 , and zP,j = [cos(j2π/NP,s ), sin(j2π/NP,s ), 0] is the unit vector in the x − y plane of the receiver so that the j th PD has an azimuth angle
of j2π/NP,s − π/2. The relative distance vector dj,r that speciﬁes the position
of j th PD to the center of the receiver is given by dj,r = dj nP,j,r , i.e. dj,r
is parallel to nP,j,r . An additional PD placed right above the center of the
receiver has normal n0 . Thus, the receiver has a total of NP = NP,s + 1 PDs.
In order to obtain the channel model for the angular diversity receiver,
we ﬁrst convert the structure deﬁnition into the frame of the system. The
coordinates of the j th PD, denoted by rP,j , are given by rP,j = r + dj , where
dj = Rdj,r , and the normal of the j th PD is speciﬁed by nP,j = RnP,j,r .
4 A more detailed introduction to rotation matrices and their mathematical operations is
given in Section 3.2.
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Assuming the vector νi = r − rL,i is the vector between the ith LED and the
receiver centroid, the incidence vector between the ith LED and the j th PD
of the receiver is vi,j = νi + dj . Using this deﬁnition, as shown in Fig. 2.6,
we ﬁnd the distance vi,j between the ith LED and the j th PD, the radiation
angle φi,j , i.e. the angle between vi,j and the normal nL,i of the LED, and the
incidence angle θi,j , i.e. the angle between −vi,j and the normal nP,j of the
PD:
vi,j = kvi,j k ,
(2.14)
cos (φi,j ) =
cos (θi,j ) = −

nT
nT
L,i (νi + dj )
L,i vi,j
=
,
kvi,j k
kνi + dj k

nT
nT
P,j vi,j
P,j (νi + dj )
=−
.
kvi,j k
kνi + dj k

Taking into account (2.14)–(2.16), (2.8) can be rewritten as
γ
nT
L,i (νi + Rdj,r )
T
(RRP,j n0 ) (νi + Rdj,r ) ,
hi,j = Ki,j
γ+3
kνi + Rdj,r k
where Ki,j = −

2.4.2

(γ+1)AR,j Πi,j
2π

(2.15)
(2.16)

(2.17)

and Πi,j = Π (θi,j /θF OV ) · Π (φi,j /φF OV ).

Aperture-Combined Receiver

This second type of receiver is composed of PDs and apertures. The aperture is
chosen so that its size is very large compared to the wavelength of the light, and
it is placed at a speciﬁc height above and parallel to the PD. As a result [15],
the light reaching the PD is the light that passes through its aperture, and
the incident light will cast a light spot on the PD plane in the same shape
as the aperture5 . There are two available designs for the aperture-combined
receiver. The ﬁrst one is composed of multiple receiving elements (REs), each
of which is made of a bare PD and an aperture [39, 40]. And the second one, a
more compact one, is based on a quadrant PD (QPD) combined with a single
aperture, i.e. the aperture-combined QPD (AQPD), which was proposed for
visible light positioning (VLP) in [34]. In the rest of this thesis, we will focus
on the AQPD receiver.
The QPD is a segmented photodiode consisting of four matched PDs on a
single chip, separated by very thin gaps, as shown in Fig. 2.11. Even though
these four PDs are deposited on a single chip, each PD is an individual channel,
namely, the QPD is a special PD array with a compact structure. The QPD
is widely used to track a laser beam, by detecting the position of the light
spot from the laser on its surface. The light spot on the QPD’s surface, as
shown in Fig. 2.12, leads the QPD to produce a unique 4-tuple of RSS values
5 In practice, the receiver is assembled by housing a PD and an aperture, so that the light
can only reach the PD through the aperture. The impact of the internal reflection inside
the house is evaluated in Appendix B. It can be seen that the impact of the reflection is
negligible.
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Figure 2.11: Structure of quadrant photodiode.

proportional to the overlap areas, i.e., the RSS output is uniquely determined
by the position of light spot. Because of this, the position of the light spot can
be estimated from the RSS values, which in turn e.g. is useful in detecting an
object’s angle coordinates [41]. The above principle of estimating the position
of a laser light spot from the RSS values of a QPD can be exploited by the
receiver of a visible light system to create a light spot of a visible light LED
on the QPD with the help of an aperture [34]. In this approach, we place an
opaque screen with a circular aperture at a speciﬁc height above and parallel
to the surface of the QPD, as shown in Fig. 2.136 . The position of the light
spot in the QPD plane not only depends on the position of the light source,
but also on the PO of the receiver, implying the RSS outputs in the constituent
PDs of the QPD are functions of the position of the light source and the PO
of the receiver.
For the AQPD receiver, the receiver frame is deﬁned with its x − y plane
being the plane of the aperture and the z axis being the normal to that plane.
The origin Or of this receiver frame coincides with the center of the aperture.
The channel gain for the AQPD receiver is determined by the radiation
pattern of the LED and the irradiance attenuation, implying the incident power
at the QPD (and thus the optical power in the light spot) depends on the
6 Note that this AQPD has a similar structure as the sun position sensor described in [42].
However, while the sun position sensor only needs to track a single light source, i.e. the sun,
the AQPD in this thesis needs to be able to extract the signals and positions of the different
LEDs, with a higher accuracy than needed for the sun positioning sensor.

2.4 Receiver Structures with Multiple PDs
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Figure 2.13: Structure of AQPD.
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relative PO of the receiver with respect to the LED. Besides, the RSS values
in the quadrants are proportional to the overlap areas of the light spot with
the quadrants of the QPD. Let rS,i denote the position of the light spot made
by the ith LED in the system frame. We deﬁne the distance vector between
the ith LED and the light spot as vi = rS,i − rL,i . With this deﬁnition, we
can write the distance vi between the LED and the light spot, the radiation
angle φi , i.e. the angle between vi and the normal nL,i of the LED, and the
incidence angle θi , i.e. the angle between the vector −vi and the normal nQ of
the QPD as:
vi = kvi k ,
(2.18)
cos (φi ) =

nT
L,i vi
,
kvi k

cos (θi ) = −

nT
Q vi
.
kvi k

(2.19)
(2.20)

Denoting the overlap area vector Ai = [A1 , . . . , A4 ]T with Aj the overlap area
of the jth quadrant, j = 1, . . . , 4 and taking into account (2.8) and (2.18–2.20),
the channel gain vector is given by
γ T
(γ + 1) Πφ,θ,i nT
nQ v̄i
L,i vi
hi = −
Ai .
(2.21)
γ+3
2πkvi k

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present the basic concepts of the visible light system. The
properties of oﬀ-the-shelf LEDs and PDs, including optical and electrical properties, are discussed, and the LOS channel model is presented in detail. Noise
eﬀects are also reviewed and the deﬁnition of SNR is given. The most commonly used modulation scheme in visible light systems is then presented and
the system architecture is outlined. The rest of this chapter focuses on the
structures of two types of multiple PDs receivers, i.e. the angular diversity receiver and the aperture-combined quadrant photodiode receiver, whose models
are described and formulated. This chapter provides basic concepts and models
for the following chapters of this thesis.

3
Estimation Theory and
Basics of SO(3)/SE(3)
The target of this thesis, i.e., estimation of the position and orientation from
the observation provided by the receiver, is an application of estimation theory,
which allows to extract the value of a parameter set Θ from a noisy observation
vector y. The estimation theory provides fundamental principles to be satisﬁed
by an optimal estimate, and its implementation leads us to the corresponding
estimator. However, when the resulting estimate is a nonlinear function of y,
it is usually impossible to directly get a closed-form solution of the optimal
estimate, and numerical optimization methods have to be used to obtain the
solution. Further, we will see that in our case of position and orientation
estimation, not only is the estimation for our problems nonlinear, but (a part
of or all of) the parameter set Θ also lies in a special set, i.e., the special
orthogonal group SO(3) or the special Euclidean group SE(3), which belongs
to the matrix Lie Group and comes with its own constraints. As a result,
in order to calculate the optimal estimate, the straightforward solution is to
resort to a constrained optimization algorithm, which is usually complex and
time-consuming. Instead, as we will see, the optimization can be achieved in
a simple but robust way using the properties of SO(3)/SE(3), which updates
the estimate within the valid set, i.e., intrinsically satisfying the constraints, so
that unconstrained optimization is achieved.
In this chapter, we will discuss these two aspects, i.e., the estimation theory
leading to the optimal estimator and the basics of SO(3)/SE(3).

3.1

Estimation Problems

There are four key components in an estimation model, i.e., the parameter
space, a probabilistic transition mechanism, an observation space, and the estimation rule. The parameter space is the domain of the unknown parameter Θ.
Since the observation y is corrupted by noise, the mapping from the parameter
space to the observation space is modeled by a probabilistic transition mecha-
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nism p(y|Θ) parameterized by Θ. The estimation rule gives the mapping from
a given observation into an estimate Θ̂. Two main classes of estimation rules
can be identiﬁed, depending on whether prior information on the parameter
Θ is available or not, namely, the classical approach for situations without
prior information or otherwise the Bayesian approach. In what follows, we will
ﬁrst introduce the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation, which are well-established estimation rules for
the problem assuming a known p(y|Θ), with and without prior information on
Θ, respectively. Later, the estimation rule of hybrid ML/MAP (HMM) estimation is discussed as well. The HMM estimation deals with the special case
where only part of parameter set Θ has prior information. The last principle,
the least squares (LS) estimation, is also introduced, which does not require
p(y|Θ) but only makes the assumption about the model of y. Additionally,
since the estimation rule operates on the random observation y, the resulting
estimate Θ̂ is also a random variable. Therefore, there is an inherent concern
about the goodness of the particular estimator in question. To this end, we
will take a close look at the Cramér-Rao bound and its variants, which give
fundamental limits on the minimum achievable mean squared estimation error of estimators. The above estimation rules1 and corresponding bounds all
assume that p(y|Θ) is correctly speciﬁed. A misspeciﬁed p(y|Θ) aﬀects the
performance of estimators, therefore, in this chapter, we will also introduce the
eﬀect of a misspeciﬁed p(y|Θ) on the estimate and the concept of misspeciﬁed
maximum likelihood (MML) estimation.

3.1.1

ML Estimation

For the classical estimation problem, assuming that there is no prior information on the parameter set, the estimator needs to ﬁnd an estimate based only on
observation. For an observed vector y, the PDF p(y|Θ), when viewed as a function of the unknown parameter set Θ (with y ﬁxed), measures the likelihood
for a given value of the parameter set, and is called the likelihood function. The
goal of ML estimation is to ﬁnd the parameter values that maximize the likelihood function over the parameter space. Further, since in many cases the PDF
belongs to the exponential family and since logarithms are strictly increasing
functions, it is more convenient to work with the log-likelihood function in ML
estimation, as
Θ̂ml = arg max L(Θ; y)

(3.1)

Θ

where L(Θ; y) = ln p(y|Θ) is the log-likelihood function.
1 Even though the LS estimation does not require p(y|Θ), it is equivalent to the ML
estimation for a normal distributed p(y|Θ). Therefore, the performance of the LS estimation
still depends on the properties of p(y|Θ).
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MAP Estimation

It can be seen that p(y|Θ) speciﬁes the information from observation y, and
if the unknown parameter set Θ possesses a prior information p(Θ), those two
information measures can be combined by applying Bayes’ rule as
p(y|Θ)p(Θ)
,
p(y)

p(Θ|y) =

(3.2)

where p(Θ|y) is the posterior distribution of Θ. The method of MAP estimation estimates Θ by ﬁnding the values of the parameter set that maximizes the
posterior distribution over the parameter space. And, for the same reason as
above, the MAP estimation ﬁnds
Θ̂map = arg max LB (Θ; y),

(3.3)

LB (Θ; y) = ln p(y|Θ) + ln p(Θ),

(3.4)

Θ

where

is the Bayesian log-likelihood function. Notice that the eﬀect of denominator
p(y) in (3.2) is neglected, because it is not a function of Θ.

3.1.3

HMM Estimation

Assume the parameter set Θ can be written as a hybrid set
Θ=




Θd
,
Θr

(3.5)

where Θd is the part without prior information and Θr is the part with prior
information p(Θr |Θd ). The HMM estimator ﬁnds the estimate Θ̂ that maximizes the joint PDF p(y, Θr |Θd ) over the parameter space, where
p(y, Θr |Θd ) = p(y|Θ)p(Θr |Θd ),

(3.6)

and
Θ̂hmm =



Θ̂d,ml
Θ̂r,map



= arg max LH (Θ; y).

(3.7)

Θ

The hybrid log-likelihood function LH (Θ; y) in (3.7) is deﬁned as
LH (Θ; y) = ln p(y|Θ) + ln p(Θr |Θd ),

(3.8)
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LS Estimation

Assume the observation vector y is given by
y = g (Θ) + n,

(3.9)

where the signal model g as a function of Θ is known. We make no probabilistic
assumptions about the noise vector n. The LS estimation is deﬁned to be
Θ̂ls = arg min ky − g (Θ) k2 .

(3.10)

Θ

We can see that the LS estimation is identical to the ML estimation, thus
Θ̂ls = Θ̂ml ,

(3.11)

if we model the noise n as independent and identically distributed Gaussian
N (0, σn2 I).

3.1.5

Measures of Error

The estimation error, denoted as Θe , gives a measure of the residual error
between the estimated and true parameters. The measure is induced by the
structure of parameter space, for instance, the measure in Euclidean space is
given by the distance Θe , Θ̂ − Θ, and the distance in SO(3) will be given in
the next section. As stated, the estimate Θ̂ given by the estimator is a random
variable, so will the estimation error Θe also be. Therefore, the performance
of an estimator is usually measured by the mean squared error (MSE) of its
estimate, which is deﬁned as

MSE (Θ) = Ey Θe ΘT
(3.12)
e .
Due to the presence of noise, the estimation error cannot be arbitrarily
small, and the minimum achievable MSE is speciﬁed by the theoretical lower
bound. The most well known theoretical lower bounds include the CramérRao Lower bound (CRB), which is a lower bound on the MSE for an unbiased
estimator without prior information, and the variants of the CRB, which are
applicable to other conditions of prior information. The lower bound for the
MSE is given by
MSE (Θ)  J−1
(3.13)
X ,

where the subscript X ∈ {F, B, H} of the information matrix JX indicates
under which condition of prior information the lower bound applies. Next, we
will discuss these information matrices and the corresponding lower bounds in
turn.
For a parameter set without prior information, the Fisher information matrix (FIM) JF is given by

JF = Ey ∇Θ ln p(y|Θ) · ∇T
Θ ln p(y|Θ)

3.1 Estimation Problems
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= −Ey ∆Θ
Θ ln p(y|Θ) ,

(3.14)

where ∇x is the partial derivative matrix operator, and ∆zx , ∇z ∇T
x denotes
the Hessian operator. The resulting lower bound is the classical CRB, i.e.,
CRB = J−1
F .
When all elements of the parameter possess prior information, the Bayesian
information matrix JB is given by

JB = Ey,Θ ∇Θ ln p(y, Θ) · ∇T
Θ ln p(y, Θ)
 Θ
= −Ey,Θ ∆Θ ln p(y, Θ) .
(3.15)

The resulting lower bound is the Bayesian CRB (BCRB), i.e., BCRB = J−1
B .
When only the parameter part Θr of (3.5) possess prior information, the
hybrid information matrix (HIM) JH is given by

JH = Ey,Θr |Θd ∇Θ ln p(y, Θr |Θd ) · ∇T
Θ ln p(y, Θr |Θd )
 Θ
(3.16)
= −Ey,Θr |Θd ∆Θ ln p(y, Θr |Θd ) .

The resulting lower bound is the hybrid CRB (HCRB), i.e., HCRB = J−1
H . The
HIM can be divided into two parts
JH = JD + JP ,

(3.17)

JD = EΘr |Θd {JF } ,

(3.18)

where
and


JP = EΘr |Θd ∇Θ ln p(Θr |Θd )∇T
Θ ln p(Θr |Θd )
 Θ
= −EΘr |Θd ∆Θ ln p(Θr |Θd ) .

(3.19)

The JD term in (3.18) represents the contribution of the data (the observation),
while the JP term in (3.19) represents the contribution of the prior information.
In the case where Θr is independent of Θd , i.e.
p(Θr |Θd ) = p(Θr ),

(3.20)

JD = EΘr {JF } ,

(3.21)

we have
and
JP =

"

0

n

0

r
0 −EΘr ∆Θ
Θr ln p(Θr )

o

#

.

(3.22)

Now, let us take a look at the MML estimation. The MML estimation is not
an estimation rule designed for some particular estimation problem. On the
contrary, it is a term coined to describe the case where the ML estimation is
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applied to a misspeciﬁed model2 . That is, the MML estimation is the designed
ML estimation based upon a misspeciﬁed PDF pm (y|Θ) instead of the true
one p(y|Θ). The misspeciﬁcation is a result of either imperfect knowledge of
the true model or the intention to simplify the analytical derivation and implementation of an algorithm. In the ﬁrst case, the misspeciﬁed PDF pm (y|Θ)
represents a model that was previously considered accurate, while the PDF
p(y|Θ) represents a more accuracy model that is later discovered as the knowledge of the system at hand develops. In the later case, the misspeciﬁed PDF
pm (y|Θ) represents an approximated model to the known true model p(y|Θ),
which is intended to simplify the implementation of the estimator.
Following the ML estimation rule under the misspeciﬁed PDF pm (y|Θ),
the MML estimate is the one that maximizes the misspeciﬁed log-likelihood
function, that is,
Θ̂mml = arg max LM (Θ; y),
(3.23)
Θ

where LM (Θ; y) = ln pm (y|Θ) is the misspeciﬁed log-likelihood function. The
MML estimation results in biased estimates that converge (with respect to the
SNR and number of the observation) to [43, eq. (1)]
(3.24)

Θ̊ = arg min D(p(y|Θ)||pm (y|Θ̃)),
Θ̃

where D(p (y|Θ) ||pm (y|Θ̃)) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between
the true and the misspeciﬁed PDFs.
There is also a CRB-like theoretical lower bound called misspeciﬁed CRB
(MCRB) for the MML estimator, which is given by
MCRB(Θ) = (M1 (Θ̊))−1 M2 (Θ̊)(M1 (Θ̊))−1 + Bias(Θ̊, Θ),
where the matrices M1 , M2 , and Bias (r̊, r) are respectively given by
n
o
M1 (Θ̊) = Ey|Θ ∆Θ
,
Θ ln pm (y|Θ)
Θ=Θ̊
n
o

M2 (Θ̊) = Ey|Θ ∇Θ ln pm (y|Θ) · ∇T
,
Θ ln pm (y|Θ)
Θ=Θ̊

(3.25)

(3.26)
(3.27)

and

Bias(Θ̊, Θ) = Θ̊e Θ̊T
e.

(3.28)

As in general, p (y|Θ) 6= pm (y|r; R̃), the matrices M1 and M2 are in general
not equal [43].

3.2
3.2.1

Basics of SO(3)/SE(3)
The Groups of SO(3) and SE(3)

For the problem of position and orientation estimation, the parameter to be
estimated is the set Θ = {R, r}, where R ∈ SO(3) is an orientation matrix
2 There is also a Bayesian version under misspecified models, which is however beyond the
scope of this thesis, the interested reader may refer to [43].
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Table 3.1: Matrix Lie group properties for SO(3) and SE(3)

Property
Closure
Associativity
Identity
Invertibility

SO(3)
∀ R1 , R2 ∈ SO(3)
⇒ R3 = R1 R2 ∈ SO(3)
∀ R1 , R2 , R3 ∈ SO(3)
⇒ R1 (R2 R3 ) = (R1 R2 )R3
∃! I3 ∈ SO(3), ∀ R ∈ SO(3)
⇒ RI3 = I3 R = R
∀ R ∈ SO(3)
⇒ R−1 ∈ SO(3)

SE(3)
∀ T1 , T2 ∈ SE(3)
⇒ T3 = T1 T2 ∈ SE(3)
∀ T1 , T2 , T3 ∈ SE(3)
⇒ T1 (T2 T3 ) = (T1 T2 )T3
∃! I4 ∈ SE(3), ∀ T ∈ SE(3)
⇒ TI4 = I4 T = T
∀ T ∈ SE(3)
⇒ T−1 ∈ SE(3)

and r ∈ R3×1 is a position vector. The special orthogonal group SO(3) is the
set of square matrices satisfying

SO(3) = R ∈ R3×3 |RT R = RRT = I, det (R) = +1 .
(3.29)
In some cases, it is more convenient to represent the position and orientation
in a compact form as elements of the special Euclidean group, T ∈ SE(3).




Rr
∈ R4×4 R ∈ SO(3), r ∈ R3×1 .
SE(3) = T = T
(3.30)
0 1
The groups SO(3) and SE(3) do not form a vector space, as generally
R1 + R2 ∈
/ SO(3), for R1 , R2 ∈ SO(3).

(3.31)

Instead they belong to the matrix Lie group. The matrix group is a set of
matrices for which the following four group axioms are satisﬁed: closure, associativity, identity and invertibility. More speciﬁcally, this translates into the
properties as shown in Tab. 3.1 for SO(3) and SE(3).
Moreover, as special cases of Lie group, SO(3) and SE(3) also have the
structure of a diﬀerentiable manifold, i.e., intuitively their elements are organized continuously and smoothly, so that we can use diﬀerential calculus on
SO(3) and SE(3).

3.2.2

The Gradient of Functions on SO(3)/SE(3)

The estimation rule introduced in Section 3.1 leads to an objective function.
Let f (R) ∈ R be a real-valued objective function deﬁned on R ∈ SO (3).
When it is impossible to ﬁnd a closed-form solution to the objective function,
a numerical optimization method has to be applied. Further, since R is a
member of SO(3) rather than an arbitrary 3 × 3 real matrix, R has to satisfy
the following constraints:
RT R = RRT = I,

det (R) = +1.

(3.32)
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Mapping back to SO(3)
Rt+1 : Updated step

t+1

(A) SO(3) manifold
(B) Tangent space at Rt :
TRt SO(3) ≃ so(3)

Figure 3.1: Optimization on SO(3) manifold.

To ﬁnd an optimal point of f constrained by (3.32), we can resort to a constrained non-linear optimization algorithm, which is complex, time consuming
and non-robust. However, since SO(3) is an embedded submanifold of R3×3 ,
we can estimate the parameters in SO(3) using an (iterative) optimization algorithm on manifolds [44]. While in the standard optimization algorithm, the
estimated variable and incremental step are in the same Euclidean space, in the
optimization algorithm on manifolds, the estimated variable and incremental
step are located in diﬀerent spaces, i.e. the estimated variable in the manifold and the incremental step size in the associated tangent space. In each
iteration, the algorithm calculates the incremental steps in the tangent space
so(3) to the manifold SO(3), and then those incremental steps are mapped
back on the manifold again to update the steps, which is elaborated in detail
in Fig. 3.13 . Since the optimization is iteratively progressed in the manifolds,
it relieves the restrictions imposed by the constraints (3.32), simplifying the
optimization process. As a result, by viewing the optimization problem in the
SO(3) manifold, the problem reduces to an unconstrained non-linear problem
that can be solved using the principle of optimization on manifolds.
The gradient4 of f with respect to R is calculated by introducing an in3 Strictly speaking, so(3) is the Lie algebra of SO(3) and is the tangent space at I, while
the tangent space at Rt is isomorphic to so(3) or TRt SO(3) ≃ so(3). More specifically,
TRt SO(3) is the set of all matrices ∆ such that (Rt )T ∆ ∈ so(3). The gradient given later
corresponds to the equivalent incremental step in so(3) instead of the one in TRt SO(3).
4 The formal definition of the gradient requires many mathematical concepts that are not
relevant to what follows. Therefore, we only give the method for calculating the gradient, and
the interested reader is referred to [45, p. 48] for the formal definition. This calculation is a
result of a proposition given in [45, p. 49], but there are other ways to calculate the gradient,
for example, using the relation between the submanifold and the embedding Euclidean space
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ﬁnitesimal perturbation exp (ω ∧ ) as [46, eqs. (7.174) and (7.177)]
∇R f (R) =

∂
∂ω
d

f (exp (ω ∧ ) R)
ω=0

dt t=0 f
d
f
,  dt
t=0
d
dt t=0 f


(exp (te∧
1 ) R)

(exp (te∧
2 ) R) ,
(exp (te∧
)
R)
3

(3.33)

where ei is a unit basis vector with its ith element being 1, the operator ·∧
converts a 3 × 1 vector into so (3), which is,
 ∧ 

0 −a3 a2
a1
a2  =  a3 0 −a1  .
a3
−a2 a1 0

(3.34)

The function exp(·) is the matrix exponential function, which is given by
exp(A) = IN + A +

inf
X
1 n
1
1 2
A + A3 + · · · =
A
2!
3!
n!
n=0

(3.35)

where A ∈ RN ×N is a square matrix. Note that equation (3.33) is a function
mapping from SO(3) to R3×1 .
The update step for the optimization on SO(3) is given by [46, eq. (7.179)]

∧  t
Rt+1 = exp α∇R Rt f
R,
(3.36)

∧
where α is the step size, and exp (·) maps α∇R Rt f – an element in so (3)


∧
– an element in SO(3)5 .
– back into exp α∇R Rt f
There is also an inherent physical meaning for the concepts introduced
above. According to Euler’s rotation theorem [50], a rotation matrix R can
be expressed as
Ru = exp (u∧ )
(3.37)

where, physically, u ∈ R3×1 is the axis-angle representation of Ru , and, consequently, Ru realizes the rotation that rotates the rigid object around the unit
axis of u/kuk by an angle kuk. Equation (3.37) is equivalent to Rodrigues’
rotation formula




sin kuk
1 − cos kuk
R u = I3 +
u∧ +
(u∧ )2
(3.38)
kuk
kuk2
given in [45, p. 50].
5 A valid mapping R from the tangent space T M to the manifold M, i.e., R : T M 7→ M, is
called a retraction on a manifold M, which has to satisfy several particular properties (please
refer to the Definition 3.41 in [45, p. 46] for the formal definition). For Lie groups, one valid
retraction is the Lie exponential map given by the matrix exponential function [45, p. 152],
which is intensively used in the robotic society [47, 48, 49].
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that converts the axis-angle representation to the rotation matrix representation. Since the rotation vector u is physically the axis-angle presentation of
the rotation matrix Ru , we can calculate u from Ru conveniently by


tr (Ru ) − 1
(3.39)
kuk = arccos
2
and




[Ru ]3,2 − [Ru ]2,3
kuk 
[Ru ]1,3 − [Ru ]3,1  .
u=
2 sin kuk
[Ru ]2,1 − [Ru ]1,2

(3.40)

Now, we can deﬁne the distance of two rotation matrices R1 , R2 ∈ SO(3)
as the rotation vector ud associated with the residual rotation matrix Rd that
physically measures how much R2 must rotate to reach R1 , namely
Rd = R1 RT
2 ∈ SO(3).

(3.41)
∨

Mathematically, ud is the vector associated with so, i.e., ud = log (Rd ) , where
the matrix logarithmic function log (·) maps from SO(3) into so (3), the operator of ·∨ converts a∧ ∈ so(3) into the vector a, i.e the inverse operator of
·∧ .
Previously, we considered the gradient of a function f (R) with respect to R.
To obtain the gradient of f (T) with respect to T ∈ SE(3), a similar approach
is used. The gradient is calculated by introducing an inﬁnitesimal perturbation
exp (ξ f ) as [46, eq. (7.191)]
∇T f (T) =

∂
∂ξ
d

ξ=0

 
f exp ξ f T


(exp (tef
1 ) T)

..
,
.
f
f (exp (te6 ) T)
t=0

dt t=0 f


,

d
dt

(3.42)

where the operator ·f converts a 6 × 1 vector into the Lie algebra se (3) of
SE(3), which is,
 ∧ 

 f
b a
T
T T
a ,b
= T
∈ R4×4 , a, b ∈ R3×1 .
(3.43)
0 0

3.2.3

Distribution on SO(3)

In some cases, it is necessary to associate uncertainty with the rotation by by
specifying an appropriate distribution on SO(3). There are various ways to parameterize distribution the on SO(3) [51]. Diﬀerent PDFs have been proposed
in the literature, for example, the von Mises-Fisher distribution and the tangent deﬁned distribution. However, the von Mises-Fisher distribution has two
drawbacks [52]: (1) it is isotropic and cannot specify the dominant dimension
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(e.g., yaw of the vehicle during travel), and (2) estimating the concentration
parameter is usually very diﬃcult [53]. Instead, parameterizing uncertainty
over SO(3) by injecting uncertainty onto the manifold [54,55] from a local tangent space about some mean element is easier to parameterize. Therefore, in
this thesis, we will use the later method.
For a given p(u) for the rotation vector u, the induced distribution of R such
that R = exp(u∧ )R̄ is obtained using change of variables as [46, eq. (7.109)]
p(R|R̄) = p(u)| det (J (u)) |

(3.44)

based on the diﬀerential of [46, eq. (7.107)]
dR = | det (J (u)) |du

(3.45)

where [46, eqs. (7.108) and (7.76b)]
| det (J (u)) | =

2(1 − cos kuk)
kuk2

(3.46)

and
J(u)

−1



kuk
kuk
kuk uuT
u∧
kuk
cot
I3 + 1 −
cot
−
=
2
2
2
2
kuk2
2

(3.47)

In (3.47), the function J(u)−1 : R3×1 7→ R3×1 gives the gradient of u with
respect to R [46, eq. (7.104b)].

3.2.4

The Intrinsic CRB on SO(3)

When the parameter to be estimated belongs to a manifold, the MSE can be
expressed in terms of the geodesic distance on the manifold6 . In such a case,
the corresponding CRB is termed as the intrinsic CRB (ICRB) [56].
As the parameter R belongs to the manifold SO(3), the residual error between the estimated and true parameters can be expressed by ue = log(RR̂T )∨
and the corresponding MSE is expressed as [58, eq. (1)]
MSE(Θ) = Ey {ue uT
e }.

(3.48)

Then the ICRB on SO(3) is deﬁned by [58] ICRB = J−1
I + CI , where
JI is the intrinsic Fisher information matrix (IFIM), and CI is the curvature
term and it is generally neglected for small errors [58, 59]. The IFIM is deﬁned
as [58, eq. (2)] the matrix JI such that for any ζ, ξ ∈ R3×1
ξ T JI ξ
6 If the MSE is expressed in terms of distances in the embedding Euclidean space, the
constrained CRB can also be used. But it is stated that [56] the constrained CRB is less
natural than the intrinsic CRB. In addition, as stated in a recent work [57], the constrained
and the intrinsic CRBs are potentially relevant and deserve further investigation. However,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is currently no other work on the connection
between these two bounds.
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Z 

d
dt

ln p (y| exp (tξ ∧ ) R)
t=0

and
ξ T Jζ =



d
dt

t=0


ln p (y| exp (tξ ∧ ) R) p (y|R) dy

(3.49)


1
T
(ξ + ζ) J (ξ + ζ) − ξ T JI ξ − ζ T JI ζ
2

(3.50)

are satisﬁed.
The IFIM can be calculated in a more compact form by noticing that for a
scale function f deﬁned on R, i.e., f : R ∈ SO(3) 7→ f (R) ∈ R,
d
dt
where [fR ]i,j =
d
dt

∂f
∂[R]i,j .

f exp t (ξ + ζ)
t=0

f (exp (tξ ∧ ) R) = fR ξ ∧ R

(3.51)

t=0

Then we have
∧


d
R =
dt

f (exp (tξ ∧ ) R) +
t=0

d
dt

f (exp (tζ ∧ ) R)
t=0

(3.52)

and thus
ξ T JI ζ
Z 
d
=
dt

ln p (y| exp (tξ ∧ ) R)
t=0



d
dt

t=0


ln p (y| exp (tζ ∧ ) R) p (y|R) dy

(3.53)

Further recalling the calculation (3.33) of the gradient for a scale function f
and taking into account that [JI ]i,j = eT
i JI ej , it can be seen that the IFIM
can be calculated by
Z

JI = (∇R ln p (y|R)) ∇T
(3.54)
R ln (y|R) p (y|R) dy.
It can be seen that the IFIM can be calculated in a "classical" way when the
gradient is calculated by (3.33).

3.3

Conclusion

In this chapter we brieﬂy introduce some topics from the estimation theory and
basics on SO(3)/SE(3), which will come in handy in subsequent chapters.
The estimation theory will be used to ﬁnd the objective function for position and orientation estimation. Some well known estimators dedicated for
diﬀerent conditions of prior information (including LS, ML, MAP and HMM)
are reviewed. The measure of MSE for evaluating an estimator’s performance is
introduced, with emphasis on the corresponding theoretical lower bound which
gives the minimum achievable MSE.
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The remainder of this chapter focuses on the basics of SO(3)/SE(3), with
emphasis on the principle of optimization on SO(3)/SE(3). When the closed
form solution to the objective function is not easy to obtain, a numerical
optimization method has to be adopted. The principle of optimization on
SO(3)/SE(3) provides a simple but robust method to deal with the constraints
imposed by the properties of rotation matrix. In addition, this section also introduces the concepts of distribution on SO(3) and intrinsic CRB on SO(3),
which will be used in the following.
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4
Simultaneous Position and
Orientation Estimation for
the Angular Diversity
Receiver
In this chapter, we investigate the simultaneous position and orientation estimation (SPO) problem using received signal strength (RSS), for the angular
diversity receiver without an external orientation estimation device. Due to
the constraints imposed by the rotation matrix as mentioned in Section 3.2.2,
in this chapter, we design two SPO algorithms using the principle of optimization on manifolds, which alleviates the constraints from the rotation matrix.
In addition, we propose an initialization algorithm, based on the direct linear
transformation (DLT) principle, to obtain an initial estimate in closed-form
for the iterative algorithms. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
RSS-based SPO algorithms, we derive the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). Finally,
computer simulations show an asymptotic tightness between the performance
of the proposed algorithms and the theoretical lower bound, demonstrating the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed solutions.

4.1

Problem Statement

We consider a system containing NL LEDs and a VLP receiver containing
NP bare PDs, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Let us deﬁne the NL NP × 1 vector

T
T
T
y = y1T , . . . , yN
as the vector of observations, with yj = [y1,j , . . . , yNL ,j ] .
P
Assuming the LOS component dominates the received signal, we obtain

(4.1)

y = g + w,


T

T
where the NL NP × 1 vector g is deﬁned as g = g1T , . . . , gN
with gj =
P
T
Rp,j [Pt,1 h1,j , . . . , Pt,NL hNL ,j ] , hi,j is given in (2.17), Pt,i is the power trans-
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mitted by the ith LED and Rp,j is the responsivity of the j th PD. The NL NP ×1
vector w models the noise, which is represented by a zero-mean multivariate
2
Gaussian random variable with covariance matrix Σw = σw
INL NP . Based on
the observation (4.1) the SPO algorithm needs to jointly estimate the position
r and the orientation R.
Let us deﬁne the wanted parameter set Θ = {r, R} and deﬁne the loglikelihood function as
L (Θ; y) = ln p (y|Θ)
1
= const − ky − gk2Σw ,
2

(4.2)

where kxk2Σ = xT Σ−1 x denotes the squared Mahalanobis distance with respect
to covariance Σ, and p (y|Θ) is the conditional probability density function of y
given Θ, which complies with y|Θ ∼ N (g (Θ) , Σw ). The maximum likelihood
(ML) estimate of Θ, i.e. Θ̂ = {r̂, R̂}, maximizes the log-likelihood function
L:
Θ̂ = arg max L.
(4.3)
Θ

As (4.3) is a non-linear least squares (NLS) problem, it has no closed-form
solution, implying it has to be solved using an iterative optimization algorithm.
Even worse, since R is a member of SO(3) rather than an arbitrary 3 × 3 real
matrix, R has to satisfy the following constraints:
RT R = RRT = I,

det (R) = +1.

(4.4)

To solve (4.3) constrained by (4.4), we can resort to a constrained non-linear
optimization algorithm, which is complex, time consuming and non-robust.
However, since SO(3) is an embedded submanifold of R3×3 , we can estimate
the parameters in SO(3) using an (iterative) optimization algorithm on manifolds [44]. In Subsection 4.2.1, we adapt Newton’s method on SO(3) from [60]
to solve the problem at hand, while the interior point method on SO(3) is
discussed in Subsection 4.2.2.

4.2

Estimation Algorithms

In the previous section, we showed that the SPO problem is a constrained
non-linear least squares problem (constrained by the rotation matrix) that
can be solved by standard optimization algorithms. However, the resulting
algorithms are complex and non-robust. In this section, we ﬁrst consider the
Gauss-Newton method on manifolds. Its counterpart, i.e. standard GaussNewton, is an iterative method that is regularly used for solving non-linear
least squares problems. However, the Gauss-Newton method does not always
converge properly. Therefore, in order to achieve a proper convergence, we
propose an interior point method on manifolds that additionally considers the
boundary condition, i.e. the constraint imposed on the position vector. This
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algorithm is an extension of the standard interior method, which is an eﬀective
method to solve non-linear optimization problems that contain an inequality
constraint.

4.2.1

Gauss-Newton Method on Manifolds

As in the standard Gauss-Newton optimization, the ﬁrst step is to ﬁnd the
steepest descent direction to determine the search direction. This search direc

T T
tion ∆Θ = ∆T
is given by
r , ∆R
†

(4.5)

∆Θ = − (∇Θ g) (g − y) ,

where (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse,
∇Θ g
=
T
NL NP ×6
denotes the Jacobian matrix of g with
[∇Θ g1 , . . . , ∇Θ gNP ] ∈ R
T
respect to Θ, with
∇
g
=
R
[P
∇Θ h1,j , . . . , Pt,NL ∇Θ hNL ,j ] ∈ RNL ×6 ,
Θ
j
p,j
t,1

T 
T 
∂h
∂hi,j
∂hi,j
∈ R1×6 . The partial derivative ∂ri,j
, ∂R
and ∇Θ hi,j =
∂r
∂h

i,j
is calculated by introducing an
is calculated in Euclidean space, while ∂R
∧
inﬁnitesimal perturbation exp (ω ) as follows (see (3.33)),
γ

∧
nT
∂
∂hi,j
L,i (νi + exp (ω ) Rdj,r )
Ki,j
=
γ+3
∂R
∂ω ω=0
kνi + exp (ω ∧ ) Rdj,r k

T
∧
∧
· (exp (ω ) RRP,j n0 ) (νi + exp (ω ) Rdj,r ) ,
(4.6)

where the inﬁnitesimal perturbation exp (ω ∧ ) ∈ SO(3) is expressed as


0 −ωz ωy
exp (ω ∧ ) = exp  ωz 0 −ωx  ,
−ωy ωx 0
∧

(4.7)

T

the operator (·) converts the rotation vector ω = [ωx ωy ωz ] into a skewsymmetric matrix ω ∧ ∈ so(3), and exp (·) is the matrix exponential function.
Equation (4.6) can be calculated by
∂hi,j
∂hi,j ∂vi,j
∂hi,j ∂nP,j
=
+
∂R
∂vi,j ∂R
∂nP,j ∂R

(4.8)

where
∂hi,j
= Ki,j
∂vi,j



γ ( nT
L,i vi,j )

γ−1

kvi,j k

(nTP,j vi,j )

γ+3

nT
L,i +
−

(nTL,i vi,j )
kvi,j k

γ

γ+3

nT
P,j

(γ+3)(nT
L,i vi,j )

γ

(nTP,j vi,j )

kvi,j kγ+5

T
vi,j


,

(4.9)
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γ
∂hi,j
(nT vi,j ) (nTP,j vi,j ) T
vi,j ,
= Ki,j L,i kv kγ+3
i,j
∂nP,j

∂(RnP,j,r )
∂
∂nP,j
=
=
∂R
∂R
∂ω
= − (RnP,j,r )
T
= n∧
,
P,j

= − (Rdj,r )
T
= d∧
.
j

(exp (ω ∧ ) RnP,j,r )
ω=0

∧

∂(Rdj,r )
∂
∂vi,j
=
=
∂R
∂R
∂ω

(4.10)

(4.11a)
(4.11b)

(exp (ω ∧ ) Rdj,r )
ω=0

∧

(4.12a)
(4.12b)

The equalities (4.11a) and (4.12a) hold because of [46, eq. (7.174)]. Further
∂h
utilizing the equalities x∧ y = −y∧ x, x∧ x = 0, for x, y ∈ R3×1 , and ∂ri,j =
∂hi,j
∂vi,j , the partial diﬀerential vector of hi,j is then given by
∇Θ hi,j = Ki,j ·
 γ nT v γ−1 nT v
T
( L,i i,j ) ( P,j i,j )

T 
kvi,j kγ+3
nT
, nT
· d∧


j
L,i
L,i
γ

  T
T 
(nTL,i vi,j )

 ·  nP,j , νiT · (n∧ )  .
kvi,j kγ+3


T
γ
T
T
(γ+3)(nT
, νiT · d∧
vi,j
L,i vi,j ) (nP,j vi,j )
j
−
γ+5
kv k
i,j

(4.13)

In contrast to the standard Gauss-Newton algorithm, the update step for
the algorithm on manifolds is given by
∧
rt+1 = rt + α∆r , Rt+1 = exp (α∆R ) Rt ,
(4.14)
where α is the step size,
and exp (·) maps (α∆R )
∧
back into exp (α∆R ) – an element in SO(3).

4.2.2

∧

– an element in so (3) –

Interior Point Method on Manifolds

In our experiments, we found that the Gauss-Newton algorithm not always
converges properly, especially when the SNR is low or the number of observations is small. In these situations, it often happens that a position is found
that is outside of the room with the LEDs and reciver. To avoid such outliers
and improve the convergence of the algorithm, in the following we design an
interior point method on manifolds that takes into account a boundary condition, i.e. the position of the receiver is conﬁned within a target area (the
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room), which is expressed as 0 ≤ r ≤ b, where the position r of the receiver is
conﬁned within the bounds of the room given by the coordinates 0 and b. As
the bounds 0 ≤ r ≤ b are hard to implement in a practical optimization algorithm, due to the discontinuity of the equality sign, theP
interior point method
6
replaces the strict inequality by a barrier function −µ i=1 ln ([s]i ), where s
is a slack variable vector and µ is the barrier parameter, and [·]i is deﬁned as
the operator that returns the ith element when the operand is a vector and it
returns the ith row as a row vector when the operand is a matrix. Forcing s to
be strictly positive is equivalent to 0 ≤ r ≤ b. This barrier function is added
as a penalty function to our objective function (4.3) to enforce the boundary
condition:
)
(
6
X
ln ([s]i ) ,
(4.15)
Θ̂ = arg min −L − µ
Θ

i=1

s.t.

c−s=0

i
h
T
is the rearranged inequality vector. The interior
where cT = rT , (b − r)
point method consists of ﬁnding (approximate) solutions of (4.15) for a sequence of positive {µ} that converges to zero. In the ﬁrst steps, the barrier
parameter µ is taken strictly positive to keep the algorithm within the feasible
region, whereas in later steps, the barrier parameter converges to zero to better
resemble the condition 0 ≤ r ≤ b. For each µ, the interior point method ﬁnds
the solution to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for (4.15) using
Newton’s method. As such, the interior point method is a two-level iteration
algorithm, where the outer iteration decays µ gradually and the inner iteration
updates iteratively the state (comprised of the parameter set Θ, the Lagrange
multiplier z of c, and the slack variable vector s) for a given µ. To determine
the search direction (∆Θ , ∆z , ∆s ) for the inner iteration, the algorithm ﬁnds
the solution to the symmetric primal-dual system [61, eq. (19.12)], which is
given by
  T



∆Θ
A z + ∇Θ L (Θ)
−∆Θ
AT
Θ L (Θ)
=
,
(4.16a)
µZ−1 1 − c
A
−Z−1 S −∆z
∆s = Z−1 (µ1 − Zs − S∆z ) ,

(4.16b)

where 1 is the all-ones vector, the diagonal matrices Z and S are given by
Z = diag (z), S = diag (s), respectively, and


I3×3 03×3
(4.17)
A=
−I3×3 03×3
is the Jacobian matrix of c with respect to Θ. Since in the Hessian matrix in
(4.16a), the analytical derivation of ∆Θ
Θ L (Θ) is cumbersome, in the following it
T
Θ
is approximated by ∆Θ L (Θ) ≈ (∇Θ g) (∇Θ g). Note that the same expression
can be found in the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, used in the Gauss-Newton
algorithm.
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The solution of (4.16) deﬁnes the search direction for the inner iteration,
while the step length is determined by
αsmax = max {α ∈ (0, 1] : s + α∆s ≥ (1 − τ ) s, αk∆R k ≤ (1 − τ ) π} , (4.18a)
αzmax = max {α ∈ (0, 1] : z + α∆z ≥ (1 − τ ) z} .
(4.18b)
The constraint, αk∆R k ≤ (1 − τ ) π, in the formula of αsmax prevents the absolute value of the incremental step for R from being larger than π, which arises
from the fact that the matrix exponential function that converts the incremental step back in the manifold is a periodic function with a period of 2π. As a
result, the update step for the interior point algorithm on manifolds is given
by
∧
rt+1 = rt + αs ∆r , Rt+1 = exp (αs ∆R ) Rt ,
(4.19a)
st+1 = st + αs ∆s , zt+1 = zt + αz ∆z .

(4.19b)

The merit function measuring the quality of an updated state is given in terms
of the barrier function (4.15) by
mι (Θ, s) = −L (Θ) − µ

6
X
i=1

ln ([s]i ) + ιkc − sk1 ,

(4.20)

where ι is the penalty parameter that determines the weight that we assign to
constraint satisfaction relative to the minimization of the objective. The error
function (reﬂecting the maximum residual error in the KKT conditions), which
indicates whether a local minimum solution is achieved, is calculated by [61]

ǫ = max k∇Θ L (Θ) + AT zk, kSz − µ1k, kc − sk .
(4.21)
An overview of the proposed interior point method on the SO(3) manifold is
shown in Algorithm 4.1, where ǫTOL is the tolerance that speciﬁes the required
accuracy of the computed solution, µ is initialized by a large positive number
and decreases iteratively with a decay rate of σ, and τ could be set to a typical
value of τ = 0.995 [61].

4.2.3

Convergence and Complexity Analysis

Besides the performance of the proposed methods, which will be discussed in
Section 4.4, we also want to discuss the convergence and complexity of the
algorithms. First we discuss the convergence. In the Gauss-Newton method,
the convergence is determined by the properties of the Jacobian matrix ∇Θ g.
Assuming the dimension of the observation vector is not less than the number
of unknown parameters, the
 Jacobian matrix
 is full-row-rank, implying ∇Θ g is
T
invertible. Further, since (∇Θ L) · ∆Θ < 0 holds for any non-critical point,

the sequence {∆Θ } of incremental steps towards the optimal Θ is a gradientrelated sequence, whose accumulation point ∆•Θ is a critical point according to
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Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for IPM on the SO(3) manifold
Input: 0 ≤ r0 ≤ b, R0 ∈ SO(3)
Output: Θ
Initialization : Select µ > 0, τ ∈ (0, 1), σ ∈ (0, 1), ǫTOL , set t = 0
1: Compute z0 , s0
LOOP Process
2: for i = 1 to maxiterationso do
3:
for j = 1 to maxiterationsi do
4:
Compute ∆Θ , ∆z , ∆s from (4.16)
5:
Compute αsmax , αzmax using (4.18)
6:
Compute αs ∈ (0, αsmax ], αz ∈ (0, αzmax ] such that (4.20) decreases
7:
Update Θ, s, z using (4.19)
8:
Compute ǫ from (4.21)
9:
if ǫ ≤ ǫTOL then
10:
break
11:
end if
12:
end for
Set µ = σµ
13: end for
14: return Θ

the convergence of line-search methods. As a consequence, in the neighborhood
of ∆•Θ , the convergence rates of the Gauss-Newton method is superlinear [44].
On the other hand, in the interior point method, the convergence rate is determined by the properties of the Hessian matrix of the objective function in
(4.15) and its approximation. In case the diﬀerence between the actual and
approximated Hessian matrices becomes suﬃciently small at the critical point,
the optimization in the inner iteration will converge superlinearly [44]. In the
situation at hand, the approximated Hessian matrix diﬀers from the actual one
by a symmetric matrix that equals zero at the critical point, implying the inner
iterations converges superlinearly. By reducing the barrier parameter µ at an
appropriate rate [62], the convergence of the combination of inner and outer
iterations, i.e., the interior point method as a whole, also is superlinear. Hence,
both proposed algorithms will show superlinear convergence rates.
Next, we discuss the complexity. In the Gauss-Newton method, the complexity during each iteration is dominated by the computation of the MoorePenrose pesudoinverse of ∇Θ g, which is a NL NL ×6 matrix. As
 a consequence,
2
the Gauss-Newton method has a complexity of O (NL NP ) ﬂops per iteration [63]. On the other hand, the complexity of the interior point method is
dominated by the matrix inversion required to solve (4.16a) in each
 inner iter
3
ation. Therefore, the interior point method has a complexity of O (NL NP )
ﬂops per iteration [63]. Hence, it is clear that the complexity of the interior
point method is higher than that of the Gauss-Newton method.
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4.2.4

Initial Coarse Estimation

The algorithms given in the previous section are iterative methods, and a proper
initialization is required for convergence. To this end, we propose in this section an initialization algorithm. In the following, we assume that all LEDs
are installed at the ceiling and an angular diversity receiver is considered.
This receiver type, which is considered in several works [35, 36, 37, 38], consists of multiple PDs oriented symmetrically at diﬀerent directions to achieve
a better angular diversity. More speciﬁcally, NP,s PDs are placed symmetrically around the center of the receiver, and are tilted away from the center
of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Let the angle between the normal of
the receiver and the normal of a PD be θP . Using the axis-angle represen∧
tation, the normal of the j th PD is speciﬁed by nP,j,r = exp (θP zP,j ) n0 ,
T
where zP,j = [cos(j2π/NP,s ), sin(j2π/NP,s ), 0] . An additional PD placed right
above the center of the receiver has normal n0 . The relative distance vector
dj,r that speciﬁes the position of j th PD to the center of the receiver is given
by dj,r = dj nP,j,r , i.e. dj,r is parallel to nP,j,r . In the following, we will show
that the problem of position and orientation estimation can be converted into
a plane-based pose estimation problem, by properly selecting a set of points
at the ceiling that correspond to the intersections of the normals nP,j,r on the
virtual image plane, i.e., the plane in the frame of the receiver containing all
points having amplitude 1 in the z-direction. This plane-based pose estimation problem can easily be solved using the direct linear transformation (DLT)
method from computer vision. As in this method, the points at the ceiling
must be known, we design a method to estimate these points.
First, let us deﬁne two planes: P ′ denotes the plane of ceiling, while P
is the virtual image plane containing the point qj = nP,j,r / [nP,j,r ]3 1 . Let
q′j represent the intersection point of the plane P ′ with the line starting from
the center r of the receiver and radiating in the direction nP,j . Assuming the
intersection points q′j are known (the estimation of q′j is deferred to the end
of this section), then the problem of ﬁnding the closed-form SPO solution is
2
converted into a plane-based
 pose estimation problem as shown in Fig. 4.2.
′
With at least four qj , qj , the position vector and rotation matrix can be
estimated using the direct linear transformation (DLT) method [64], which is a
commonly used method for the estimation of the relative pose between a plane
and a camera, based on projections of sets of coplanar features in computer
1 Taking

into account that the plane P contains all points with [x]3 = 1, i.e., having
amplitude 1 in the z-direction, then qj is the intersection point of P with the line starting
in Or and radiating in the direction nP,j,r . Since both qj and P are defined in the frame of
the receiver, they will move and rotate along with the receiver in a rigid way, i.e. qj has a
fixed location on P .
2 Because q and P move and rotate along with the receiver in a rigid way, q′ is actually
j
j
the projection of qj along nP,j on P ′ . However, if we switch the roles of these two points
′
′
(taking qj as the object and qj as the projection), qj and qj could be viewed as points in
a pinhole camera model where the pinhole is positioned at the receiver center r and has a
focus of unit length. "Object" q′j (in the frame of the system) is "projected" onto the virtual
image plane as qj (represented by homogeneous coordinates in the frame of the receiver).
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Figure 4.1: Angular diversity receiver with NP,s = 4.

vision. The solution of the DLT is given by
#
"

T̂Th i


h
i

,
R̂ =


T̂T × T̂T


2
1 
0




 
T


r̂ = −R̂M  0  + diag [0, 0, 1] b,



λ
where b is the boundary condition (see Subsection 4.2.2), λ =
given by
T

[[M]1 , [M]2 , [M]3 ] = m,

(4.22)

tr(T̂T M)
tr(M̂T M)

, M is

(4.23)

with m the last column of VQ that comes from the Singular Value DecomT
, where the diagonal elements of ΛQ are
position (SVD) of Q = UQ ΛQ VQ


T
arranged in descending order, and the matrix QT = QT
1 , . . . , QN , where Qi
is deﬁned as
#
"
T
T
03×1 , −q′ i ,
[qi ]2 q′ i
(4.24)
Qi =
T .
T
−q′ i , 03×1 , − [qi ]1 q′ i
T
The matrix T̂ ∈ R3×2 in (4.22)
h is given iby T̂ = UT VT , where UT and VT
1
2
T
come from the thin SVD of [M] , [M] = UT ΛT VT , where the operator
i

[·] returns the ith column of a matrix as a column vector. Since the above
algorithm does not make any assumption about the visibility of either side of
the plane P ′ , another potential estimate exists, i.e., the mirror symmetry with
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Figure 4.2: Plane-based pose estimation problem. P : the virtual image plane, P ′ :
the plane of the ceiling.

respect to the plane P ′ , given by
#
"



T̂Th i

T

h
i
 R̂ = diag [−1, −1, 1]
.


T̂T × T̂T


2
1
 
0




 
T


r̂ = R̂M  0  + diag [0, 0, 1] b.



λ

(4.25)

From the two possible solutions, the algorithm has to select the solution for
which [r̂]3 ≤ [b]3 , implying that the z coordinate of the estimated position
must be smaller than the boundary in the z direction.
The remaining problem is to ﬁnd a method to estimate the intersection
point q′j . The idea to achieve this is based on the observation that typically
the relative distance between PDs within a PD array is very small compared
with the distance between the receiver and LEDs. Hence, for each LED we
can select the PD within the array that receives the largest power from this
LED. Due to the channel characteristics, this selected PD is, in the absence
of noise, the one with the smallest incident angle for that LED. Following the
idea above, we could ﬁnd a set of LEDs, for which the j th PD has the smallest
incident angle. The spatial average (weighted by associated received power) of
the positions of the LEDs within this set can be seen as an approximation to
q′j .
A second initial point, {b/2, I3 } (the receiver pointing upwards and located
at the center the area) is also considered in this chapter to ensure that the
iterative algorithm converges to the global optimum and to serve as a valid
initial point when the DLT algorithm fails, i.e., when less than 4 pairs of q′j , qj
are obtained or three out of four of the obtained intersection points q′j are
collinear [65].

4.3 The Theoretical Lower Bound
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The Theoretical Lower Bound

We ﬁrst deﬁne the measure of the estimation error in the estimated position
and orientation. The estimation error in position is straightforwardly measured
by the relative distance between r̂ and r, i.e. re = r̂ − r, while the estimation
error in orientation is measured by the rotation error projected onto the Lie
∨
algebra, i.e. ue = log (Re ) , where the matrix logarithmic function log (·) maps
from SO(3) into so (3), and
Re = RR̂T ∈ SO(3)

(4.26)

is the error rotation matrix that physically measures how much R̂ must rotate
to reach R.
Since y|Θ is multivariate Gaussian with its covariance being independent
of Θ, the associated (classical) Fisher information matrix (FIM) J(Θ) can be
calculated as [66, eq. (3.31)]:
J=

1
T
(∇Θ g) (∇Θ g)
2
σw

(4.27)

To get the lower bounds on the error covariance matrices of re and ue , respectively, we ﬁrst rewrite the Fisher information matrix as a partitioned matrix,


Jr,r Jr,R
.
(4.28)
J (Θ) =
JR,r JR,R
Consequently,

i−1
h
−1
}

J
−
J
J
J
E{re rT
.
r,r
r,R R,R R,r
e

(4.29)

Similarly, the error covariance matrix of ue is lower bounded by

−1
−1
E{ue uT
.
e }  JR,R − JR,r Jr,r Jr,R

(4.30)

Taking into account [58], it follows that the orientation bound of (4.30) is
actually the intrinsic CRB on SO(3).

4.4

Numerical Results

In the evaluation of the estimator and the theoretical lower bound through
T
computer simulations, we consider an 8 m×6 m×3 m area (b = [8, 6, 3] ) with
NL = 24 LEDs. The LEDs are uniformly distributed over the ceiling, with the
number of LEDs in the X direction NL,X = 6 and in the Y direction NL,Y = 4,
iT
h
[b]1 (2i−1) [b]2 (2j−1)
, with
,
,
[b]
i.e., the positions of the LEDs are given by
3
2NL,X
2NL,Y
i ∈ {1, . . . , NL,X } and j ∈ {1, . . . , NL,Y }. All LEDs are assumed to have a
transmit power of Pt = 1 W, a Lambertian order γ = 1, an FOV of φF OV =
T
π/2 rad and point downwards (nL,i = [0, 0, −1] ). The receiver consists of ﬁve
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Figure 4.3: Simulation setup. The three orthonormal vectors in three different
colors at each sample on the path represent the frame of the receiver (shown with
θR = 0 rad), where the red, green and blue vector represent the x-axis, y-axis and
z-axis, respectively. The pink arrows represent the LEDs (only a fraction of them are
shown) on the ceiling. θr indicates the traveled angle along the dotted ellipse in the
XY plane.

PDs, with four of them being symmetrically equipped around the centroid and
tilted away from the center by θP = π/4 rad. All PDs have a relative vector
(the distance vector to the centroid) of dj,r = dj nP,j,r , with dj = 0.02 m (see
Section 4.2.4 for the expression of nP,j,r ). Each PD is assumed to have an FOV
of θF OV = 4π/9 rad, a unit responsivity Rp = 0.3 and an area of AR = πrP2
with the radius rP = 1×10−3 m. The above parameter settings for the physical
properties of the LEDs and the PDs are similar to the ones used in [67]. To
evaluate the performance of the estimators, we consider the path shown in Fig.
4.3. The path has an elliptical pattern in the XY plane and a sinusoidal pattern
in the Z direction. The semi-major axis and the semi-minor axis of the ellipse
are 2.5 m and 1.5 m, respectively. The ellipse (the dotted line) is centered
T
at [4.0, 3.0, 1.5] m, i.e. the center of the considered area. Starting at the
T
coordinates [4.0, 4.5, 1.5] m (the black arrow), the path oscillates sinusoidally
in the Z direction and completes the path with three periods. The receiver
follows the path clockwise, and at each sample point the orientation of the
receiver is chosen such that the frame
of the receiver is tangent to the path, more
∧
speciﬁcally, R = exp (θR nR,y ) R0 , where R0 = [nR,x , nR,y , nR,z ], nR,z =
nR,x × nR,y , nR,y is the unit tangent vector of the path at the sample point,
nR,x is the unit vector that resides in the XY plane and satisﬁes nT
R,x nR,y = 0
and [nR,z ]3 > 0, and θR (the roll angle) controls how much R0 is rotated around
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nR,y . The frame of the receiver (the column vectors of R) along the path is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3 (shown with θR = 0 rad) by three orthonormal vectors
in three diﬀerent colors. Here we deﬁne a parameter θr to specify the sample
point, where θr is the traveled angle along the ellipse pattern in the XY plane.

2
(γ+1)AR Pt Rp
In the following, the SNR is deﬁned as SNR ,
. To the best of
2πσw
our knowledge, there is no algorithm that simultaneously estimates position and
orientation for MLMP-based VLP systems. Therefore, for comparison, we will
use as baseline method the algorithm from [68]3 , which estimates the position
of the receiver only. In this baseline method, we set the rotation matrix R̂ equal
to the identity matrix, i.e., we assume the receiver points straight upwards.

4.4.1

Performance of the Estimators

First, we consider the case of a roll angle θR = −π/3 rad, implying the x-axis
of the receiver frame stays −π/3 rad oﬀ the horizon in the system frame. The
convergence behavior of the proposed methods is presented in Fig. 4.4, which
gives the average RMSE over the entire path as a function of the number
of iterations when SNR = 25 dB and SNR = 35 dB. First, we notice that,
as expected, the baseline method (BAS) shows an improving performance as
a function of the number of iterations for the position estimation, but a high,
constant RMSE for the orientation estimation. This is explained as the baseline
method estimates only the position but not the orientation. Because of this
limitation, the gap between the RMSE of the baseline method and the root of
the proposed CRB (SPOB) is the largest. On the other hand, the proposed
algorithms based on the Gauss-Newton method (GNM) and the interior point
method (IPM) converge to the SPOB for a SNR of 35 dB, and show only a
small gap with the SPOB for a SNR of 25 dB. Hence, the proposed algorithms
outperform the algorithm from [68]. Comparing the convergence rate, we see
that the convergence for the orientation is similar for both the GNM and the
IPM, whereas for the position estimation, the GNM shows a slower convergence.
This is due to the absence of the boundary condition in the GNM, implying
outliers can occur where the algorithm returns a position estimate outside the
considered area, resulting in large errors that slow down the convergence. In
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the RMSE of the estimate of the position and orientation for
the proposed estimators are shown as a function of θr for the same SNRs as used
in Fig 4.4. Taking into account that the path we consider has a sinusoidal
pattern in the Z direction, there is a relatively larger distance between the
receiver and the LED in the valleys of the path. At the same time, since the
path has an elliptical pattern in the XY plane, the largest distance between
the receiver and the LED occurs at the vertex of the ellipse lying in a valley.
Since the channel gain is inversely proportional to the distance between the
3 Note that the estimator [68] is originally designed for a receiver with a single PD and
under the assumption that the receiver is parallel to the ceiling. In this chapter, we extend
it to a receiver with multiple PDs and under the assumption that the receiver is parallel to
the ceiling.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4: RMSE versus iteration for SNR= 25 dB and SNR= 35 dB. (a) Position
estimation errors, (b) Orientation estimation errors.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: RMSE of the position estimate and the theoretical bound for θR =
−π/3 rad with (a) SNR = 25 dB and (b) SNR = 35 dB.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6: RMSE of the orientation estimate and the theoretical bound for θR =
−π/3 rad with (a) SNR = 25 dB and (b) SNR = 35 dB.
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receiver and the LED, a higher RMSE is expected at those points in the path
that have a larger distance between the receiver and the LEDs. This can be
observed in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, where the performance along the path shows
a sinusoid-like pattern with three peaks and valleys appearing in the RMSEs,
corresponding to the valleys and peaks in the path. The largest RMSE is
obtained around θr = π/2 rad, which corresponds to the largest distance point
(the vertex in the valley). Comparing the performances for diﬀerent SNRs, we
can see that for SNR = 35 dB, both proposed estimators reach the theoretical
bound, while for SNR = 25 dB, the IPM outperforms the GNM. As can be
observed, the RMSE of the baseline method for both position and orientation
estimation is (approximately) the same for 25 dB and 35 dB SNR. Hence, due
to the absence of orientation estimation in the baseline method, the position
estimate suﬀers from a bias. The baseline’s RMSE for the orientation is due
to the diﬀerence between the true orientation, speciﬁed by the path, and the
reference orientation used in the baseline method, i.e., the identity matrix. As
can be seen in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the baseline method generally performs worse
since the true orientation R is not the identity matrix. In Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6,
we observe that at SNR = 25 dB, there is a gap between the performance of
the proposed methods (GNM and IPM) and the SPOB. This gap is caused by
the threshold phenomenon of the CRB, which will be discussed in the following
subsection.
Next, we will investigate the eﬀect of the receiver orientation on the performance. Fig. 4.7 gives the average RMSE over the entire path as a function
of the roll angle θR when SNR = 25 dB and SNR = 35 dB. Because all LEDs
are attached to the ceiling, the receiver will sense fewer LEDs when θR is increased. This can be observed in Fig. 4.7, as the RMSE increases when |θR |
increases. Further, from the ﬁgure, it follows that the performance is worse
when θR < 0 rad. This can be explained as when θR < 0 rad, the receiver
is tilted towards the side boundary of the area, implying fewer LEDs will be
visible compared to the case with θR > 0 rad. It also can can be seen in Fig.
4.7 that when the magnitude of θR increases, the estimators’ performance degrades, and θR = 0 rad corresponds to the best performance. Comparing the
proposed estimators, we observe that the IPM outperforms the GNM. Especially when θR < 0 rad, the GNM fails to converge properly, as the number of
LEDs seen by the receiver is too low.

4.4.2

Asymptotic Tightness

In this section, to investigate the asymptotic tightness of the theoretical bound,
the estimators are simulated for various values of SNR and numbers of LEDs.
The conﬁguration is the same as in Fig. 4.3. In Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, we show the
RMSE averaged over the path for two roll angles (Case 1: θR = 0 rad, Case 2:
θR = −π/3 rad) as a function of the SNR (Fig. 4.8a and 4.8b), and as a function
of the number NL of LEDs (Fig. 4.9a and 4.9b). As expected, increasing the
SNR or NL leads to a lower RMSE, and we observe an asymptotic tightness
of both proposed estimators to the lower bound. Due to the introduced bias,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7: RMSE versus θR for SNR= 25 dB and SNR= 35 dB. (a) Position
estimation errors, (b) Orientation estimation errors.
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the performance of the baseline method shows an error ﬂoor when SNR or NL
is large. At low SNR or low NL , the RMSE deviates from the SPOB. This is
explained as for these cases, the bias in the position and orientation estimates
becomes non-negligible. Taking into account that the CRB only can serve as
a lower bound for unbiased estimators, this implies that, below a threshold for
the SNR or NL , no asymptotic tightness can be reached between the RMSE of
the proposed estimators and the SPOB.

4.4.3

Impact of Location of the Receiver

In this section, we investigate the CRB as a function of the position of the
receiver. Considering the setup illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the averaged SPOBs on
the position vector and the orientation matrix are shown in Fig.4.10 and 4.11,
respectively. The SPOB for SNR = 35 dB is shown in Fig. 4.10a and Fig.
4.11a for the XY plane ﬁxed at z = 1.5 m, while in Fig. 4.10b and Fig. 4.11b
the SPOB averaged over the XY plane is plot as a function of the height for
SNR = {25, 35, 45} dB. The spatial sample points are evenly distributed in the
area with an interval of 0.2 m, and at each sample point, multiple random orientations of the receiver are generated. Considering that in reality the receiver
will be placed roughly upwards, the zenith angle of the generated orientation is
uniformly distributed within the interval [−π/3, π/3] rad. The corresponding
random rotation matrix can be generated using the fast algorithm given in [69].
Due to the limited FOV of the receiver, the closer the receiver is to the side
boundary of the area, the lesser LEDs it will sense. This explains the inverted
dome shape of the SPOB in Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.11a, where the lowest point
is obtained near the center of the XY plane, while the largest values locate
around the four corners. The limited FOV also explains the results of Fig.
4.10b and Fig. 4.11b, where the SPOB is shown as a function of the height
of the receiver. While the SPOB ﬁrst improves for increasing height, as the
distance between the LEDs and the receiver reduces, for larger heights, the
SPOB degrades again, because the angle between the receiver and the LEDs
increases, and the LEDs start to fall outside the FOV of the receiver.

4.4.4

Configuration of the Receiver

In this section, we investigate the impact of the diversity angle θP , i.e., the
tilt angle between the PDs and the centroid of the receiver, on the position
and orientation estimation accuracy. By increasing θP , we increase the FOV
of the receiver, as the receiver array will be able to sense LEDs that are at
larger incident angle. However, at the same time, each PD of the receiver
will sense fewer LEDs because of the larger tilt angle, so the diversity of the
receiver reduces. To ﬁnd the optimal conﬁguration, we use the theoretical
lower bound as an indicator to ﬁnd the optimal conﬁguration that achieves the
lowest possible value of the indicator. In order to obtain an indicator taking into
account both the position and orientation, here, we deﬁne a uniﬁed estimation
T T
error vector θe measuring the overall error, with θe = [rT
e , ζue ] , where ζ > 0
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.8: RMSEs of estimating position and orientation parameters as a function
of SNR when NL = 24 for Case 1: θR = 0 rad and Case 2: θR = −π/3 rad.(a)
position estimation errors, bottom row, (b) orientation estimation errors.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.9: RMSEs of estimating position and orientation parameters and as a
function of the number of LEDs when SNR = 35 dB for Case 1: θR = 0 rad and Case
2: θR = −π/3 rad. (a) position estimation errors, (b) orientation estimation errors.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.10: Averaged SPOB on the position vector (a) as a function of the position
in the XY plane fixed at 1.5 m in z-axis, (b) as a function of the height.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.11: Averaged SPOB on the orientation matrix (a) as a function of the
position in the XY plane fixed at 1.5 m in z-axis, (b) as a function of the height.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12: The averaged indicator as a function of θP . (a) Indicator for different
SNRs (b) Indicator for different NL s.
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reﬂects the scale order on the orientation error compared to the position error.
Then using the CRB for vector parameter transformation [66, eq. (3.30)], the
error covariance matrix of ge is lower bounded by




E{θe θeT }  diag 1T , ζ1T J−1 diag 1T , ζ1T .
(4.31)

The square root of this bound on the uniﬁed estimation error vector θe is used
as an indicator.
The system setup and the sampling method used in Subsection 4.4.3 are
considered. From the previous results, we found that the SPOBs on the position
and orientation errors are of the same magnitude. Therefore, we set the scale
factor ζ = 1. As can be seen from the previous analysis, the SPOB signiﬁcantly
degrades when the height is larger than 2.5 m, and considering that in many
cases, the user’s main active area is in the lower middle area, samples with a
height larger than 2.5 m are discarded. The spatial averaged indicator is ﬁrst
plotted in Fig. 4.12a for diﬀerent SNR and is then plotted in Fig. 4.12b for
diﬀerent NL . From Fig. 4.12a, it follows that the minimum of the indicator is
obtained at θP = π/3 rad for all SNR values. However, it can also be observed
that the minimum is very broad, indicating that the performance will be rather
insensitive to the value of the tilt angle for given SNR. When changing the
number NL of LEDs, we see a larger dependency on θP , especially for small
values of NL (see Fig. 4.12b). When NP is suﬃciently large, again the optimal
tilt angle equals θP = π/3 rad. However, when NL ≤ 30, the performance
rapidly degrades when θP ≤ 11π/36 rad, and the optimal value of the tilt
angle increases. This can be explained as when fewer LEDs are available, a
larger FOV is required to capture more LEDs at the receiver.

4.5

Conclusion

In this study, we design two RSS-based simultaneous position and orientation
estimation algorithms for a visible light system. Both algorithms exploit the
principle of optimization on manifolds, which alleviates the constraints imposed by the restrictions on the rotation matrix, and increases the robustness
of estimation. As the proposed algorithms are iterative and need a proper initialization to converge, we propose a coarse estimator that uses the direct linear
transformation. To theoretically analyze the proposed estimators, we evaluate
the CRB for simultaneous position and orientation estimation. The part of the
CRB corresponding to the orientation errors is the intrinsic CRB, and is used
to measure errors in the estimated rotation matrix in a physically meaningful
way.
The proposed estimators show asymptotic convergence to the CRB, indicating the proposed estimators have excellent performance. Comparing the results
of both algorithms before convergence, we show that the interior point method
outperforms the Gauss-Newton method, but at the cost of complexity.
Based on the CRB, we also investigated the performance of the simultaneous
position and orientation estimation as a function of the position of the receiver
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and the parameters of the system. Based on these results, we can conclude that
the optimal conﬁguration of the receiver consists of PDs that are tilted over
π/3 rad with respect to the normal of the receiver, to obtain a good trade-oﬀ
between the FOV and diversity of the receiver.
The research mentioned in this chapter was published in [70].

5
Hybrid Position and
Orientation Estimation in
the Presence of Prior
Information on Orientation
In many cases, the orientation of the receiver is estimated with an external
orientation estimation device. However, these devices generally suﬀer from
drift and misalignment, causing an uncertainty in the orientation presented to
the receiver. Hence, the external device can only provide a coarse estimate of
the orientation to the position estimator, of which its probability distribution
can be used as prior information for the position estimation. Since the orientation of a receiver greatly aﬀects the performance of a visible light system,
the orientation uncertainty will degrade the performance of standard positioning algorithms, implying it should be taken into account when designing a
robust positioning algorithm. Existing positioning algorithms extracting the
orientation information from an external device often neglect the uncertainty
generated by the external device and assume the orientation is perfectly estimated. In such a situation, the maximum likelihood estimator tries to estimate
the position based on a misspeciﬁed model, i.e. in which the orientation is considered as uncertainty-free instead of satisfying some random process. In the
following, we refer to this type of estimator as the misspeciﬁed maximum likelihood (MML) estimator [43]. For example, the algorithm from [68]1 , which in
this chapter is used to compare with the proposed estimator, and therefore is
evaluated subject to the orientation uncertainty, can be considered as a MML
estimator.
In this chapter, we design an RSS-based hybrid position and orientation
estimation algorithm using the hybrid maximum likelihood (ML)/maximum a
1 Note that the estimator [68] is originally designed for a receiver with a single PD and
under the assumption that the receiver is parallel to the ceiling. However, the extension to
a receiver with multiple PDs and perfectly known orientation is straightforward.
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posteriori (MAP) (HMM) principle for the angular diversity receiver to take
into account the presence of prior information on the orientation. The proposed
HMM estimator is compared with three existing estimators, i.e., the simultaneous position and orientation (SPO) estimator, the misspeciﬁed maximum
likelihood (MML) estimator and the ﬁrst-order-approximation-based positioning algorithm (AP1st), subject to the orientation uncertainty. Further, in order
to analytically assess the performance of the proposed estimator, the theoretical lower bound on the mean squared error (MSE), i.e. the hybrid Cramér-Rao
bound (HCRB) for HMM is derived. In the last part of this chapter, numerical
results comparing the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art algorithms, and
the comparison with the theoretical lower bound, are given.

5.1

Problem Statement

In this chapter, we consider the same system containing NL LEDs and a VLP
receiver containing NP bare PDs mounted on the receiver, as shown in Fig.
2.7. Hence, recalling the discussion in previous chapters, we have the NL NP ×1

T
T
T
observation vector y = y1T , . . . , yN
, with yj = [y1,j , . . . , yNL ,j ] . Assuming
P
the LOS component dominates the received signal, we have
(5.1)

y = g + w,


T

T
where the NL NP × 1 vector g is given by g = g1T , . . . , gN
with gj =
P
T
Rp,j [Pt,1 h1,j , . . . , Pt,NL hNL ,j ] , hi,j is given in (2.17), Pt,i is the power transmitted by the ith LED and Rp,j is the responsivity of the j th PD. The
NL NP × 1 vector w models the shot and thermal noise, which is represented
by a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian random variable with covariance ma2
trix Σw = σw
INL NP . Additionally, it is assumed that an external orientation
estimation device is available, and the estimate R̃ ∈ SO(3) of the rotation
matrix R, obtained with the external device, is modeled by R̃ = Rǫ · R, where
R̃ǫ ∈ SO(3) represents the random error component contained in the estimation.
Based on the observation (5.1), the designed estimator should estimate the
position vector r and the rotation matrix R from the incoming light in the
optical receiver, assuming R̃ and p (Rǫ ) are known. In the next subsection, we
will discuss the model that will be used for the orientation uncertainty.

5.1.1

Model of Orientation Uncertainty

According to Euler’s rotation theorem [50], the random rotation can be expressed as
Rǫ = exp (ǫ∧ )


0 −ǫz ǫy
= exp  ǫz 0 −ǫx 
−ǫy ǫx 0

(5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of nb = Rǫ na .

where the skew-symmetric matrix ǫ∧ is constructed from the vector ǫ =
T
∧
[ǫx ǫy ǫz ] using the operator (·) . Physically, ǫ is the axis-angle representation of Rǫ and equation (5.2) is equivalent to Rodrigues’ rotation formula that
converts the axis-angle representation to the rotation matrix representation.
Consequently, Rǫ realizes the rotation that rotates the rigid object around the
unit axis of ǫ/kǫk by an angle kǫk. The distribution of Rǫ is speciﬁed by the
rotation vector ǫ (see Chapter 3.2.3), which is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian [26]. To illustrate the eﬀect of a random rotation Rǫ , Fig. 5.1 shows the
impact of Rǫ on a unit vector nb = Rǫ na , where na is constant. The sampled
nb (magenta dots) are concentrated around na (the blue dot) and distributed
on the unit sphere (the cyan mesh). The contours show the ﬁrst 3 standard
deviations of ǫ mapped to nb .
T
By left multiplying R̃ with RT
ǫ , we have R = Rǫ R̃, which induces the PDF
p(R|R̃) of R conditioned on R̃. This PDF gives the probability distribution
of true orientation R given an estimate R̃, and RT
ǫ models the uncertainty in
the orientation estimate R̃. Therefore, p(R|R̃) will serve as prior information
about the orientation in the position estimator that uses the light signal. It
can be seen that p(R|R̃) is speciﬁed by p(RT
ǫ ), which is coupled with p(Rǫ )
∧
and determined by the PDF p(ǫ) as well, since RT
ǫ = exp ((−ǫ) ).
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Approximation to the Orientation Uncertainty
Model

It can be seen that the Rǫ depends on ǫ in a nonlinear manner. In a bid to
simplify the model, heuristically, we can have the linear approximation to the
orientation uncertainty model by discarding the second and higher order terms
in (3.35). Now, we evaluate the resulting RSS for a given estimate R̃ using
the approximation through simulations. To this end, we consider a simple
case of a single LED-PD link. The cosine of the incidence angle (2.16) can be
approximated by
T

cos (θ) ≈ −
=−

((I − ǫ∧ ) ñP ) v
kvk

T

ñT
(ñP × v) ǫ
Pv
+
,
kvk
kvk

(5.3)

where ñP = R̃nP , a × b is the cross product of the vectors a and b. As a
result, the channel gain (2.7) can be approximated by
h(1) =


K cosγ (φ)  T
T
ñ
v
−
(ñ
×
v)
ǫ
.
R
R
kvk3

(5.4)

Using this ﬁrst-order approximation, we ﬁnd the approximated observation
y (1) = Rp Pt h(1) + w. Taking into account that both ǫ and w are zero-mean
Gaussian distributed, and the approximated gain and observation y (1) and h(1)
are Gaussian distributed.
For evaluation, we assume the position and the normal of the LED are given
T
T
by rL = [0, 0, 3] and nL = [0, 0, −1] , i.e. the LED points straight downwards.
Further, the LED transmits a power Pt = 1 W and has Lambertian order γ = 1.
For the receiver, we consider a PD with area AR = πrp2 , rp = 1 mm and FOV
T
θF OV = 4π/9 rad. The receiver is placed below the LED, i.e. r = [0, 0, 1.5] .
The covariance matrix Σǫ of the orientation uncertainty is assumed to be Σǫ =
σǫ2 I3×3 , where σǫ2 ∈ {1.0 × 10−1 , 1.0 × 10−2 } rad2 .
In order to numerically measure similarity of probability distributions, the
Bhattacharyya distance is used, which is
DB (p, q) = − ln (BC(p, q)) ,
(5.5)
√
where BC(p, q) = i=1 pi qi is the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient. We consider
DB (y, y (1) ) – the distance between the PDF of the RSSs y and y (1) – and
DB (h, h(1) ) – the distance between the PDF of the channel gains h and h(1) –
as functions of the incidence angle θ̃ of the VLP receiver.
As shown in Fig. 5.2, both distances DB (y, y (1) ) and DB (h, h(1) ) decrease
as θ̃ increases, implying that the ﬁrst-order approximation achieves a better
accuracy for a larger θ̃. In addition, contrary to DB (h, h(1) ), even if θ̃ is small,
DB (y, y (1) ) is closer to zero, which means that the distribution of y (1) approximates the true distribution of y with a higher accuracy, although h(1) only
Pn
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Figure 5.2: Bhattacharyya distance between received power and approximated ones.

approximates h accurately when θ̃ is large. However, the accuracy degrades
when σǫ2 increases.
Although, extending this ﬁrst-order approximation to the receiver with multiple PDs, we can obtain an RSS-based position estimator using the maximum
likelihood principle, which we call the ﬁrst-order-approximation-based positioning (AP1st), its performance degrades when the accuracy of the approximation
decreases according to the above analysis. Therefore, in the next section, we
will propose a diﬀerent method to incorporate the prior information on orientation.

5.2

RSS-Based Hybrid ML/MAP Estimation

In this section, we propose the hybrid ML/MAP (HMM) estimator, which takes
into account the prior information on the orientation p(R|R̃), for the receiver
with a PD array, and compare it with two state-of-the-art estimators.
In the previous chapter, we introduced a SPO algorithm that estimates the
position and orientation of the receiver using the received light signal only,
i.e. no prior information is available on the orientation. In this chapter, we
assume prior information is available on the orientation, as described in the
previous section. Prior information on a parameter to be estimated can be
included by considering the maximum a posteriori (MAP) principle, using the
joint PDF p(y, Θ), where Θ = {r, R} consisting of the position vector r and
the rotation matrix R, is the parameter set to be estimated. However, only for
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the orientation R, prior information is available, implying the MAP principle
cannot be applied on the position estimation. Another approach to include
the orientation uncertainty is to consider the orientation as a nuisance parameter and use the maximum likelihood (ML) principle
to estimate the position
R
only, using the likelihood function p(y|R̃; r) = R p(y, R|R̃; r)dR. However,
although the distribution of ǫ is Gaussian, the rotation matrix Rǫ is not Gaussian
distributed, as it is a non-linear transformation of ǫ. As a consequence,
R
p(y,
R|R̃; r)dR becomes analytically intractable. To overcome the issues in
R
the above mentioned approaches, we use as alternative the hybrid ML/MAP
(HMM) principle (see Section 3.1.3) to jointly estimate the position and orientation of the receiver. In a hybrid ML/MAP estimator, the parameter set to be
estimated is a combination of parameters with and without prior information.
In this chapter, the hybrid parameter set Θ is deﬁned as Θ = {r, R}, where r
is the position vector without prior information and R is the rotation matrix
with prior information. The HMM estimator then jointly estimates r and R
based on the joint PDF:
p(y, R|R̃; r) = p(y|R; r)p(R|R̃)
= p(y|Θ)p(ǫ) det (∇R ǫ|−ǫ )

(5.6)

where p (y|Θ) is Gaussian distributed with y|Θ ∼ N (g (Θ) , Σw ), and the
conditional PDF p(R|R̃) giving the prior information about R is speciﬁed by
T
p(RT
ǫ ). In (5.6), the distribution of Rǫ is represented in terms of ǫ, which is
∨
Gaussian, using the relation ǫ = log (Rǫ ) ∼ N (0, Σǫ ), where the operator of
∨
∧
∧
(·) converts a ∈ so(3) into the vector a, i.e the inverse operator of (·) , and
the last factor in the last equality of (5.6) comes from the change of variables,
where (see equations (3.46) and (3.47))
∇R ǫ =



kǫk
kǫk
kǫk ǫǫT
ǫ∧
kǫk
cot
I3 + 1 −
cot
−
,
2
2
2
2
2
kǫk
2
det (∇R ǫ) =

kǫk2
,
2(1 − cos kǫk)

(5.7)

(5.8)

and where we took into account that (5.8) is an even function, i.e.
det (∇R ǫ|−ǫ ) = det (∇R ǫ) .
Based on (5.6), the HMM principle yields the estimate Θ̂ = {r̂, R̂ǫ } that
maximizes the hybrid log-likelihood function:
Θ̂ = arg max LH (Θ; y),

(5.9)

Θ

and
LH (Θ; y) = ln p (y|Θ) + ln p (ǫ) + ln det (∇R ǫ)
1
1
≈ const − ky − gk2Σw − kǫk2Σǫ ,
2
2

(5.10)
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where kxk2Σ = xT Σ−1 x is the squared Mahalanobis distance with respect to
covariance matrix Σ. In (5.10), we neglected the eﬀect of the determinant (5.8),
because in most practical situations ǫ is small so that det (∇R ǫ) approaches 1,
and neglecting this factor will result in an estimator with lower computational
complexity. Next, we introduce two expanded vectors,

T
y̆ = yT 01×3 ∈ R(NL NP +3)×1 ,
(5.11)
− 21

i
h
−1 T
∈ R(NL NP +3)×1 ,
ğ = gT σw ǫT Σǫ 2

(5.12)

with Σǫ the matrix square root of Σ−1
ǫ , and combine the last two terms in
(5.10) to obtain
LH (Θ; y) = const −

1
T
(y̆ − ğ) (y̆ − ğ) .
2
2σw

(5.13)

In this way, (5.9) is turned into a constrained non-linear least squares (NLS)
problem given by

(5.14)
Θ̂ = arg min ky̆ − ğk2
Θ

s.t. RT R = RRT = I,
det (R) = +1,

where the constraints impose that R must be a member of SO (3). Unfortunately, this constrained optimization problem has no closed-form solution,
implying we need to resort to constrained non-linear optimization algorithms,
which are complex, time consuming and non-robust. However, since SO(3) is
an embedded submanifold of R3×3 , we can estimate R using the Gauss-Newton
algorithm on the manifold SO(3). In this algorithm, we iteratively update the
estimates of Θ = {r, R} using
∧
rt+1 = rt + ∆r and Rt+1 = exp (∆R ) Rt
(5.15)


T T
where the incremental step ∆Θ = ∆T
is calculated by
r , ∆R
†

∆Θ = −η (∇Θ ğ) (ğ − y̆) ,

with η the step size, (·)† the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, and
#
"
∇Θ g
∈ R(NL NP +3)×6
∇Θ ğ =
−1
03×3 σw Σǫ 2 ∇R ǫ

(5.16)

(5.17)

the expanded Jacobian matrix with respect to Θ. The Jacobian matrix ∇Θ g
T
of g with respect to Θ is the NL NP × 6 matrix ∇Θ g = [∇Θ g1 , . . . , ∇Θ gNP ]
T
with ∇Θ gj = Rp,j [Pt,1 ∇Θ h1,j , . . . , Pt,NL ∇Θ hNL ,j ] , and (see Chapter 4)
∇Θ hi,j = Ci,j ·
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In this chapter, we compare the performance of the proposed HMM estimator with the performance of the SPO, the MML and the AP1st estimators.
To better understand the results for these algorithms, we brieﬂy compare the
objective functions used by these algorithms with that of HMM estimator. In
the SPO estimator, the algorithm fully distrusts the available orientation estimate R̃ from the external device and assumes that no reliable information
about p (Rǫ ) is available, implying it has to estimate Θ from the observed
vector y only. Consequently, the log-likelihood equals L (Θ; y) = ln p (y|Θ).
In the MML estimator, the algorithm fully trusts the estimate of the orientation R̃ and neglects the orientation uncertainty, i.e. the estimator misspeciﬁes
Rǫ = I3 as a constant, implying the distribution
of the vector of observed

light signals is modeled as y|r; R̃ ∼ N g(r, R̃), Σw . From the resulting

misspeciﬁed distribution pm (y|r; R̃), the MML estimator obtains the estimate
through the maximization of the likelihood function LM (r; y) = ln pm (y|r; R̃).
Finally, the AP1st algorithm approximates the likelihood
function
of r with


the PDF pa (y|r; R̃) corresponding to y|r ∼ N h(r, R̃), Σy , where Σy =

T
∇R R̃ h Σǫ ∇R R̃ h + Σw with the Jacobian matrix ∇R R̃ h of h with respect to R evaluated at R̃. Based on the approximated distribution pa (y|r; R̃),
the AP1st algorithm obtains the estimate through the maximization of the likelihood function LA (r; y) = ln pa (y|r; R̃). Notice that the AP1st algorithm does
not estimate the orientation, i.e., it is a positioning algorithm.
Besides the performance of the algorithms, which will be discussed in Section
5.4, we are also interested in their complexity. All algorithms except AP1st can
be converted into a NLS problem, which can be solved with the Gauss-Newton
method. In the Gauss-Newton method, the complexity during each iteration is
dominated by the computation of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. As a consequence, the HMM, SPO and MML algorithm, respectively, have a complexity
of O(6(NL NP + 3)2 ), O(6(NL NP )2 ) and O(3(NL NP )2 ) ﬂops per iteration. On
the other hand, the complexity of the AP1st algorithm is dominated by the
matrix inversion of Σy required to obtain the gradient in each inner iteration.
Therefore, the AP1st algorithm has a complexity of O((NL NP )3 ) ﬂops per iteration. Hence, it is clear that the complexity of the HMM algorithm is lower
than that of the AP1st algorithm but roughly equivalent to the complexity of
the rest algorithms.

5.3

The Theoretical Lower Bound

In the numerical results section, we will use the mean squared error (MSE)
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to compare the performance of the proposed HMM estimator with the performance of the SPO estimator and MML estimator. As no closed-form solution
is available for the estimators, we will determine the performance through simulations. To obtain insight into the optimality of the proposed estimator, in
this section, we derive the hybrid Cramér-Rao lower bound (HCRB), which is
the theoretical lower bound on the MSE for the HMM estimator.
Using this HCRB, we can evaluate the estimation errors on the position,
which is expressed by the Euclidean distance between r̂ and r, i.e. re = r̂ − r,
and on the axis-angle vector between R̂ and R, i.e. ue = log(R̂RT )∨ . In order
to obtain the HCRB, ﬁrst we need to calculate the hybrid information matrix
(HIM) JH , which is given by [71, eq. (4.461)]
n
o
JH = −Ey,R|R̃,r ∆Θ
Θ ln p(y, R|R̃, r)
= JD + JP .

(5.19)

z
where Ex {f } is the expectation of f with respect to the PDF
 Θof x, ∆x =
T
∇z ∇x denotes the Hessian operator, and JD = −Ey,R|R̃,r ∆Θ ln p (y|Θ)
represents
of the data (observed light signal), JP =
n the contribution
o
Θ
−ER|R̃ ∆Θ ln p(R|R̃) represents the contribution of the prior information
on the orientation:
JD = ER|R̃ {JF (Θ)} ,
(5.20)


0 0
JP =
.
(5.21)
0 JR

Since y|Θ is multivariate Gaussian with its covariance being independent of
Θ, the associated Fisher information matrix (FIM) JF (Θ), i.e., the operand of
the expectation in (5.20), can be calculated as [66, eq. (3.31)]:
JF (Θ) =

1
T
(∇Θ g) (∇Θ g) .
2
σw

(5.22)

Further,
the non-zero submatrixo of (5.21) equals JR
=
n
T
ER|R̃ (∇R ln p(R|R̃)) (∇R ln p(R|R̃)) .
Taking into account (3.44),
(3.46) and (3.47), we have


kǫk sin kǫk − 2(1 − cos kǫk)
−1
T
∇R ǫ. (5.23)
I3 + Σ ǫ
∇R ln p(R|R̃) = −ǫ
kǫk2 (1 − cos kǫk)
Due to the complexity of p(R|R̃), the expectations for computing (5.20) and
(5.21) are analytically intractable. Therefore, we calculate them numerically
via Monte Carlo integration [72]:
JD

NM
1 X
≈
JF ({r, Rn }) ,
NM n=1

(5.24)
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and
JR ≈

NM
1 X
(∇R ln p(R|R̃))T (∇R ln p(R|R̃))
NM n=1

Rn

,

(5.25)

where Rn , n = 1, · · · , NM are i.i.d. samples generated from p(R|R̃). To get
the lower bound on the error covariance matrices of re and ue , we ﬁrst rewrite
the HIM JH as a partitioned matrix,


JH,r,r JH,r,R
(5.26)
JH =
JH,R,r JH,R,R
Consequently,
h
i−1
−1
J
E{re rT
}

J
−
J
J
.
H,R,r
H,r,r
H,r,R
e
H,R,R

(5.27)

Similarly, the error covariance matrix of ue is lower bounded by
h
i−1
−1
.
E{ue uT
e }  JH,R,R − JH,R,r JH,r,r JH,r,R

5.4

(5.28)

Numerical results

In the evaluation of the hybrid ML/MAP estimator and the theoretical lower
bound in the presence of prior information on the orientation through computer
simulations, we consider the same simulation setup (including the properties
of environment, LEDs and the receiver) and the same path used in Chapter 4,
as shown in Fig. 4.3.
As the algorithms considered in this chapter require an iterative procedure,
they need an initial estimate of the position and the orientation. For the HMM,
MML and AP1st estimators, the initial estimate of the orientation comes from
the external device, while for the position, we take as initial point the center of
the area, i.e. Θ̂0 = {b/2, R̃}. Similarly, the SPO algorithm considers as initial
estimate of the position the center of the area. However, the SPO algorithm has
no prior knowledge on the orientation. Therefore, we assume we have a coarse
orientation estimator that estimates the orientation from the optical signal as
e.g. described in the previous chapter. To have a fair comparison with the
HMM and MML estimators, we assume this coarse estimator delivers a coarse
estimate of the orientation that is Gaussian distributed around the true value
of the orientation with variance σ02 = σǫ2 , i.e., the SPO
 algorithm is initialized
with Θ̂0 = {b/2, R̂0 } with log(R̂0 RT )∨ ∼ N 0, σ02 I3 .

5.4.1

Performance of the hybrid ML/MAP Estimator

In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, we show the root of the mean squared error (RMSE)
of the position and orientation estimates of the proposed HMM estimator as
a function of the position θr of the receiver in the elliptical path for SNR
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(a) Position estimation error, SNR = 15 dB

(b) Position estimation error, SNR = 35 dB
Figure 5.3: RMSE of the position as a function of the traveled angle θr along the
elliptical path for σǫ2 = 1 × 10−2 rad2 .
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(a) Orientation estimation error, SNR = 15 dB

(b) Orientation estimation error, SNR = 35 dB
Figure 5.4: RMSE of the orientation as a function of the traveled angle θr along
the elliptical path for σǫ2 = 1 × 10−2 rad2 .
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= 15 dB and SNR = 35 dB, respectively, and compare the resulting RMSE
with the RMSE of the simultaneous position and orientation estimator (SPO),
the misspeciﬁed maximum likelihood estimator (MML) and the ﬁrst-orderapproximation-based positioning algorithm (AP1st). Further, we show in the
ﬁgure the root of the theoretical lower bound (HMMB) from Section 5.3, and
the root of the theoretical lower bounds for the SPO and MML estimators2 ,
denoted by SPOB and MMLB, respectively.
Let us ﬁrst take a closer look at the behavior of the estimators and bounds
as function of the traveled angle θr along the elliptical path. The path we
consider has a sinusoidal pattern in the Z direction, implying the distance
between the receiver and the LED is relatively larger in the valleys of the path.
At the same time, the path has an elliptical pattern in the XY plane. Taking
into account the uniform distribution of the LEDs in the area, it is clear that
the average distance between the LEDs and the receiver is the largest in the
vertices. Hence, the largest average distance will occur at the vertex lying in a
valley, i.e. for θr = π/2. Because the channel gain is inversely proportional to
the distance between the receiver and the LEDs, a higher RMSE is expected
at those points in the path that have a larger (average) distance between the
receiver and the LEDs. This can be observed in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, where the
RMSE performance along the path shows a sinusoid-like pattern with three
peaks and valleys, corresponding to the valleys and peaks in the path. As
expected, the largest RMSE is obtained around θr = π/2, which corresponds
to the vertex in the valley.
Next, we look at the performance of position estimation, as shown in Figs.
5.3a and 5.3b. As can be observed, for SNR = 15 dB, the MML, AP1st and
HMM algorithms have similar positioning performance, while the SPO algorithm has a noticeable larger RMSE. On the other hand, when SNR = 35 dB,
the HMM, AP1st and SPO algorithm have similar performance, and the MML
algorithm has a noticeably larger RMSE. This can be explained as follows. On
the one hand, when the SNR is low, it will be hard to extract reliable information about the position and orientation from the optical signal. A relatively
accurate external estimate of the orientation, as available in the HMM and
MML and AP1st estimators, can help to improve the position estimate. On
the other hand, for larger SNR, reliable information about the position and orientation can be extracted from the optical signal, implying the performance will
be less determined by the presence of a noisy prior estimate of the orientation.
As the MML algorithm does not estimate the orientation from the optical signal, the eﬀect of the misspeciﬁcation of the orientation on the position estimate
cannot be completely compensated by the reliable optical signal. In contrast,
the SPO algorithm and HMM algorithm estimate the orientation both from
the reliable optical signal, while the AP1st algorithm takes into account the
orientation uncertainty. This explains the similar positioning performance of
these latter algorithms. Comparing the RMSE performance of the algorithms
2 The theoretical lower bound for the SPO estimator is given in the Chapter 4, while the
bound for the MML estimator is discussed in Appendix C.
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with their respective lower bounds, we see for SNR = 15 dB a gap between the
RMSE and the lower bound, while for SNR = 35 dB, the RMSE is close to
the lower bound. The reason for this is the asymptotic tightness of the CRB,
i.e. the lower bound is tight when the SNR or the number of observations is
suﬃciently large.
Finally, we look at the performance of the orientation estimation, shown in
Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b. As the performance of the external orientation estimator
is independent of the position of the receiver and the optical signal, the RMSE
of the MML and AP1st estimators will be constant over the whole path and
independent of the SNR of the optical signal, i.e. the level of the RMSEs of
MML and AP1st are the same for both Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b. Similarly, as for
the position estimate, the RMSE of the HMM estimator is similar to that of the
MML estimator for SNR = 15 dB and similar to that of the SPO estimator for
SNR = 35 dB. For low SNR, the SPO estimator is not able to extract a reliable
orientation estimate from the optical signal, yielding a worse RMSE than MML
and HMM, while for larger SNR, the reliable optical signal allows the HMM and
SPO estimator to obtain a more accurate orientation estimate than available
with the external device, implying the MML and AP1st algorithms will have
worse performance. Again, the explanation can be found in the reliability
of the optical signal and the relative eﬀect of the noisy prior estimate of the
orientation at low and high SNR, similarly as for the position estimate. Also, for
the orientation estimate, the lower bound is tight for suﬃciently high SNR. As a
conclusion, the proposed HMM estimator combines the best of both worlds: for
low SNR as well as for high SNR, the RMSE of the proposed HMM estimator
for both the position and orientation is at least as good or better than for the
other algorithms, and operates close to optimal.
Now, we look at the eﬀect of the variance σǫ2 of the orientation uncertainty.
Fig. 5.5 shows the RMSE, averaged over the entire path, as a function of 1/σǫ2
for SNR = 35 dB. As the SPO algorithm does not use an orientation estimate
from an external device, the performance of the SPO estimator is independent
of σǫ2 , in contrast to the performance of the other estimators. The SPO performance only depends on the accuracy of the coarse orientation estimate, i.e.,
σ02 . As can be observed in the ﬁgure, for large σ02 , the SPO algorithm is not
able to reach the theoretical lower bound. Due to the inaccuracy of the coarse
estimate, the iterative algorithm in the SPO estimator is not able to converge
properly to the correct position and orientation. From our simulations, we observed that the SPO algorithm converges correctly for a value of σ02 up to 0.1
rad2 . Let us now look closer at the dependency of the other estimators on the
variance σǫ2 . First note that the MML and AP1st estimators do not estimate
the orientation based on the optical signal. Hence, the RMSE of the orientation
estimate is determined by the variance σǫ2 of the external orientation estimate.
When the variance σǫ2 is large, i.e. 1/σǫ2 is small, the external orientation estimate is inaccurate. This will strongly reduce the positioning performance of
the MML estimator, while the AP1st achieves a better positioning performance
due to taking into account the orientation uncertainty. However, the inaccu-
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(a) Position estimation error

(b) Orientation estimation error
Figure 5.5: RMSE versus 1/σǫ2 for SNR = 35 dB.
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racy of the ﬁrst-order approximation leads the AP1st to perform worse than
HMM, and it even underperforms MML when σǫ2 becomes too large, implying
the approximation becomes inaccurate and results in an incorrect position estimate. Comparing the lower bounds on the performance of the SPO and HMM
algorithm, we observe that the theoretical performance of both estimators is
similar. This could be expected as due to the unreliable external orientation
estimate, the performance of the HMM estimator will be determined by the
quality of the optical signal, similarly as for the SPO algorithm. On the other
hand, when the variance σǫ2 is small, i.e. 1/σǫ2 is large, the external orientation
estimate is accurate. In this case, the performance of the orientation estimate
is mainly determined by the external estimator, implying the HMM, MML and
AP1st estimators will have similar performance. The SPO algorithm is not
able to achieve the same accuracy for the orientation based on the information
contained in the optical signal, implying the performance of the SPO algorithm
is degraded compared to other.

5.4.2

Asymptotic Tightness

In this section, we show that the proposed estimator is asymptotically tight
with its lower bound for suﬃciently large SNR or number of LEDs. In our
simulations, we use the same path for the receiver as shown in Fig. 4.3, and
the RMSE and associated root of the theoretical bound are averaged over the
path. First, in Fig. 5.6, we show the averaged RMSE for the position and
orientation, respectively, as a function of the SNR for NL = 24 LEDs. The results show that the proposed HMM estimator is indeed asymptotically tight for
large SNR. A similar asymptotic tightness is obtained with the SPO and MML
estimators to their respective lower bounds. We observe that the MML and
AP1st estimators show an error ﬂoor for large SNR. This is due to the presence
of the bias mentioned in Appendix C, caused by the inaccurate external orientation estimate, while that of AP1st is due to the inaccuracy of the ﬁrst-order
approximation. On the other hand, the RMSE of the position and orientation
errors for the SPO and HMM algorithms do not show an error ﬂoor. There,
the RMSE for both types of errors reduces in inverse proportion to the SNR,
i.e. the algorithms are able to estimate the position and orientation with high
accuracy from the received optical signal. Next, we show in Fig. 5.7 the RMSE
for positioning and orientation as a function of the number NL of LEDs, for
SNR = 35 dB. Also here, we see an asymptotic tightness between the RMSEs
and their respective lower bounds. For a large number of LEDs, the RMSE and
lower bound of the MML algorithm show an error ﬂoor, for the same reason
as mentioned above. The results shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 conﬁrm that for
large SNR or large NL , the presence of the external estimate has no impact
on the performance when the optical signal contains suﬃcient information to
accurately estimate the position and orientation from the optical signal, i.e.
SPO and HMM perform equally well. The improvement compared to the SPO
algorithm is found when the optical signal is not suﬃcient to reliably estimate
the orientation as well as the position, i.e. when there are not enough light
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.6: RMSE of position and orientation estimates versus SNR for NL = 24.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.7: RMSE of position and orientation estimates versus NL for SNR = 35 dB.
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sources to cover the whole area, or when the SNR is too small.

5.4.3

Impact of Location of the Receiver

In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed receiver as a
function of the position of the receiver. We consider the same room setup as
illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Further, we assume the receiver is pointing upwards,
the variance 1/σǫ2 = 1×102 rad−2 and SNR = 35 dB. In the ﬁrst simulation, we
assume the height of the receiver is ﬁxed at z = 1.5 m, i.e. at a vertical distance
of 1.5 m from the ﬂoor, and compute the HCRB as a function of the position
of the receiver in the XY plane. Figs. 5.8a and 5.9a show the root of the
HCRB, denoted as HMMB, for the position error and the orientation error,
respectively. The HMMB has an inverted dome shape, where in the largest
part of the area the HMMB is low and only shows some small ﬂuctuations,
and at the edges of the area, the HMMB is strongly degraded. This eﬀect
is due to the limited FOV of the receiver, as the closer the receiver is to the
side boundary, the less LEDs it will sense. Next, we consider the eﬀect of
the vertical distance Z between the ﬂoor and the receiver. The root of the
HRCB, i.e. HMMB, averaged over the XY plane, is shown as function of
the vertical distance Z in Figs. 5.8b and 5.9b. As can be observed, when the
height Z increases, the HMMB improves as the distance between the LEDs and
the receiver reduces. However, because the incidence angles become relatively
larger when the vertical distance between the LEDs and the receiver reduces,
the incident angles may grow too large, implying the LEDs will starting to
fall out of the FOV of the receiver. This explains the strong increase of the
HMMB when the height approaches the maximum height of 3 m, although the
eﬀect on the orientation HMMB is smaller, especially when more reliable prior
information on the orientation is avaliable.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated RSS-based hybrid position and orientation
estimation for a visible light system with multiple LEDs and multiple PDs
in the presence of possibly unreliable prior information on the orientation.
We ﬁrst constructed the channel gain model of the multiple LEDs – multiple
PDs system and the discussed the model used for the orientation uncertainty.
We designed a RSS-based position and orientation estimation algorithm based
on the hybrid ML/MAP principle, converted the optimization problem into a
NLS problem and solved it with an iterative algorithm based on the GaussNewton method on manifolds. To investigate the optimality of the proposed
estimator, we derived the theoretical lower bound for the hybrid ML/MAP
estimator. We veriﬁed that the RMSE of the proposed estimator asymptotically
approaches this theoretical bound for suﬃciently large SNR and number of
LEDs. Further, we also compared the performance of the proposed estimator
with two state-of-the-art estimators, i.e., the SPO, the MML and the AP1st
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(a) Rooted bound on position error for the XY plane fixed at 1.5 m in z-axis

(b) The root of the bound on position error as a function of the height, averaged
over the XY plane.
Figure 5.8: The root of theoretical lower bound as a function of the position of the
receiver.
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(a) Rooted bound on orientation error for the XY plane fixed at 1.5 m in z-axis

(b) The root of the bound on orientation error as a function of the height, averaged
over the XY plane.
Figure 5.9: The root of theoretical lower bound as a function of the position of the
receiver.
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estimator, and found that the proposed estimator performs well over the whole
range of the orientation uncertainty, in contrast to the other estimators. The
studies mentioned in this chapter were published partly in [26] and presented
partly in [73].

6
Simultaneous Position and
Orientation Estimation for
the Aperture-Combined
Quadrant Photodiode
While in chapters 4 and 5, we considered the angular diversity receiver from
Section 2.4.1, in this chapter we will use the aperture-combined receiver from
Section 2.4.2 and investigate its SPO estimation. In this receiver, an aperture
must be placed at a certain distance above the quadrant photodiode (QPD),
and the center of the aperture must be aligned with the center of the QPD.
However, in practice, perfect alignment between the aperture and quadrant
photodiode is not possible. The resulting misalignment, if not dealt with properly, may cause signiﬁcant errors in the PO estimate. Therefore, we also consider a procedure to calibrate the receiver. To this end, we ﬁrst model the RSS
of the aperture-combined quadrant photodiode (AQPD) as a function of the
receiver’s PO and misalignment. Then, we show that the commonly applied
strategy of diﬀerencing and normalization to the RSS, claimed by most works
to improve the robustness against RSS variation, results in a complex PDF,
which makes an eﬀective and eﬃcient estimation hard to achieve. Therefore,
we derive an approximated PDF in a simple closed-from, based on which the
calibration and the SPO estimation algorithms using the least squares principle are proposed. The proposed calibration does not require any information
about the PO of the receiver and is robust to the received power variation.
We also derive the corresponding theoretical lower bound on the misalignment
to benchmark the performance of the misalignment, and also to serve as an
indicator to determine the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or number of
LEDs to obtain a desired accuracy. The calibration and SPO estimation are
evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulation and experimentally, and in both
approaches, the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithms is conﬁrmed.
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Figure 6.1: The channel link model of AQPD. The position of the LED and centers
of the aperture and the light spot comply with the perspective projection model,
while the shape and size of the light spot is determined by the aperture.

6.1

A New Look at the Channel Model

We note that the dependency of the RSS values on the PO is twofold. Firstly,
the channel gain is determined by the radiation pattern of the LED and the
irradiance attenuation, implying the incident power at the QPD (and thus the
optical power in the light spot) depends on the relative position of the light
spot with respect to the LED. Secondly, the RSS values in the quadrants are
proportional to the overlap areas of the light spot with the quadrants of the
QPD, which is determined by the position of this light spot with respect to
the center of the QPD. In order to simplify the estimation, we assume that the
light spot overlaps with all quadrants and completely falls within the active
area of the QPD1 . To ensure that the ﬁrst condition is fulﬁlled, we assume
the receiver adopts a detection algorithm that only focuses on LEDs that lead
all quadrants to produce a high RSS output. The second condition implies
that the aperture diameter is upper limited by (roughly) the dimension of a
quadrant, i.e. half the diameter of a circular QPD or half the side of a square
QPD. This guarantees a simple unique relationship between the 4-tuple of RSS
values generated by the QPD and the PO of the receiver, and by combining
the information from diﬀerent light sources satisfying the above conditions, the
PO of the receiver can easily be determined.
To determine the overlap areas of the light spot and the QPD, we deﬁne a
second coordinate system attached to the receiver (besides the receiver frame
given in Section 2.4.2). The second receiver attached coordinate system is the
1 In case the light spot does not overlap with all quadrants, one or more of the RSS
values will be zero. This will obstruct the strategy of differencing and normalization of the
RSS values, which is used to make the estimation algorithm robust against variations in the
transmitted optical power. In case the light spot partially falls off the QPD, the relationship
between the RSS values and the PO of the receiver becomes very complex, implying the
resulting estimation algorithm will have high complexity.
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QPD frame, where the x − y plane is the surface of the QPD, the origin Oq
is placed in the center of the QPD, and the x and y axes are aligned with
the gaps between the quadrants. In this chapter, we assume that the aperture
plane is parallel to the plane of the QPD and the x- and y-axes of the QPD and
receiver frames are aligned. This implies that the transformation of vectors in
the aperture frame into vectors in the QPD frame is a simple translation. In
the following, we will determine the coordinates of the light spot generated by
a LED.
To calculate the position of the light spot in the QPD frame, we notice
that the line going through the position rL of the LED and the centers r of the
aperture and rS ∈ R3×1 of the light spot can be seen as a ray in the perspective
projection model of a virtual pinhole located at the center of the aperture and
having focal length equal to the aperture height |ha |, i.e. the distance between
the planes of the aperture and the QPD (see Fig. 6.1). In this virtual pinhole
model, the LED can be seen as a virtual ’object’ and the center of the light spot
as the projected virtual ’image’. The perspective projection model allows us to
relate the 3D coordinates of the LED – the ’object’ – in the system frame to
the 2D coordinates of the light spot – the ’image’ – in the QPD frame2 . Taking
this into account and using the projection principle, the position rS,q ∈ R2×1
of the center of the light spot in the QPD frame is given by [65, eq. (6.5)]:
C

z

rS,q = km,q +

h

i
T

e1
eT
2

}|

{
ha
Tr̄L .
[I3 , 0] T
e3 Tr̄L |{z}
A
|
{z
}

(6.1)

B

In (6.1), ei is a unit basis vector with its ith element being 1, and the operator ¯· converts the Cartesian coordinates x into the homogeneous coordinates
x̄ = [xT , 1]T . The matrix T ∈ SE (3) belongs to the Special Euclidean group
SE (3), and is deﬁned through its inverse


R r
T−1 =
∈ SE (3) .
(6.2)
01×3 1
Further, the misalignment vector km,q expresses the errors in the alignment
of the aperture with respect to the QPD. Due to construction errors, a small
horizontal oﬀset between the origins of the QPD frame and the receiver frame
may occur. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where the brown dot does not
coincide with the center Oq of the QPD. The horizontal misalignment vector,
which takes into account this oﬀset in the transformation of the light spot
coordinates in the receiver frame to the coordinates in the QPD frame, is
.
deﬁned as km,q = [um , vm ]T , with um and vm the misalignment in the x and
y direction, respectively. Taking into account (6.1), we see that the projection
principle consists of three steps:
2 Note that the position of the light spot in the QPD frame is specified by the (x, y)
coordinates only.
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• Step A: This step converts the LED coordinates r̄L in the system frame
to the coordinates r̄L,r = Tr̄L in the receiver frame using the matrix T.
• Step B: This scales r̄L,r along the projection line with the factor hhLa
where hL = e3 Tr̄L and gets rid of the last component of the homogeneous
coordinates through the 3×4 matrix [I3 , 0], consisting of the 3×3 identity
matrix extended with a zero column, as this last component is irrelevant
for the determination of the position of the light spot. This results in the
a
position rS,r = [I3 , 0] eThTr̄
r̄L,r of the light spot in the receiver frame.
L
3

• Step C: This transforms rS,r into the 2D coordinates rS,q by discarding
h Ti
e
the z coordinate through the mapping of rS,r on the 2 × 3 matrix e1T ,
2
and adds the misalignment vector km,q .
Equation (6.1) can be rewritten the following compact form:
rS,q =

KTr̄L
,
eT
3 Tr̄L

(6.3)

The matrix K, which is used in the perspective projection model, is called the
intrinsic parameter matrix and describes the internal properties of a receiver,
i.e. that are independent of the PO. It only depends on the misalignment vector
km,q and the aperture height ha :


h 0 um 0
K= a
,
(6.4)
0 ha v m 0
On the other hand, the matrix T contains the PO information of the receiver
and is independent of the internal properties of the receiver. Therefore, it is
called the extrinsic parameter matrix. Similarly, taking into account (6.1), we
can write the position rS,r of the center of the light spot in the receiver frame
(in homogeneous coordinates) in the following compact form:
r̄S,r =

K0 Tr̄L
eT
3 Tr̄L

with

K0 =

h

h a I3 0
eT
0
3

i

.

(6.5)

and the position r̄S of the light spot in the system frame (in homogeneous
coordinates) is obtained through:
r̄S = T−1 r̄S,r

(6.6)

To determine the RSS values in the quadrants of the QPD, we ﬁrst need
to compute the overlap area between the light spot and the quadrants of the
QPD. Let us assume the aperture has radius l. Taking into account we already
assumed that the light spot completely overlaps with the QPD, i.e. no part of
the light spot falls outside the QPD, and that all quadrants overlap with the
light spot, the overlap areas can easily be computed based on the position rS,q
of the center of the light spot in the frame of the QPD. Deﬁning the overlap
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area Ai > 0 of the ith quadrant, i = 1, . . . , 4 and the angles αj ∈ [0, π] with
[rS,q ]j = l cos αj , j = 1, 2, and the operator [rS,q ]j as the jth element of rS,q
(see Fig. 2.12), we obtain the overlap areas by solving the following set of
equations:
• The light spot has area πl2 , implying A1 + A2 + A3 + A4 = πl2 .
• Taking into account that the area of a circular segment with central
2
angle 2α, α ∈ [0, π] equals l2 (2α − sin 2α), we ﬁnd that A2 + A3 =
(α1 − sin α1 cos α1 )l2 and A3 + A4 = (α2 − sin α2 cos α2 )l2 .
• The overlap area A1 with the ﬁrst quadrant is a combination of
a circle sector with central angle 3π
2 − (α1 + α2 ) having an area
 l2
3π
−
(α
+
α
)
,
a
rectangle
with
area
[rS,q ]1 [rS,q ]2 = l2 cos α1 cos α2
1
2
2
2
2
and two triangles with areas l2 cos αj sin αj , j ∈ {1, 2}.
Note that, depending whether cos αj > 0 (if αj ∈ [0, π2 ]) or cos αj < 0 (if
αj ∈ [ π2 , π]), the above contributions will combine positively or negatively,
resulting in the wanted overlap area Ai . Hence, the overlap area vector A =
[A1 , . . . , A4 ]T is the solution of Ma A = s with
1 0 0 0
Ma = 00 10 11 01
(6.7)
1111

and

 3π
4


s = l2 


−

α1 +α2
2


2α2
+ sin 2α1 +sin
+ cos α1 cos α2
4

(α1 − sin α1 cos α1 )
.

(α2 − sin α2 cos α2 )
π

(6.8)

Now that we obtained the overlap areas of the light spot with the PDs of the
QPD, and related them to the PO of the receiver, the RSS values in the diﬀerent

T
PDs can be determined. Taking in account the equalities nT
= T−1 e3 ,
Q, 0
obtained from (6.2), the channel gain vector (2.21) can be rewritten as
γ
T
(γ + 1) Πφ,θ nT
T−1 e3 v̄
Lv
A,
h (k, T) = −
2πkvkγ+3

(6.9)

.
and is a function of the intrinsic parameter vector k = [um , vm , ha ]T and the PO
T. From this channel gain, we obtain the RSS output vector y = [y1 , . . . , y4 ]T
in the four PDs:
y =g+η
(6.10)
where g = Rp Pt h, with Rp the responsivity of the QPD, and Pt the transmitted
power. Due to coupling between the quadrants, the noise components are
correlated Gaussian distributed random variables η ∼ N (0, ση2 C), where C is
the correlation matrix with Ci,i = 1 and Ci,j = ρ if i 6= j, ρ is the correlation
between the noise of diﬀerent quadrants, and ση2 is the noise variance.
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In the derivation of g in (6.10), it is assumed that the transmitted optical
power is perfectly known and the LED is a perfect Lambertian radiator. However, directly estimating the intrinsic and/or extrinsic parameters from the RSS
output vector will result in inaccurate estimates. To make the estimator more
robust to changes in the incident power, [41,74] proposed to use the normalized
diﬀerences between the RSS values along the two axes to detect laser beams:
(
4 )−(y2 +y3 )
tx = (yy11+y
+y2 +y3 +y4
,
(6.11)
(y1 +y2 )−(y3 +y4 )
ty = y1 +y2 +y3 +y4
and the same idea is followed by [34] for VLP. The approach (6.11) will make
the observations insensitive to variations in the transmitted optical power and
radiation pattern provided that the RSS values are noise-free, so that the normalized diﬀerences of (6.11) is a noiseless observation. While this noise-free
assumption is approximately true in the laser application, the noise induced
by ambient light in visible light systems is non-negligible. The presence of the
noise will have an impact on the distribution of tx and ty . As the estimation
of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters relies on proper knowledge of this distribution, we need to evaluate the eﬀect of the noise on the distribution to see
if the observations (6.11) are still insensitive to variations in the transmitted
power when noise is present. Therefore, in the following section, we will analyze
the distribution of the normalized diﬀerences tx and ty .

6.1.1

Approximating the PDF of the Observation

In order to ﬁnd the distribution of the normalized diﬀerences, we ﬁrst rewrite
the numerator and denominator of tx and ty in a more compact form by intro.
.
T
T
ducing m = [m1 , m2 , m3 ] = My g and w = [w1 , w2 , w3 ] = My η with
h 1 −1 −1 1 i
(6.12)
My = 1 1 −1 −1 ,
1 1

1

1

h

iT
m1 +w1 m2 +w2
implying (6.11) can be rewritten as t = m
,
. Taking into account
3 +w3 m3 +w3
that the components of w are linear combinations of Gaussian distributed random variables, w has a multivariate normal distribution, i.e. w ∼ N (0, Σw )
with


1−ρ 0
0
.
(6.13)
Σw = 4ση2 0 1−ρ 0
0

0

1+3ρ

P

the sum of the
Note that the numerator (m3 + w3 ) =
i yi corresponds to
.
2
RSS values in the diﬀerent quadrants. Hence, m3 and σw3
= 4 (1 + 3ρ) ση2 are
the average and variance of the total received signal strength, which implies
.
2
we can deﬁne ξ = m23 /σw3
as the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the
receiver. Further, we deﬁne
.
µ=

h

m1 m2
m3 , m3

iT

,

(6.14)
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i.e. the ratio of the averages of the denominator and numerator of t. Obviously,
in the absence of noise, the observation equals t = µ. We will show that:
• µ is independent of the channel gain parameters and the transmitted
power.
• At high SNR, the distribution of t is given by t ∼
˙ N (µ, Σ) with


1−ρ
(6.15)
I2 + µ · µ T .
Σ = ξ −1 1+3ρ
Let us ﬁrst take a closer look at the dependency of µ on the channel gain
and the transmitted power. Deﬁning h(k, T) = λA, and taking into account
that the factor λ is independent of the considered quadrant, it follows that µ is
independent of the channel gain parameters and the transmit power contained
in the factor λ, but only depends on A. Substituting the solution of Ma A = s
in (6.14), we ﬁnd after some straightforward computations that


2 (αi − cos αi sin αi )
.
(6.16)
[µ]i = 1 −
π
Hence, the vector µ solely depends on the angles αi that are determined by the
coordinates of the center of the light spot in the QPD frame. These coordinates,
and therefore also µ, only depend on the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
through (6.3) but not on the channel gain parameters nor the transmit power.
1 +w1
To obtain the distribution of t at high SNR, we ﬁrst notice that tx = m
m3 +w3
m2 +w2
and ty = m3 +w3 are both a ratio of two independent normal variables with nonzero means, and as they share the same denominator, they are correlated. The
distribution of a single ratio of normal variables has been investigated in the
literature, e.g., [75, 76, 77]. In these works, it is shown that a closed-form expression for the PDF in the general case for such a ratio is very complex as its
shape diﬀers signiﬁcantly with its parameters, i.e. in some cases it resembles
the Cauchy distribution, in other cases a normal distribution or a bimodal distribution. Several closed-form approximations were discussed in the literature,
e.g. the approximate normal distribution. In this chapter, we need the distribution of two correlated ratios of normal variables. As this is an even more
complicated situation compared to the single ratio case, it is clear that the
closed-form expression for the PDF will be even more complex. To simplify
wi
≪ 1. Expanding t with
the analysis, we ﬁrst notice that at high SNR, m
3
respect to w using the Taylor series, keeping up to the linear terms in w, we
obtain:
" 1
#
m1
t ≈ µ + Mw w

with

Mw =

m3
0

0 − 2
m3
m2
1
m3 − m23

.

(6.17)

This ﬁrst-order approximation directly leads to the distribution t ∼
˙ N (µ, Σ)
with Σ = Mw Σw MT
w . Substituting Mw and Σw (6.13) in Σ, and using the
deﬁnition of the SNR ξ, it follows that the covariance matrix Σ reduces to
(6.15).
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Figure 6.2: System frame for calibration.

6.2

Calibration System and SPO Estimation

Using the approximate PDF of the normalized diﬀerences, derived in the previous section, we can now estimate the PO of the receiver taking into account
the relations (6.14) and (6.16). When the intrinsic parameters are known, the
estimation of the PO, i.e. the extrinsic parameters, is straightforward. However, in practice, the intrinsic parameters are not prior known, and need to be
estimated because inaccurate knowledge of the misalignment parameters may
result in signiﬁcant biases in the PO estimates. As these intrinsic parameters
can be considered ﬁxed once the receiver is assembled, the intrinsic parameters
can be determined once during a calibration process. The standard approach
is to determine the intrinsic parameters assuming the PO of the receiver is
known. However, this approach requires accurate knowledge of the PO of the
receiver. Although it is possible to accurately determine the PO of the receiver,
this requires costly equipment, in particular to determine the orientation of the
receiver, and a laborious procedure to determine the PO of the receiver before
each measurement. Therefore, we propose in this section a method to estimate the intrinsic parameters not requiring the knowledge of the PO, making
it simpler and less costly than the standard calibration procedure.

6.2.1

Calibration Procedure

The calibration procedure proposed in this chapter makes use of the setup
shown in Fig. 6.2, where NL LEDs are installed on a plane in the system
frame xOs y and the positions of these LEDs are ﬁxed and known. The receiver
observes these LEDs at NT diﬀerent POs. Hence, the receiver observes for each
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LED NT 4-tuples of RSS values. The resulting observations are arranged in
the 4NT NL × 1 vector y̆ ∈ R4NT NL ×1 :
y̆ = ğ + η̆


(6.18)



where the vector η̆ ∼ N 0, Σ̆η collects the noise, and Σ̆η = ση2 INT NL ⊗C (see
Section 6.1 for the deﬁnition of the noise correlation matrix C). The vector ğ

T
T
T
T
can be rewritten as ğ = Rp Pt,1 g1,1
, Pt,2 g1,2
, . . . , Pt,NL gN
, where gi,j ∈
T ,NL
R4×1 is the channel gain between the j th LED and the receiver at the ith
th
PO T−1
LED. For each LED
i , and Pt,j is the transmitted power of the j
and each PO, we compute the normalized diﬀerences and arrange them in the
2NT NL × 1 vector t̆ ∈ R2NT NL ×1 . Taking into account that the noise in the
diﬀerent observations is statistically independent, we can write the Gaussian
approximation of the PDF of t̆ as:



1
1
2
exp − t̆ − µ̆ Σ̆
(6.19)
pm t̆ = q
2
det(2π Σ̆)

where kxk2Σ = xT Σ−1 x is the squared Mahalanobis distance with respect to

T
T
T
covariance matrix Σ, and µ̆ = µT
. The components µi,j
1,1 , µ1,2 , . . . , µNT ,NL
correspond to the j th LED and the ith PO, and are deﬁned through (6.14), while
the covariance matrix Σ̆ is given by


Σ1,1 0
0


Σ̆ =  0 . . .
(6.20)
.
0
0

0 ΣNT NL ,NT NL

In this covariance matrix, Σi,j is the covariance matrix for the noise of ti,j
(see (6.15)). These covariance matrices Σi,j are a function of µi,j , which in
turn depend on the parameters to be estimated. As a consequence, maximum
likelihood estimation will be complex. Therefore, we will use the least squares
(LS) method to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Let us deﬁne
the parameter set Θ = {k, T1 , . . . , TNT }, then the LS estimate is given by:
1
Θ̂ = arg min kt̆ − µ̆k2 ,
Θ 2
s.t. RT R = I, det (R) = +1.

(6.21)

The constraint RT
i Ri = I implies that Ri , which deﬁnes the orientation of the
receiver at PO i and is enclosed in the transform matrix T−1
∈ SE (3) (see
i
(6.2)), should be a member of SO (3). Unfortunately, (6.21) has no closed-form
solution, implying we need to resort to an iterative algorithm to estimate Θ.
As the solution of the above (iterative) constrained optimization problem is
complex and cumbersome in Euclidean space, we ﬁrst notice that SE (3) is a
manifold and convert the above optimization problem into an unconstrained
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optimization problem on manifolds [44]. In what follows, we use the GaussNewton method on manifold SE (3) to solve (6.21). At each iteration, the
update direction is calculated by
h

∆ k , ∆ T1 , . . . , ∆ TN T

iT

= (∇Θ µ̆)

†

t̆ − µ̆

T



(6.22)

where ∇Θ µ̆ = [∇Θ µ1,1 , ∇Θ µ1,2 , . . . , ∇Θ µNT ,NL ] ∈ R2NT NL ×(6NT +3) is the
gradient of µ̆ with respect to Θ.
Based on the chain rule, ∇Θ µi,j = ∇rI,i,j µi,j ∇Θ rI,i,j ∈ R2×(6NT +3) , where
∇rI,i,j µi,j is the gradient of µi,j with respect to rI,i,j , and ∇Θ rI,i,j is the gradient of rI,i,j with respect to Θ. ∇rI,i,j µi,j is determined by its k th component


∇rI,i,j µi,j



k

=

(2 − 2 cos 2αk ) eT
k
q
2 ,
T
lπ 1 − ek rI,i,j /l

(6.23)

i
h
while ∇Θ rI,i,j = ∇k rI,i,j , ∇T1 rI,i,j , . . . , ∇TNT rI,i,j ∈ R2×(6NT +3) is given
by
c
(Ti r̄L,j )
(6.24)
∇k rI,i,j = T
e3 Ti r̄L,j
and
∇Tk rI,i,j =




K
eT
3 Ti r̄L,j



−

KTi r̄L,j eT
3

(eT3 Ti r̄L,j )
0 ∈ R2×6

2



(Ti r̄L,j )

⊙

if k = i

,

(6.25)

if k 6= i

where the gradient of rI,i,j with respect to Tk (6.25) is calculated with the
inﬁnitesimal perturbation, and the operators · c and ·⊙ are deﬁned as



c
a3 0 a1
T
,
(6.26)
[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ]
=
0 a3 a2
and



ξT , η

 T ⊙

=




ηI3 −ξ ∧
,
0T 0T

(6.27)

respectively.
As the update directions (6.22) depend on k and all Ti , the intrinsic parameters and the POs need to be estimated jointly:
( t+1
k
= kt +τk ∆k (kt , Tt1 , . . . , TtNT )
∧  t
(6.28)
Ti , i ∈ {1, . . . , NT }
Tt+1
= exp τT ∆Ti (kt , Tt1 , . . . , TtNT )
i

where τk and τT control the incremental step size for k and Ti , respectively.
The Gauss-Newton method needs an initialization Θ0 to start the iterative
estimation process. To obtain this initial estimate, we consider the direct linear
transformation method [78]. Assuming the positions of at least four LEDs and
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the positions of the light spots for these LEDs are known, the direct linear
transformation method gives a closed-form coarse estimate for Θ0 . Although
in our problem, the positions of the light spots are not known, we can estimate
them from the normalized diﬀerences ti,j , which is a noisy version of µi,j (6.17).
This µi,j is a function of the angles αℓ , ℓ = 1, 2 (6.16), which in turn are related
to the position rS,q,i,j of the light spot, i.e. we can write µi,j as a function of
rS,q,i,j : µi,j (rS,q,i,j ). In many situations, the noise is relatively small, implying
we can neglect the presence of the noise, i.e. ti,j ≈ µi,j . Inverting the function
µi,j (rS,q,i,j ), we obtain the coarse estimate r̂S,q,i,j ∈ R2×1 of the light spot for
the j th LED and the ith PO:
r̂I,i,j = ϕ−1 (ti,j ) ,

(6.29)

where (·)(−1) is the inversion operator.

6.2.2

The Theoretical Lower Bound

In order to get insight into the optimality of the designed calibration algorithm
and to investigate how the SNR, NL or NT would eﬀect the accuracy of the
estimator, we derive in this section the theoretical lower bound for the mean
squared errors of ha and km,q . Since the estimation includes the unwanted
parameter Ti and since the estimator is designed based on an approximated
PDF, we will derive the misspeciﬁed Cramér-Rao bound (MCRB) for the whole
parameter set Θ and keep the left upper 3 × 3 submatrix corresponding to the
intrinsic parameters. The MCRB for the whole parameter set Θ is given by Θ
is given by
MCRB(Θ) = (M1 (Θ̊))−1 M2 (Θ̊)(M1 (Θ̊))−1 + Bias(Θ̊, Θ).

(6.30)

In (6.30) Θ̊ is the parameter set to which the estimation converges due to the
PDF approximation assumed by the estimator, given by

Θ̊ = arg min D p(t̆)||pm (t̆|Θ) ,
(6.31)
Θ



where D p(t̆)||pm (t̆|Θ) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the
true (p(t̆)) and the approximated (pm (t̆|Θ)) PDFs. The matrices M1 , M2 , and
Bias(Θ̊, Θ) are respectively given by

M1 = Et̆ ∆Θ
(6.32)
Θ ln pm (t̆|Θ),

(6.33)
M2 = Et̆ ∇T
Θ ln pm (t̆|Θ)∇Θ ln pm (t̆|Θ),
Bias(Θ̊, Θ) = ǫ(Θ̊, Θ)ǫ(Θ̊, Θ)T ,

(6.34)

where ǫ(Θ̊, Θ) is the error vector between Θ̊ and Θ. The error vector is deﬁned
h
iT
T
T
g
as ǫ(Θ̊, Θ) = ǫT
with ǫk = k̊ − k and ǫTi = log(Ti T̊−1
i ) ,
k , ǫ T1 , . . . , ǫ TN
T

and ·g is the inverse operator of ·f . Since the designed estimator neglects
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the eﬀect of covariance matrix, the dependency of the covariance matrix on
the parameter set is neglected for the derivative in (6.32) and (6.33). After a
few rearrangements, it can be seen that the expectations in (6.32) and (6.33)
depend on p(t̆) through its mean and covariance only, which can be calculated
numerically via Monte Carlo integration.
In order to analyze the eﬀect of NT , NL and SNR, we take into account that
since pm (t̆|Θ) is Gaussian the minimum of the KLD (6.31) is obtained when
the ﬁrst two moments of the true and the approximated PDFs are matched [79]
and that when the SNR is high, pm (t̆|Θ) approximates the true PDF with a
high accuracy so that the ﬁrst two moments of the approximated PDF approach
these of the true PDF. As a result, the estimator is asymptotically unbiased,
i.e., Bias(Θ̊, Θ) ≈ 0 for SNR≫ 1, so that M1 ≈ M2 , MCRB(Θ) ≈ M−1
2 and
M2 ≈

NL
NT X
X
i

j

−1
∇T
Θ µi,j Σi,j ∇Θ µi,j .

(6.35)

It can be seen that when NT or NL increases, the number of terms in (6.35)
increases. As the matrices being summed in (6.35) are symmetric and positivesemideﬁnite, this implies that M2 is non-decreasing in the sense of Loewner
order. Further, as Σ−1
i,j is proportional to the SNR, increasing the SNR also
enlarges the Loewner order of these matrices being summed and thus leads the
partial order of M2 to enhance. As a result, the MCRB is a non-increasing
function of NT , NL or SNR. While increasing NT , NL or SNR increases the
robustness of the estimator against noise, these parameters do not have an
impact on the feasibility of the estimation. The number of observations required
to make proper estimation feasible follows from the analysis from [78] dealing
with intrinsic parameter estimation for cameras. Translating the results of that
paper to the problem at hand, it follows that observations at two diﬀerent POs
provide suﬃcient constraints to avoid depth ambiguity, and at each PO, at least
four LEDs should be observed to have enough information for the calibration.
In this paper, we estimated the intrinsic parameters from the normalized
diﬀerences instead of the quad-tuple of RSS values, where the PDF of the normalized diﬀerences was approximated by a Gaussian distribution. To evaluate
the eﬀect of both the approximation and normalized diﬀerencing, we compare
the misspeciﬁed Cramér-Rao bound MCRB (Θ) (6.30) with the Cramér-Rao
bound for the quad-tuple of RSS values y̆ observed by the QPD, i.e. CRB (Θ),
corresponding to the true PDF p(y̆). As y̆ is Gaussian distributed, the derivation of the Fisher information matrix J (Θ) and thus CRB(Θ) = J−1 (Θ) [66]
is straightforward, and yields
T

J (Θ) = (∇Θ ğ) Σ̆−1
η (∇Θ ğ) ,
T

(6.36)

where ∇Θ ğ = [∇Θ g1,1 , ∇Θ g1,2 , . . . , ∇Θ gNT ,NL ] ∈ R(4NT NL )×(6NT +3) denotes
the gradient of ğ with respect to Θ with component ∇Θ gi,j = Rp Pt ∇Θ gi,j ,
and the gradient of hi,j with respect to Θ is speciﬁed by its k th component,
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i.e.,
[∇Θ hi,j ]k = Ci,j ·


γAi,j,k (nT
L,j vi,j )

γ−1

(nTP vi,j )

T


  n̄T · ∇ v̄ 
kvi,j kγ+3
γ
T


Θ i,j
n
v
A
(
)
i,j
i,j,k
L,i
  L,j

·
∇
v̄i,j 
  n̄T

Θ
kvi,j kγ+3
 , (6.37)
 (γ+3)A (nT v )γ (nT v )  ·  TP
i,j,k
v̄i,j · ∇Θ v̄i,j 
−
L,j i,j
P i,j 


kvi,j kγ+5
[∇Θ Ai,j ]k


γ
(nTL,j vi,j ) (nTP vi,j )
kvi,j kγ+3

i
where ∇Θ v̄i,j = ∇k v̄i,j , ∇T1 v̄i,j , . . . , ∇TNT v̄i,j ∈ R4×(6NT +3) with

 1 

Ti r̄L,j
1
,
0
,
diag
∇k v̄i,j = T−1
4×2
1
i
eT Ti r̄L,j
h

0

(6.38)

3

and

∇Tk v̄i,j =





T−1
i



K0 (Ti r̄L,j )⊙
eT
3 Ti r̄L,j

−



⊙
K0 Ti r̄L,j
r̄
eT
T
i L,j
3
4×6
0∈R

−
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K0 Ti r̄L,j eT
3 (Ti r̄L,j )

(eT3 Ti r̄L,j )
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if k = i

if k 6= i
(6.39)
= M−1
s∇
r
∈
∇
Θ
I,i,j
r
a
I,i,j

Based on the chain rule, we have ∇Θ Ai,j
R4×(6NT +3) , where


sin α1,i,j + cos α2,i,j , cos α1,i,j + sin α2,i,j


−2 sin α1,i,j ,
0

∇rI,i,j s = l 


0,
−2 sin α2,i,j
0,
0

(6.40)

and Ma is deﬁned in (6.7).

6.2.3

SPO Estimation

Once the intrinsic parameters are estimated during the calibration process, the
estimated parameters can be used for accurate SPO estimation of the receiver.
To estimate the PO, a similar procedure can be used as for the calibration,
by means of the Gauss-Newton method, except that now it is assumed that
the intrinsic parameters k are known. At ith PO, the observation ti only
depends on the PO Ti , and is independent of other POs. Therefore, we can
estimate the POs independently, in contrast to the calibration procedure that
needed to consider the observations of multiple POs due to the presence of
the unknown intrinsic parameters. Again, the estimation is obtained with an
iterative procedure, of which the update step is the same as in (6.28):
f
(6.41)
Tt+1
= exp (τT ∆Ti ) Tti
i
Similarly as in the calibration procedure, we can obtain a coarse estimate by
means of the direct linear transformation method together with (6.29) to initialize the Gauss-Newton method for SPO estimation.
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Figure 6.3: Histogram of [t]1 as a function of ξ.

6.3

Numerical Assessment and Experiment

In this section, we ﬁrst evaluate the normalized diﬀerencing and its approximation. Later, we verify the performance of the proposed calibration algorithm
and compare the mean squared error with the theoretical bound based on
simulations. Then, the calibration procedure is used determine the intrinsic
parameters in an experimental setup, after which the PO is estimated from the
measurements.
Now, we will evaluate the approximation (6.17) by a comparison with respect to the true PDF of t. To this end, we assume rlI = [0.2, −0.3]T , which
leads to µ = [0.2529, −0.3762]T . The true PDF is obtained by the histogram
of t trails generated with Monte Carlo method through (6.10) and (6.11). The
histogram of [t]1 as a function of ξ ∈ [0, 40] dB and corresponding contours
are given in Fig. 6.3. It can be seen that the PDF of [t]1 appears Gaussian
and is centered at [µ]1 when ξ is large while it is very ﬂat when ξ is small.
Next, we quantitatively evaluate the mismatch between the approximated and
the true parameters. The residual error of mean is measured by the L2-norm
RMSE(µ) = kµt − µk2 , while that of covariance is measured by the Frobenius norm RMSE(Σ) = kΣt − ΣkF . The Bhattacharyya distance is adopted
to measure the similarity between the approximated and the true PDFs. Fig.
6.4a shows the comparison, while Fig. 6.4b gives the residual error. It can be
seen that the mean becomes constant and the variance decreases linearly with
respect to ξ when the received SNR is large, while the approximated mean and
variance approach the true values asymptotically with respect to the received
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.4: Evaluation of approximated mean and covariance. (a) Approximated
values as a function of ξ. (b) RMSE as a function of ξ.
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Figure 6.5: Histograms of the empirical observation along with fitted Gaussian
curves.

SNR. The Bhattacharyya distance (denoted by DB -distance) in Fig. 6.4b indicates that the approximation (6.17) achieves a better accuracy as the received
SNR increases.
Here, we also give an experimental result to verify the analysis. Fig. 6.5
illustrates the histogram of t sampled in an experiment (the setting will be
given in details in Section 6.3) along with the ﬁtted Gaussian curves, which
conﬁrms that t complies with a bivariate normal distribution.

6.3.1

Numerical Assessment of Calibration Algorithm

For the simulations, we consider the following setup. All LEDs are assumed to
have a transmit power Pt = 1 W, and Lambertian order γ = 1. We set the
origin of the system frame as the center of the LED plane. We assume NL =
2
NL,r
LEDs are placed in a square grid with an area of 400 cm2 , where the LED
h i−1 i h 10 i

20
j−1 − 10
cm,
in the ith row and j th column has position rL = NL,r
−1
0

0

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , NL,r }. We set the vertical distance between the LEDs plane and
the receiver equal to z = 0.65 m.
The receiver consists of a circular QPD with radius rp = 5 mm, resulting
in an active area Ap = πrp2 , and responsivity Rp = 0.4 A/W. Above the
QPD, we place at a height |ha | = 3.0 mm a circular aperture with radius of
l = 2.5 mm. In our simulations, we set the misalignment between the centers
of the aperture and the QPD equal to km,q = [0.5, −0.3] mm. The noise in
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(a)

(b)
¯ where NL = 25, NT = 4,
Figure 6.6: RMSE of the estimator (a) as a function of ξ,
and θβ = π/9 rad, (b) as a function of θβ , where SNR = 45 dB, NL = 25, and
NT = 4.
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the diﬀerent quadrants of the QPD is assumed to have correlation coeﬃcient
ρ = 0.7. The orientation R of the receiver is deﬁned with the ZXZ Euler
angles [θα , θβ , θγ ]. We assume the azimuth and roll angles, i.e., θα and θγ ,
are uniformly distributed over [0, 2π), and we set the elevation angle θβ as a
variable. In this way, the receiver has a random orientation but a controlled
tilt angle of θβ . To ensure that most LEDs are observed, we select the position
of the receiver so that it is pointing towards the center of the LEDs plane:
3
r = ezRe
T Re .
3
3
In the simulations, we use (6.18) to generate the observations. We assume
the shot noise has power spectral density N0 = 2.10 × 10−22 A2 /Hz, which
corresponds to a background spectral irradiance pn = 5.8 × 10−6 W/(cm2 ·
nm) and a visible light bandwidth ∆λ = 360 nm [14]. Suppose the electrical
2
bandwidth equals B = 1 MHz [34], the noise variance σw3
can be computed
2
with σw3 = N0 B. Simulation results will be given in terms of the eﬀective3

2
a R t Pt
SNR = (γ+1)A
with Aa = πl2 . Given the optical transmit power
2πσw3
Pt = 1 W, we obtain the eﬀective SNR = 44.73 dB. In our simulations, we will
use the range SNR ∈ [25, 65] dB to take into account variations of the system
parameters.
First, we evaluate the performance of the designed calibration estimator as
a function of SNR. As a baseline method, we consider the calibration algorithm
for cameras [80]. Because the algorithm of [80] takes the image of an object
as input, which in this case corresponds to the observation of the light spot’s
position, we use (6.29) prior to this algorithm to convert the observation t to
the estimated center of the light spot. The number of LEDs in the LED plane
is set to NL = 25, and the receiver observes the plane from NT = 4 randomly
generated POs with θβ = π/9 rad. We vary the SNR from 25 to 65 dB and
¯ i.e., the
plot in Fig. 6.6a the resulting RMSE (denoted by CAL) versus ξ,
received SNR averaged over the four POs. The root of the MCRB and CRB
(denoted by rMCRB and rCRB) from Section 6.2.2 and the performance of
the baseline method (denoted by BAS) are also plotted for comparison. As we
¯ the two calibration methods perform close
can see from Fig. 6.6a, at high ξ,
¯ the proposed calibration algorithm outperforms the
to optimal, while at low ξ,
baseline method. This can be explained as the bias in (6.29) for the baseline
method is larger than for the proposed calibration method when ξ¯ is low. The
gap between MCRB and CRB reﬂects the net performance cost of the followed
strategy where we use the normalized diﬀerences instead of the RSS values
and the approximated PDF. The gap shows that the robustness to imperfect
knowledge of the transmit power and radiation pattern of the LEDs, obtained
by this strategy, is achieved at the cost of accuracy. The performance loss for
the estimation of ha is larger than for the estimation of km .
Next, we evaluate the eﬀect of the number NL of LEDs and the number
NT of POs. We set SNR = 45 dB and θβ = π/9 rad. Both variables inﬂuence
3 As the received SNR depends on the receiver PO, a fixed received SNR will limit the
parameter space of the receiver PO. As this will complicate the simulation, we chose to fix
the effective SNR.
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the number of observations, so we expect that increasing either NL or NT
will improve the performance
of the calibration. In Fig. 6.7a, we show the
√
performance for NL,r = NL = {2, 3, . . . , 9} with NT = 3, and in Fig. 6.7b
for NT = {2, 4, . . . , 16} with NL = 25. The ﬁgures show that the lower bound
is reached for both the proposed calibration method and the baseline method
when NL or NT is suﬃciently large. In that case, the performance improves
logarithmically with NL and NT . When NL or NT are small, i.e. when the
number of observations is small, the proposed method outperforms the baseline
method.
Finally, we evaluate the eﬀect of the orientation θβ of the receiver with
respect to the LED plane. We set SNR= 45 dB, NL = 25, and NT = 4. The
calibration performance for θβ varying from 0 rad to 5π/18 rad is shown in Fig.
6.6b. When θβ is small, the performance ﬁrst improves by increasing θβ . This
can be explained as for small θβ , the randomly generated poses are very close
to each other implying the solution set is loosely constrained and thus more
susceptible to the noise. For large θβ , the performance starts to degrade, as in
our assumptions we assumed that the receiver is pointing to the center of the
LEDs plane, implying large θβ corresponds to placing the receiver far from the
center of the LEDs plane. As a consequence, the RSS values will experience
lower SNR values, causing the slight degradation of the performance. The
optimal performance will therefore occur at intermediate values of θβ .

6.3.2

Numerical Assessment of SPO Estimator

In the evaluation of the estimator through computer simulations, we consider
a setup similar to the one shown in Fig. 4.3 in Chapter 4, except that NL = 36
LEDs are mounted at the ceiling of a 5 m×5 m×3 m area. We also consider
a path similar to the one shown in Fig. 4.3. However, the path used here
has a circular pattern in the XY plane and the radius of the circle is 1.5 m,
and the amplitude of the sinusoidal pattern is 0.2 m. The circle is centered
T
at [2.5, 2.5, 1.5] m, i.e. the center of the considered area. Starting at the
T
coordinates [4.0, 2.5, 1.5] m, the path oscillates sinusoidally in the Z direction
and completes the path in three periods. A detection algorithm is assumed so
that the estimation is based on those LEDs that have a light spot overlapping
all quadrants of the photodiode only.
In Fig. 6.8, we show the RMSE of the PO estimates of the proposed estimator with calibration (assuming a known km ) as a function of the position θr of
the receiver in the path for Pt = 1 W, and compare the resulting RMSE with
that of the estimator without calibration (assuming km = 0). The mean received SNR ξ¯ at each position is also plotted for comparison. It can be observed
¯
in Fig. 6.8 that the RMSE performance changes reversely with respect to ξ.
This is expected, since the RMSE has a negative correlation with the received
SNR, that is, a large RMSE is obtained when the received SNR is small, and
vice versa. Comparing the performance between the estimators with and without calibration, we can see that the misspeciﬁed intrinsic parameters degrade
the estimator’s performance, especially the positioning performance.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.7: RMSE of the estimator (a) as a function of NL , where SNR = 45 dB,
NT = 4, and θβ = π/9 rad, (b) as a function of NT , SNR = 45 dB, NL = 25, and
θβ = π/9 rad.
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Figure 6.8: RMSE for position and orientation estimates as a function of θr , com¯
pared with the mean received SNR ξ.

Figure 6.9: RMSE for position and orientation estimates as a function of the mean
¯
received SNR ξ.
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Figure 6.10: Experiment setup.
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Figure 6.11: Block diagram of the experiment setup.

Next, we evaluate the proposed estimator with respect to the transmitted
power. In this simulation, the RMSE is ﬁrst evaluated with the transmitted
power Pt = {1, 3, . . . , 9} W and then averaged over the path. In Fig. 6.9,
we show the averaged RMSE and the associated root of the theoretical bound
¯ The results show that when the
as a function of the mean received SNR ξ.
calibration is applied (assuming a known km ), the performance of the proposed
estimator (denoted by RMSE w/ C) improves linearly with respect to the
received SNR. However, when no calibration is used (assuming km = 0), we
observe that the estimator (denoted by RMSE w/o C) shows an error ﬂoor for
large SNR.

6.3.3

Experiment Results

In the experiment, we use the setup as shown in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. More
speciﬁcally, a signal generator (Keysight 33622A) generates a 0.8 MHz sinusoidal signal with amplitude 0.3 V, which is the maximum amplitude that
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Table 6.1: Experiment specification.

Component/Parameter
Arbitrary Waveform Generator
Ampliﬁer
Biase-T
LED
Quadrant Photodiode
Transimpedance Ampliﬁer
Digitizer
Iron Aperture Plate
Aperture Size
Aperture Height

Model/Value
Keysight 33622A
Mini-circuits ZHL-32A-S
Mini-circuits ZFBT-4R2GW
Luxeon LXML-PWC2
OSI SPOT-9DMI
Femto DHPCA-100
GaGe CSE8389
Thickness: 0.05 mm, Black Painted
Radius: l = 5 mm
|ha | = 2.9 mm

allows us to operate in the linear range of the LED. This signal is coupled
into the the LED (LXML-PWC2) using a bias-T (ZFBT-4R2GW) that adds a
0.45 A DC current. This LED is mounted on a 2D motorized translation stage.
For the receiver, we use a circular QPD (SPOT-9DMI) with radius rp = 5 mm.
This QPD is placed in a 3D-printed black box, and a black iron plate with
thickness 0.05 mm and containing a laser drilled aperture of radius l = 5 mm
is mounted at a height ha = 2.9 mm above the QPD. The output of each
quadrant of QPD is ampliﬁed by a TIA (DHPCA-100), and fed to a digitizer
(CSE8389). The resulting outputs are sent to a PC where we perform power
spectral analysis in order to extract the RSS values. The experiment speciﬁcation is summarized in Tab. 6.1. The experiment consists of two phases. In
the ﬁrst phase, the misalignment is estimated using the proposed calibration
algorithm, and in the second phase the SPO estimation is performed given the
already estimated misalignment. With this setup, in the ﬁrst phase of the experiment, we estimate the misalignment using the calibration procedure, and in
the second phase, we determine the PO of the receiver, given the misalignment
parameters estimated in the ﬁrst phase.
In our system model, we used an idealized model for the RSS values for
the diﬀerent quadrants of the QPD. In a real QPD, however, there are some
physical eﬀects causing distortions. A ﬁrst eﬀect is the cross-talk between
two segments [81], which is the phenomenon where excitement of one segment
will result in a coupled response in another segment. A second eﬀect is the
spatial non-uniformity of the responsivity [82], causing the region closer to
the boundary to have lower responsivity. These eﬀects introduce deviations
in the RSS vector, and consequently in µ (6.14). Therefore, in practice, the
distortion induced by these eﬀects should be modeled, estimated, and then
compensated. As modeling and estimating these distortions separately would
require sophisticated equipment, often only the joint eﬀect of such distortions
is considered. This joint eﬀect is represented by an additive term that is a nonlinear function of the light spot’s position [83]. This implies that the coeﬃcients
of the polynomial can be determined without knowing the exact PO of the
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LED3

50 mm

LED4

Figure 6.12: The square with four LEDs and the trajectory for the square.

receiver. A similar problem occurs for cameras, where the additive term models
radial and tangential distortions of the lens [84] and the skewness of the axes of
the image sensor [78]. In these works, the authors use a polynomial function to
model the non-linear distortion. In this thesis, we will use a similar approach to
model the distortions of the QPD, and heuristically determine the parameters
of the polynomial model using the measured RSS values. This will allow us
to subtract the additive distortion term from the measured RSS values. Our
experiment will show that this distortion compensation will noticeably improve
the performance of our estimators.
To determine the misalignment parameters in the calibration phase, we position the LED with the translation stage at NL = 25 predeﬁned positions
belonging to a 5 × 5 square grid with spacing 100 mm between two LED positions. The receiver observes the LED at these NL = 25 positions at NT = 12
diﬀerent randomly chosen POs with a tilt angle θβ ≈ π/6 rad and a ’vertical’
distance z ≈ 0.5 m. Based on the resulting observations, we determine the
misalignment parameters.
In the second phase, we estimate the receiver’s PO. To this end, we mimic
a scenario with 4 LEDs (the minimum required to estimate the PO), where
our LED is moved by the translation stage to the corners of a square with side
100 mm. The receiver PO remains ﬁxed for the 4 LED positions and separately
measures the RSS values for the diﬀerent positions, to estimate the PO of the
receiver. We repeat this experiment for 16 diﬀerent relative positions of the
LEDs compared to the receiver, while keeping the PO of the receiver ﬁxed.
The 16 observation points belong to a trajectory that forms a square, where
the distance between the observation points is 50 mm, as shown in Fig. 6.12.
This square trajectory lies in the x − y plane and is aligned with x− and y−
axes. Each observation point corresponds to the center of the 4-LED positions
needed for one PO estimate. The receiver is placed in front of the center of
the square trajectory, at a ’vertical’ distance z from the trajectory plane. The
trajectory for the LEDs is repeated four times, for four diﬀerent receiver’s POs,
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i.e. for z ∈ {∼ 0.65, ∼ 1} m and θβ ∈ {∼ 0, ∼ π/6} rad. Note that moving
the center of the 4-LEDs along this trajectory is equivalent with keeping the
positions of the 4 LEDs ﬁxed and moving the receiver with ﬁxed orientation.
The "moving" receiver follows a new trajectory that is linked to the observation
trajectory by r − ro , where ro denotes the observation point. Due to our lack
of suitable measurement equipment, the exact values of r and R are unknown
so that we cannot obtain the ground truth values of the receiver trajectory and
receiver orientation, which means we cannot compare performance in terms of
absolute error. However, since the receiver trajectory is supposed to be parallel
to the x − y plane and square, we can compare the performance of the position
estimation in terms of relative position error, i.e., ignoring the absolute value
of the trajectory center. And, since the orientation of the receiver is ﬁxed,
i.e., the variance of the orientation should be zero, we can use the standard
variance of the estimated orientations to compare the performance of the orientation estimation. Tab. 6.2 compares the performance of diﬀerent algorithms
for the four POs. It can be seen that the LS algorithm with calibrated intrinsic and distortion parameters (LS w/ ID) outperforms the LS algorithm with
calibrated intrinsic parameters only (LS w/ I) and the LS algorithm without
calibrated parameters nor distortion parameters (LS w/o ID), while the LS w/
ID algorithm achieves a similar performance as the baseline method with calibrated intrinsic and distortion parameters (BAS w/ ID) does. Fig. 6.13 shows
the estimated trajectory in XY plane of diﬀerent algorithms for z distance of
1.0 m and tilt angle of π/6 rad. The result conﬁrms that the calibrated LS
with intrinsic and distortion parameters gives the best performance in terms
of shape of the estimated trajectory and variance of the estimated orientation.
However, as the ground truth value is unknown, the cause of the estimation
error is still under investigation.

6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate the SPO estimation and calibration problem for
the AQPD receiver. To this end, the channel link is ﬁrst modeled in terms
of the receiver’s PO and misalignment using the perspective projection model.
Then, we show that the commonly applied strategy of diﬀerencing and normalization to the RSS, claimed by most works to improve the robustness against
RSS variation, results in a complex PDF, which makes an eﬀective and eﬃcient
estimation hard to achieve. Therefore, a simple closed-form approximate PDF
is derived, based on which the calibration and the PO estimation algorithms
using the least squares principle are proposed. The proposed calibration does
not require any information about the PO of the receiver and is robust to the
received power variation. In addition, the theoretical lower bound on calibration parameter estimates is also derived, which bounds the performance of the
misalignment and can also be used as an indicator to determine the required
SNR or the number of LEDs to obtain the desired accuracy. Both the synthesized data and the real experiment conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
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Table 6.2: Performance of different algorithms.
Alg
LS w/ ID
LS w/ I
LS w/o ID
Tilt angle (rad)
0
π/6
0
π/6
0
π/6
Distance (m)
0.65 1.0 0.65 1.0
0.65
1.0
0.65 1.0
0.65
1.0
0.65 1.0
RMSE
XY plane
1.4
5.4
0.3
1.9
6.8
15.0
1.9
2.2
5.9
11.5
2.2
3.1
z-axis
11.7 11.6 7.4
7.7
11.1
9.0
9.6 10.3
6.7
16.0
7.6 15.6
(cm)
STD(R̂) (×100 rad) 2.55 6.95 0.61 2.12 13.09 19.71 3.63 2.95 14.52 19.52 4.45 4.28
• LS w/ ID: LS algorithm with calibrated intrinsic and distortion parameters
• LS w/ I: LS algorithm with calibrated intrinsic parameters only
• LS w/o ID: LS algorithm without calibrated parameters nor distortion parameters
• BAS w/ ID: Baseline method with calibrated intrinsic and distortion parameters

0.65
1.5
11.2
2.69

BAS w/ ID
0
π/6
0.65 1.0
0.7
2.4
6.5
6.3
1.31 2.84

1.0
5.0
11.1
6.48
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Figure 6.13: x−y view of the estimated position for 1.0 m in z-direction and π/6 rad
tilt angle.

algorithms. The research mentioned in this chapter was presented in [85].
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7
Conclusions
7.1

Conclusions

High-eﬃciency and long-lasting white LEDs, which are gradually becoming the
main source of lighting, can be modulated at frequencies up to several MHz.
Consequently, white LEDs can be used for wireless communication and positioning, making it possible to achieve communication and positioning with low
cost, low power consumption, and long lifetime. This provides an alternative
solution to the demand for wireless transmission capacity and spectrum due to
the rapid popularity of high throughput applications and the explosive growth
of wireless connected devices. This thesis studies the position and orientation
estimation problem for visible light systems with multiple LEDs and multiple
PDs.
In order to achieve this goal, Chapter 2 introduces basic optical and electrical concepts of visible light channel. The system model as well as two receiver structures (i.e, the angular diversity receiver and the aperture-combined
quadrant photodiode receiver) are modeled in this chapter. Chapter 3 reviews some techniques for estimation problems and optimization methods on
the SO(3)/SE(3). In Chapters 4-6, we investigate the simultaneous position
and orientation estimation for the angular diversity receiver and the aperturecombined quadrant photodiode receiver.
The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• The structures of the angular diversity receiver and the aperturecombined receiver are modeled. The channel model for these receivers
in multiple LEDs systems is derived.
• Based on the receiver model, the SPO estimation is ﬁrst studied for the
angular diversity receiver without an external orientation estimation device in Chapter 4. Two estimation algorithms are proposed and the theoretical lower bound is derived.
• Then the SPO estimation is further studied for the angular diversity
receiver with an external orientation estimation device in Chapter 5. An
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estimation algorithm is proposed and the associated theoretical lower
bound is derived.

• For the aperture-combined quadrant photodiode receiver, we investigate
both the calibration and SPO estimation problems. Eﬃcient and eﬀective
algorithms for calibration and SPO estimation are, respectively, proposed
and veriﬁed. The associated theoretical lower bound is also derived.

7.2

Future Research

In this thesis, we proposed several novel methods to solve the problems of
position and orientation estimation. Although some important achievements
have been made, there are still some challenges for future research.
• Designing estimators that take into account the NLOS channel.
The current assumption in this thesis is that the NLOS channel is negligible, that is, the reﬂectivity of the environment is small and the receiver
moves within a certain distance from the wall. It is of great interest to
investigate other situations where NLOS channels need to be considered.
One of the possible solutions is to establish a statistical model for the
RSS in the presence of NLOS channel through simulation or experiment,
and then update the estimators given in this thesis to incorporate this
statistical information into the estimation as a prior information. Another possible solution is to design an optimal dynamic power allocation
algorithm so that the system only focuses on LED-PD links with a strong
LOS component.
• Position and orientation estimation for hybrid RF/VLC system.
The hybrid RF/VLC system incorporates the better connectivity of RF
techniques to enhance the VLC system to overcome its weaknesses, such
as improving NLOS communication and achieving two-way communication. Therefore, the problem of position and orientation estimation for
the hybrid RF/VLC system is a promising research topic. For example, when the light link does not exist or it is not good enough due to
unsatisfactory position or orientation of the receiver, RF-based estimation can be a supplementary method. This system relies on an optimal
position and orientation estimation scheme that combines RF and VLC
techniques.
• Position-orientation aided channel estimation for VLC. The prior
information about the position-orientation and trajectory of each user
can be leveraged to estimate and track the channel. In the future, indoor
communication applications will feature intelligent mobile IoT devices,
so that timely position-orientation related information becomes instrumental in improving communication performance and facilitating eﬃcient
computation oﬄoading.

Appendices

A
Evaluation of the NLOS
Channel
Currently, simulation based methods, especially those based on ray tracing
methods, are used by many works to investigate the channel taking into account the NLOS component. When a light ray hits a surface, the hit point
will glow and behave like a light source, whose radiation pattern and power are
determined by the surface’s material and reﬂectivity. Many typical indoor materials, e.g. plaster walls, acoustic-tiled walls, carpets and unvarnished wood,
have the ﬁrst-order Lambertian pattern [86]. This mechanism forms the foundation for the ray-tracing algorithm. For the naive ray-tracing algorithm, a
bunch of rays are ﬁrst generated in accordance with the radiation pattern of
the LED. Afterwards, the algorithm traces each ray to ﬁnd the next reﬂection
point, and then assigns new direction and power to the ray based on the hit
point’s radiation pattern and reﬂectivity. This tracing process is iterated until
a maximum reﬂection number is reached or the ray’s power is lower than a
threshold. Since the ray-tracing simulates the behavior of light rays in reality, it can produce a high degree of realism when given a suﬃcient number of
rays and reﬂections. However, the main drawback of this naive algorithm is its
high variance when used to investigate the LED-PD channel, that is, since the
amount of rays generated is limited and the active area of the PD is very small,
most of the generated rays can not reach the PD, so that a small fraction of
rays that successfully reach the PD will dramatically deviate the ﬁnal result.
Many improved practical algorithms have been proposed [87]. Because these
improved algorithms achieve a similar accuracy, in this thesis, we adopt an
algorithm called mixed ray-tracing-Monte Carlo algorithm [88] to evaluate the
NLOS channel. The procedure for the mixed ray-tracing-Monte Carlo algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.2, where the diﬀerence from the naive ray racing
algorithm is the calculation of the contribution (and the corresponding travel
time) from the hit point to the PD at each iteration. The contribution calculated in each iteration guarantees that the PD receives suﬃcient incident light
to deal with the drawback of the naive ray-tracing algorithm.
Next, we compare the LOS and the NLOS channels using the mixed ray-
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Algorithm 1.2 Algorithm for mixed ray-tracing-Monte Carlo algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Initialization : Generate N rays complying with the LED’s radiation pattern. Assign the ith ray with a power of Pi = Pt /N .
LOOP Process
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 1 to maxiterations do
Trace the ith ray to the next hit point.
Compute the ray’s travel time
Update the ray with a new direction according to the hit point’s radiation pattern
Update the ray with a new power according to the hit point’s reﬂectivity (Pi = ρPi )
Compute the contribution and the travel time to the PD from the hit
point with Pi
if Pi ≤ PT then
break
end if
end for
end for
Table A.1: Simulation configuration for ray-tracing

ρ

Room
Source
Receiver
Size: [8, 6, 3] m
nL = [0, 0, −1]
nP = [0, 0, 1]
North: 0.3
South: 0.56
Pt = 1 W
Ar = πr2 , r = 1 mm
East: 0.3
West: 0.12
γ=1
R̄p = 0.3 A/W
Ceiling: 0.69 Floor: 0.09 φF OV = π2 rad
θF OV = 4π
9 rad
Maximum Reflection: 12, Power Threshold: PT = 0 W

tracing-Monte Carlo algorithm. We consider an empty room with a single pair
of LED - PD and evaluate the pair at three diﬀerent positions, as illustrated
in Fig. A.1. The room conﬁguration is given in Tab. A.1, where the surface
reﬂectivity refers to [86]. The curves shown in Fig. A.2 are the resulting
impulse responses, where the LED generates a bunch of transient light rays at
time 0 ns and the received power (or ray counts) response of the PD is plotted
as a function of time. It can be seen that the results of all position settings have
a lot in common. Speciﬁcally, the LOS and NLOS channels respectively result
in two independent impulse response components, where the LOS component
behaves like a weighted Dirac delta function with a time delay while the NLOS
component behaves like a delayed exponential decay function in an overall
sense. This observation agrees with the discussion in [89]. Further, let us take
a closer look at the contributors of the NLOS component. It can be found
that the contribution of the 1th reﬂection dominates the initial part of the
NLOS component, and the higher order reﬂections in turn dominate. This
is straightforward, because the higher order reﬂection takes more travel time.
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Figure A.1: Scenario for ray-tracing simulation.

However, the results also have lots of diﬀerent aspects. First of all, since the
time delay for the LOS component is determined by the LOS distance, the
response of the setting A has the largest time delay in the LOS component due
to its largest LOS distance. Contrarily, the time delay of the NLOS component
is decided by the room size and the distances from PD to the room’s walls. As
a result, the response of the setting B has the largest time delay of the NLOS
component. Second, it can be seen that the setting A has the largest peak
magnitude of the NLOS component. This is because that the LED - PD pair
of the setting A has the closest distance to the walls with the highest surface
reﬂectivity, so that these walls contribute more reﬂected power to the PD.
Next, we analyze the impact of the NLOS component from the frequency response. Since we only consider RSS-based estimation algorithms in this thesis,
we will only evaluate the magnitude response. Fig. A.3 shows the magnitude
responses obtained by performing FFT on the impulse responses. First, let us
have a look at the NLOS component. It can be seen that the frequency response of the NLOS component is similar to that of a low pass ﬁlter in general
because of its exponential decay shape in time domain. In addition, the magnitude of the NLOS frequency response varies with settings. Unsurprisingly, the
NLOS component of setting A has the largest value due to its closest distance
to the walls with high reﬂectivity, while that of setting B is the lowest since it
has a large average distance to walls. Next, let us discuss the impact of NLOS
channel on the LOS channel by comparing the respective LOS and composite
channels for diﬀerent settings. It is expected that when the NLOS component
is small and the LOS components is large enough, the impact will be marginal.
This anticipation is veriﬁed in Fig. A.3, where the frequency responses of LOS
channel and corresponding composite channel almost coincide for setting B and
C. Contrarily, it can be seen that the frequency response for setting A has a
noticeable deviation at low frequency (≤ 40 MHz) than at high frequency. This
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(a) Setting A

(b) Setting B

(c) Setting C
Figure A.2: Impulse response corresponding to different components.
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Figure A.3: Magnitude of the channel frequency response.

is due to the low-pass-ﬁlter-like behavior of the NLOS channel, so the impact
on the LOS channel at high frequency is small.
According to the above analysis, the actual RSS deviates from the RSS inferred from the LOS channel formula due to the presence of the NLOS channel,
but the deviation is highly dependent on the scenario. Diﬀerent settings of the
environment (such as the materials of walls and furniture, and the distribution of LEDs) and of the receiver will result in diﬀerent deviations. When the
reﬂectivity of the environment is low and the receiver moves in an area at a
certain distance from the wall, the inﬂuence of the NLOS channel can be seen
to be negligible.
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B
Internal Reflection of the
Aperture-Combined
Receiver
The PD’s active surface has a strong specular reﬂectance, and the house of the
aperture-combined receiver usually cannot completely absorb the reﬂection,
thereby incurring subsequent reﬂections. Thus, a striking light on the PD
results in multiple internal reﬂections inside the receiver. However, as far as we
known, there is still a lack of analysis of the internal reﬂection of the aperturecombined receiver. And, to what extent will the reﬂection aﬀect the output
signal is still unknown. Therefore, the internal reﬂection should be evaluated
rather than simply ignored. Here, we use an optical engineering software –
TracePro – to simulate the reﬂection inside the house and to evaluate the
eﬀect.
Table B.1: Simulation configuration for TracePro

Module
PD
Aperture
Screen
House
LED

Size
Cylinder
Radius: 1 mm
Hight: 0.5 mm
Circle
Radius: 1 mm
Cuboid
5 × 5 × 0.01 mm
Inner surface: Cuboid
4 × 4 × 1.5 mm
Cuboid
1 × 1 × 0.5 mm

Surface
Top: Photodiode

Position
[0,0,0] mm

Rest: Black Paint

√

√
2
2
2 , 1, 2 ]

Black Paint

[−

Black Paint

[0, 1.005, 0] mm

Black Paint

[0, 0.25, 0] mm

Emitter: Rebel ES
Rest: Black Paint

[−1.5, 1.5, 1.5] m

mm

The conﬁguration for the simulation is given in Tab. B.1 and is illustrated
in Fig. B.1. The result of ray-tracing is shown in Fig. B.2, which shows
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Figure B.1: Illustration of AQPD created in TracePro.

Figure B.2: Illustration of the simulated reflection inside the house.

only these rays that reach the PD’s active area. It can be seen that the PD
causes a specular reﬂection and creates a light spot on the inner surface of the
screen, which consequently causes subsequent scattering reﬂections covering
almost entire house. This observation indicates that the scattering inside the
house will have an impact on the PD’s output. To further evaluate the impact,
let us have a look at the spatial distribution of irradiance and the temporaland frequency- responses of irradiance, shown in Fig. B.3. Fig. B.3a shows
the normalized heatmap of the irradiance distributed over the active area of
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the PD, where the circled by the dotted line represents the active area, and
the dashed line represents the projected light spot cast by the incident light,
which is calculated from the relative position of the LED and the receiver. It
can be seen that the only high-value region (the red region) of irradiance is
the overlap area of dotted and dashed circles and that this region is evenly
valued, which means that the incident light is a parallel light and the shape
of light spot is only determined by that of the aperture. At the same time,
the rest region of the active area has an evenly low value (the blue region),
which means that the scattering has a uniform spatial eﬀect on the active area
but only with a limited intensity. Fig. B.3b shows the time dispersion of the
normalized irradiance response. It can be seen that the direct hit of the incident
light (denoted by LOS component) results in a short time impulse response,
as we hope for. Contrarily, the response caused by the specular reﬂection of
the PD (denoted by NLOS-PD) and the response caused by the reﬂection of
the rest surfaces (denoted by NLOS-RS) disperse over time. However, the time
dispersion is very small and the magnitudes of the NLOS components are also
very small, implying that the impact is marginal. This anticipation is veriﬁed
in the frequency response as shown in Fig. B.3c, where the composite and LOS
responses coincide.
As a conclusion, the internal reﬂection of the aperture-combined receiver
only has a marginal eﬀect, and hence we can neglect it in the analysis.
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(a) Spatial response.

(b) Temporal response.

(c) Frequency response.
Figure B.3: Irradiance response of reflection inside the house.

C
Theoretical Lower Bound
for the MML Estimator
In this appendix, we derive the theoretical lower bound for the MML estimator, which will be used in the numerical results in Section 5.4 for comparison.
Taking into account that the MML algorithm considers the external orientation
estimate R̃ as the correct orientation, and ignores the orientation uncertainty,
it considers a misspeciﬁed log-likelihood function to estimate the position. As
a consequence, the RMSE for the resulting position estimate (for a given external orientation estimate R̃) can be lower bounded by the misspeciﬁed CRB
(MCRB), which is given by
MCRB(r; R̃) = (M1 (r̊))

−1

M2 (r̊) (M1 (r̊))

−1

+ Bias (r̊, r) ,

where the position estimate is deﬁned as
 

r̊ = arg min D p (y|Θ) ||pm (y|r̆; R̃) .
r̆

(C.1)

(C.2)

In (C.2), p (y|Θ) is the true PDF of y where the conditioning is done on the
correct position r and orientation R, pm (y|r; R̃) is the misspeciﬁed PDF of y
conditioned on the true position r and parameterized
 by the (noisy) external
orientation estimate R̃, and D p (y|Θ) ||pm (y|r; R̃) is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) between the true and the misspeciﬁed PDFs. The matrices
M1 , M2 , and Bias (r̊, r) are respectively given by
n
o
M1 (r̊) = Ey|Θ ∆rr ln pm (y|r̊; R̃)
(C.3)
n
o
M2 (r̊) = Ey|Θ ∇r ln pm (y|r̊; R̃)∇T
r ln pm (y|r̊; R̃)
T

Bias (r̊, r) = (r −r̊) (r −r̊) .

(C.4)
(C.5)

As in general, p (y|Θ) 6= pm (y|r; R̃), the matrices M1 and M2 are in general
not equal. The lower bound (C.1) still depends on the random variable R̃. To
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obtain the lower bound on the RMSE of the position estimate, we therefore
need to average (C.1) over the distribution of R̃:
E{re rT
e }  ER̃|R {MCRB(r; R̃)}.

(C.6)

Note that the MML estimator does not estimate the orientation based on the
optical signal. As a consequence, the mean squared error on the orientation is
determined by the the statistics of the prior distribution, i.e. E{ue uT
e } = Σǫ .
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